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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this study is to examine the cases of 
misrepresentation in Demosthenes’ deliberative speeches 
in so far as the existing evidence permits such an 
examination.
The method of investigation was firstly to find 
references to the particular event described by Demosthenes 
in any other author, either contemporary with the event or 
of a later time, and then to compare these references with 
Demosthenes' information; secondly, to check the objectivity 
of our sources, and then to determine how and to what 
degree Demosthenes has misrepresented the facts. There 
follows a discussion on whether the misrepresentation was 
deliberate or unconscious, and on the reasons behind this 
deviation from the truth, considering Demosthenes' 
knowledge of the events, his aims, and his policy at the 
time he was addressing his fellow-citizens.
The historical events to which Demosthenes refers have 
been classified as events of earlier history, and events of 
Demosthenes' own time. The early history is sub-divided 
into Macedonian history and Athenian history.
The value of such a work, the reliability of the authors 
referred to, and the reasons why preference was given to 
the deliberative speeches, are examined in the introduction.
Concerning the early Macedonian history, the subjects 
considered are: Demosthenes' information on Alexander I 
and Perdiccas II; their relations with Athens; and matters
concerning the affinities between Macedonia and Greece.
For early Athenian history, we have examined events and 
personalities of the Persian wars, and of the subsequent 
inter-war years.
The study of Demosthenes' own time covers Philip's 
activities in Amphipolis, Poteidaea, Thrace, the Chersonese, 
and Phocis; facts concerning Philip's character; and the 
conditions among the Macedonians.
A classification of the cases of misrepresentation, 
followed by an interpretation, is presented in the conclusion 
The work closes with an appendix dealing with the sources 
of Demosthenes' historical knowledge.
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8Introduction
I Demosthenes is an historical figure who, from his own
time until today, has been treated with either great 
approbation or violent disapproval. In the past the 
pendulum of judgement on Demosthenes' character and 
principles has swung violently between the opposing 
extremj0W.es, and Demosthenes has been considered either as 
a champion of human liberty or as a representative of the 
most reactionary narrow-mindedness.
His supporters admired his policy and generally approved 
the methods he employed to achieve his aims ^. His
1) Plutarch says of Demosthenes; n uoXv |3cXtCcjv ecpLOToxXcouQ 
H a t  * A A . H t  P t a ô o D  napà  x d ç  a u x o c ç  x O x c x ç  t p a v c t ç  n o X C T r ) ç  "  , 
Comparison of Demosthenes and Cicero, iv (2). Cf. Dem, xiii 
(4) and xxii(4). Likewise Lucian: " 'o ccpdptWoç
ôcptGTOHÀGt p,6v TT) V OVVGOtV, lîCptHÀCt ÔC TO 9p0VT)]ia (g Y C V C T o ) " ,
In praise of Demosthenes, 37. The rhetorician Libanius 
considered Demosthenes more consistent in his patriotism 
than Themistocles, since the latter took refuge in the 
court of his declared enemy, the King of Persia, while the 
former chose to die honourably rather than spend his life 
under his enemies' domination. "Progymnasmata", In praise 
of Demosthenes, 17 (R IV 952).
Of the modern historians, Niebuhr considered Philip as 
the Napoleon of ancient times, and Demosthenes as his real 
persecutor. G.Grote admired Demosthenes and expressed the 
opinion that he "towers above the greatest of his 
predecessors for half a century before his birth - Pericles,
(cont'd.)
opponents see in his work a narrow-minded parochialism, and 
a not entirely honest pursuit, of success
Whether the policy which Demosthenes maintained is right 
or otherwise, need not concern us. Previous historians and 
Scholars dealing with this subject have reached no agreement, 
and justifiably so, since it is difficult for us to form a 
disinterested opinion about a person's policy "a posteriori", 
especially when this policy did not have good results, 
because we are usually influenced by the outcome and we 
frequently have the tendency to approve an effort in 
proportion to its success. The logical fallacy of "post hoc, 
propter hoc " applies in this case, and from ancient times
(cont'd.)
Archidamus, Agesilaus, Epaminondas ", because of his 
Panhellenic policy. (A History of Greece, XII, p.151).
1) Theopompus, the historian contemporary of Demosthenes, 
described him as dpépaLOv to tpotto ycyovcvaL KaC p^Tc irpdypaaL. 
pr)T avBpoTCOLç tzoXvv ypôvov tolç aÛTOLç CTripcvcLv ôuvdpcvov 
Plut, Dem. xiii (1). The contemporary politician Demades
says: ” *0 Ar)poa0cvnç 6 tilkpôç cJuHotpdvTr)Q "^nnd " *0 AiipocrOcv.p;, 
àvOpoTidpLov CH auXXaPüJV nat yXooa^g auyncCpevoç " , 6n 
the twelve years 35» -«Also Deinarchus " toûto to ndOappa ",
"  Ô O pO Ô OH OV  OVTOt Kdl HA,eTCTT)V HCCL TCpOÔOTTjV T O V tpiÀCüV Hdi T f j Ç TïÔXcO'Q
dvdÇLov " , " ptapôv,.0T]pLov ", Against Dem. 16,4-1,50, and the 
Latin rhetorician Quintilian "malum virum accepimus" XII 1(14).
The historian Polybius also critisized Demosthenes' 
political attitude " 6.0c (At]poo0cvt]q) TidvTa pcTpov Tipôç to Tf,ç 
LÔCaç TiaTpCôoç oupcpcpov.. «àyvocü v poL bonci uai tcoXu TcapaTcaici, v tt)ç a- 
A.n0cLac»'»MTr .4(nj^or a systematic collection of these opinions 
see E.Drerup, Demosthenes im Urteile des Altertums (von 
Theopomp bis Tzetzes),Würzburg 1923, Demosthenes also has 
accusers amongst the modern historians, for instancej^proysen, 
A.Holm, E.Meyer, E.Drerup etc..
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its application in the specific case of Demosthenes is
1 ')quoted by Aristotle  ^^ Of course, this is not a true 
method of judgement, for sometimes a collective enterprise 
is unsuccessful in outcome, as happens in political affairs, 
due to the failure of a particular section of society to 
perform its part in it.
Demosthenes' policy no doubt failed in its final goal, but 
no one would be able to prove that it was of necessity 
bound to fail .
There is also another difficulty in drawing a firm 
conclusion about Demosthenes' political attitude : For many, 
Demosthenes' struggle against Philip typifies the conflict 
between democracy and autocracy; thus, this struggle is 
perpetuated , in part, by modern adherents to those systems. 
Also, the contrasting political views of Demosthenes and 
Isocrates have given rise to persistently opposed % attitudes 
among many scholars.
Thus, the influence of contemporary political affairs, 
and possibly the private political bent of certain scholars, 
which was revealed no matter how impartial they tried to 
be, has affected many modern scholars, especially those
1) Rliet. II 24(8) - 1401 b (29-34).
2) See A.W.Gomme, Essays in Greek History and Literature, 
1937, pp.204-247.
3) For an interesting analysis of these phenomena, see 
A.Momigliano, "George Grote and the Study of Greek History", 
Contributo alia Storia degli Studi Classici I, Rome, 1935,
pp. 213-231.
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1 ')amongst the Germans , who, because of the many political 
crises of their past, have carried out much work under this 
influence o
However, although the final judgement on Demosthenes'
political attitude appears difficult because it is based
o')
on no stable ground ^, there is nevertheless one reliable 
method of arriving at a firm conclusion about his 
responsibility as a politician and adviser of the people.
To arrive at this conclusion we must first decide whether 
the methods employed by Demosthenes were constant and also 
honesto But, since even in this case it is not always 
possible to examine these methods thoroughly, owing to the 
fact that we do not know today all the intentions and 
objectives of the political personages and factions of 
that period, we must examine especially one particular part 
of the methods, something which forms a more definite and 
substantial element : that is, the historical material
1) Droysen, E.Meyer, Drerup, Kaerst, Kahrstedt, Pbhlmann, 
Wendland etc., especially as regards their defence of 
Isocrateso For an account of the motives behind this trend 
see Jo'Knipfing, German historians and Macedonian 
imperialism, AHR 25 (1920),pp.657-671.
2) For example, it was hardly possible for any of the 
Greeks of that time to appreciate that the period of the 
city-state was at an end, whereas the assessment of the 
modern historian is inevitably coloured by the weight of 
later knowledge of the evolution of the events, and the 
particular influences of his age and situation.
3) The employment of historical examples in the orators 
generally has been discussed in broad terms, mainly by
DoPearson in "Historical allusions in the Attic orators",
CP 36 (1941),pp.209-229, and by 8.Perlman in "The historical
(cent'd.)
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which Demosthenes, like any other speaker, introduced into 
his argument in order to shape the will of his fellow- 
citizens, and consequently, the decisions of his state.
A scrupulous examination of the way in which Demosthenes 
used the historical elements and the conclusions drawn on 
this point will greatly influence our final judgement upon 
Demosthenes' purposes as a trustworthy statesman and also 
his sincerity as a responsible orator. A decision on this 
question of details will throw more light on the study of 
those problems concerning Demosthenes' general policy than 
any examination proceeding from the wider aspects of his 
attitudes,
Historical material is an objective, firm and unchanging 
1 ')element , which can show us the reliability of an author,
(c ont'd)
example, its use and importance as political propaganda in 
the Attic orators", Scripta Hierosolymitana VII (1961), 
pp.150-166. A work on the use made by the Attic orators and 
historians of the ancestors as an historical example and 
model is that of K.dost,"Das Beispiel und Vorbild der 
Vorfahren bei den attischen Rednern und Geschichtsschreibern 
bis auf Demosthenes", Rhetorische Btudien 19, Paderborn 1956.
As far as I know, the only specific work on one orator 
alone is that on Isocrates by G.Schmitz-Kahlmann,"Das 
Beispiel der Geschichte im politischen Denken des Isocrates", 
Philologus Supplementband XXXI (1959).
1) The part which the historical example plays in the 
oratory and its relation to the enthymema is pointed out 
by Aristotle in Rhet. II 20(9) - 1594 a 10.
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especially if his m i s r e p r e s e n t a t i o n  and 
m i s u s e  of this material is considered in particular.
II Nevertheless, there are difficulties to he found, as
1usually happens with historical affairs  ^, and in this
survey there is in particular the problem of the sources
with which the information given by Demosthenes is to be
compared. That is, the problem of the adequacy of the
sources we are bound to use, and, further, of how certain
events of history actually happened, and consequently, of
how far from the truth Demosthenes deviates in his
narration of these events.
In considering, for instance, such information as we
have on the Macedonian past, we must bear in mind that no
history of Macedonia was written before Philip's time, and
the only information we have on the subject is that given
in passing reference by the authors of southern Greece.
As concerns the orators, it is clear enough that they
tended to draw their examples exclusively from the Athenian
o')
past rather than from the history of other states : 
Examples from this usually provided the basis for the 
accusation of an opponent, and Demosthenes in particular 
refers to the Macedonian history only when he wishes to
1 )  "  OUTCÙÇ COt HC  X CC X C 7t Ô V GLVaL  K d i  ô u c r S f i p a -
T O V LCJTOpCoC T a l T ) 0 C Q ,  OTa V Ob p e v  TJOTCpOV y c y O V O T C Q  t 6 v XPOVOV  
GXwObv cTTbTcpoaOouvTa Tp yvwOGb TCÜV TtpccypdTcov, 6 c  t 5)v TüpaÇcüûv
Hab  pbü)v p À b X b W T b ç  b O T o p C a  toc p é v  cpOovobç KaC ô D O p c v c b c u  ç 
TOC ô6 xap^Copcv^ KaC HoXaHcvovaa X u p a C  V T ) T a b  nat 
ô t a O T p ê c p g  rfiv àXf\Qc lav " Plut. Per. xiii (16).
2) E.g. Isocr. V 113; Dem. III 23ff, XIII 21ff, :{XIII
196ff, etc..
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discover new factors for his case against Philip. Therefore
our information on the past history of Macedonia is scanty
and frequently one-sided.
As a main source for the Persian wars we have the
narrative of Herodotus, which, although written with
industry and honesty, still contains mistakes and shows 
1 )omissions . Moreover, as the need frequently occurs to 
investigate particular details, we must have recourse to 
the writings of later authors, such as Diodorus, Plutarch, 
and others, the defects of which are considerable, as will 
be demonstrated in this introduction.
For the "pentecontaetia", that is, the inter-war years, 
we have the brief excursus of Thucydides' History ( I 89- 
117 and 123-138),which, although written by an historical 
authority, as Thucydides was, is none the less inadequate 
and is treated from a one-sided point of view. The main 
purpose of Thucydides' work was to show that the real 
reason behind the outbreak of the war was the growth of the
1) Borne of the mistakes are that myth and history are 
confused in his chapter on Egypt ; the numbers he gives 
for Xerxes' forces in 480 are false; his account of the 
lonians is distorted, because of his Samian sources ; in 
the Greek affairs, the Athenian influence on him in general 
can be seen. He has highly flattered Athenian pride. Even 
in his own day, Herodotus' work was harshly critisized; 
he himself felt the need to answer this criticism (VI 4p). 
Thucydides (I 20) challenged Herodotus' statements (yp
IX 53), Aristophanes (Ach. 513ff) parodied his preface, 
and Plutarch (On the malice of Herodotus) accused him of 
deliberate falsification of the facts (xaxonGcCag aKpaç 
cpYov, 1). Of the modern historians, A.H.Sayce, The ancient 
empires of the East, Herodotus I-III (1883), repeated the 
anti-Herodotean attitude and was followed by other 
historians.
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1 )Athenian power \  and thus the excursus contains some
pj
amazing omissions \  and we must turn to other sources 
for its completion. Also the objectivity of Thucydides' 
judgement at this point has been questioned and so care 
must be taken, even in this case.
The narrative of Diodorus must again be used, as it is 
the only complete account of this period.
The above mentioned historical periods are those to which 
Demosthenes in his deliberative speeches almost exclusively 
refers, because these periods offer him the rhetorically 
effective examples from the past which he needs. That is, 
Demosthenes turns to the past mainly when he wishes to 
discover standards of comparison with contemporary political 
situations and his fellow-citizens. hithin these limits, 
he resorts almost always to the glorious moments of the 
Athenian past, and he refers almost exclusively to persons 
and situations of the Persian wars and of the following 
inter-war years when the Athenians established their Empire 
and enjoyed moments of glory and superiority, attested by 
the trophies and the other monuments of genius and art 
known to Demosthenes' contemporaries.
1 ) " pév yap aA , T)0cPTdTT]v % p 6 cp a P u v , dcpavePTa- 
TT]v ÔC Xoyy, toOç A^0r]vaCouç i^ yoCpab pcydÀouç ybyvopcvoDç 
KaC (pôpov TEapcxovTaç tolç AaKcôaupovCoLç dvayKccaaL eç tô 
noXcpcLV " I 25(6),
2) See A.W.Gomme, A historical commentary on Thucydides,
I (1945), PPo 565-70.
5) Notably by G.E.M.de Ste Croix, Historia 5(1954-55), 
pp.1-41; A.H.M.Jones, GHJ 11(1955),pp.1-26 (or Athenian 
Democracy, 1957, pp.41-72) and A.W.Gomme, op.cit.,vols II 
and III (1956), notes in book II 8(4-5), III 47(2), IV 
88(2), 108(5) and 110(1).
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Demosthenes' policy is inspired by a strong and deep 
sensitivity to the past grandeur of Athens, and the period 
of the Persian wars and after most suited his requirements  ^A 
Concerning Demosthenes' own times, the difficulties of 
the sources are more considerable. Unfortunately, there is 
no complete exposition still extant of the historical events 
of this age by a contemporary historian, but only fragments 
of Theopompus Ephorus Demophilus , Anaximenes of 
Lamp sac us and also of Dur is Diyllus and
Philochorus who lived slightly later.
The "Library of History" of Diodorus of Sicily, which 
is the first continuous narration of this period, is much 
later, and although some events are treated in great detail, 
others of great importance are compressed in the extreme, or 
even omitted entirely we are also handicapped by the 
fact that he was careless in his composition and was a man 
of little judgement.
The epitome of Justin, w/hich is also a continuous exposition 
of the events, is meagre and of no special value.
1) Demosthenes is alone amongst the Greek orators in that 
he takes almost none of his examples from mythology. The 
only reference he makes to mythology is in XXIII 65-74.
2) PGrH II B, 115, pp.526-617.
5) PGrH II A,' 70, pp.57-109.
4) PGrH II A, 70, pp.65-67.
5) PGrH II A, 72, pp.112-150.
6) PGrH II A, 76, pp.156-158.
7) PGrH II A, 75, pp.150-152.
8) PGrH III B, 528, pp. 97-160.
9) See CoWachsmuth, Einleitung in das Studium der alten 
Geschichte, pp.94 ff «
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Plutarch and Strabo give us some information, but their 
intentions were not purely historical
Other later writers, such as Polyaenus, Aelian, and the 
various Scholiasts etc., are less informative and of no 
particular importance.
As for the work of the historians contemporary with 
Demosthenes, the fact that such fragments as we have are 
preserved in insufficient quantity to allow any comparative 
examination into the details, cannot be said to be the 
only drawback. In the final analysis the narratives of 
Diodorus and the other later authors contain excerpts 
and information from their works. These contemporary 
historians were the chief authorities for all the later 
writers. One main problem is that of the quality of the 
historical information given by these historians, who wrote 
in an age which was notoriously interested more in style 
and rhetorical devices in writing than in the objective 
presentation of events.
o')
Theopompus, though a learned and industrious worker ^, 
is considered politically biased and prejudiced , and
1) Plutarch says of himself ; " 0 u t c yap t a t o p t a q 
Y p a c p o p c v  , aXXa pCouç, ovxc Taig cniipavcaxaTaiQ npo^cai 
TiavTCûç cvcOTi àfiXiûOiQ àpcTfjç T) KanCaç, àXXa. Ttpâypa Ppax^  TuoXXdKiç 
naC pfjpQc Hat naiàia tlç cpcpacfiv ffOouç CTzotn]ac \LaXXov rf pdxat pupLÔ- 
vcKpob. ."Alex. 1(2). Strabo is known to us from his 
geographical work.
2) See Dionysius of Hal., Letter to Gn.Pompeius c„5; and
also Athenaeus III 85 a.
5) His prejudice against the democracies is apparent in 
Theopompus' "History of Philip". See Scholion on Aelius 
Aristeides "On the Pour" 46, 118(15). Cf. K.von Fritz, 
Political Science Quarterly, 59(1941), p.80.
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1 )violent in thought and expression \  His moralizing is 
somewhat ineffective and his judgement often deliberately 
misleading He was also an orator
Ephorus, highly respected among many later authors 4)
had a background of research, but educated as he was with 
an Isocratean outlook on history , was unable to rise
1) That Theopompus was "maledicentissimus" is attested by : 
Dionysius of Hal., The Roman Antiquities 1(1), Letter to 
GiioPompeius c.6(8-9); Polybius VIII 11(1)-15(2); Lucian,
How to write History, 59; Cicero. Letters to Atticus II 6(2); 
Nepos, Alcib. xi; Plutarch, Lysand. XXX; Buda s.v. '^ Eipopoç 
and others.
2) See K.von Fritz, "The historian Theopompus", AHR 46(1941), 
pp.765-7375 esp. 763; G.Murray, "Theopompus, or The Cynic
as Historian",Greek Studies (1947),pp.149-17C; W.R.Connor, 
"Theopompus and fifth-century Athens" (1968),pp.15-14 and 
117 ff; S.Usher, "The Historians of Greece and Rome "(1969),
p.101.
5) See Theopompus' fr.25 ; Dionysius of Hal., Letter to Gn. 
Pompeius, c.6(1); Quintilian, Education of an orator, X i 
74; iSuda s.v. Gcottopixoq. Cf. Cicero, Brutus 66.
4) Polybius had some respect for Ephorus, especially for 
his narrative of the fourth century (XII 25f, of.VI 45(1) 
and IX 1). Strabo had a high regard for him (XIII 5(6),
C.622. Cf. VIII 0.332 and X 3(5), 0.465). Plutarch
often quotes him.
5) He was, like Theopompus, a pupil of Isocrates (Strabo 
XIII 5(6), c.622, and others). For the influence of Isocrates 
on Ephorus and Theopompus see R. von Scala, "Isocrates und 
die Geschichtsschreibung", Verhandlungen etc. (1392), pp.
102-121 ; G.L.Barber, The Historian Ephorus (1955),pp.75-85;
G.Hurray, op.cit., pp.15C-155o For an opposite view, see 
F.Jacoby, FGrH III b 2, p.90 n.84.
6) The Isocratean view of histox*y was that it was the 
handmaid of politics. See IV 9= Cf. C.Bradford Welles, 
"Isocrates’ view of History", in "The Classical tradition" 
(1966), Cornell Univ. press, pp.5-25»
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above the general tendencies of his epoch to use rhetorical
power in order to exaggerate virtue and vice It is
probable that he also started out on the career of a public 
orator But in general he is held to be honest and 
it is regrettable that his work has not come down to us.
Diodorus preserved much of Ephorus’ work.
The value of Diodorus, who is the most informative author 
depends in every case on which historian he has copied , 
and on the presence or lack of further authorities. It is 
to be regretted that he v/as a careless compiler and an 
historian of little judgement. Contradictions in his 
writing are a common occurrence. There is a striking 
unevenness in book XVI, which deals with the events of
1) See Wilamowitz, ’’Greek Historical writing ", p.10 
(translation G.Murray); also G.D.Barber,op.cit.,pp.04-105=
2) See Seneca, On the tranquillity of mind, vii (2).
3) Gob.Barber, op.cit., p.35; also 3.Usher, op.cit , p. 102.
4) Diodorus has used Ephorus continuously for books IT-XV 
(see Jacoby FGrH II c, p.33), that is, for the fifth 
century and the first half of the fourth century B.C., and 
he followed Ephorus and Duris according to A.Momigliano 
(Rendiconti Instituto Lombardo LXV (1932),pp.523-543), or 
Ephorus and Diyllus according to W.G.L.Hammond (CQ XXXI 
(1937) ,pp.79-91 ) for book XVI, and for the chapters ref^-rr-ii-^ ' 
to the events in the Greek homeland. C.Bradford V/elles,
in his introduction to the Loeb edition of Diodorus, Vol. 
VIII (p.5), holds that Diodorus’ portrait of Philip is 
taken from Theopompus. Another work on Diodorus' sources 
in book XVI is that of P.Treves, Annali della R.Scuola 
Normale Superiore di Pisa; Letters, Storia e Filosofia,
II 5(1937), pp.255-79. See also R.Drews,"Diodorus and his 
sources ", AJPh 82(1962), p.383ff. Of the earlier works, 
the more important are: Volquardssn, Untersuchungen etc. 
(1868), pp.107-118, and Pack, in Hermes XI (1876),pp.179-20.
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Demosthenes' time \  Nevertheless, his lack of originality 
has some advantage for us; we frequently have the borrowed 
passage in almost its original form, always, of course, 
provided that there are no mistakes in the copying or 
rephrasing of the original since Diodorus is considered 
as having followed his sources closely.
So, it is with these historical sources that we must 
compare Demosthenes' representation of the facts, both 
past and contemporary, in order to draw as firm a 
conclusion as our sources permit about his reliability 
and sincerity.
Generally speaking, an historian, even if he belongs to 
a later age, must be considered more trustworthy than a
1) Some of Diodorus' contradictions in book XVI are:
Philip is said to have been educated with Epaminondas 
(2 (3) ), although the former was born in 383 and the 
latter in 411 B.G.. The duration of the Sacred War is 
said to be eleven years at 14(5), nine at 25(1) and ten 
years at 59(1). Different deaths are attributed to 
Onomarchus and his soldiers at 55(6) and 61(2), Onomarchus 
is described as the instigator of the Sacred War (58 (6) ), 
although this action has beeh ascribed to Philomelus in 
three other passages, 25, 52, 61. The latter is described 
as having touched the dedications of Delphi at 28(2) and 
56(5), although at 50(1) Diodorus said the opposite. The 
Athenian general Chabrias died twice, XV 54(4) and XVI 7(5) 
Torone, Chalcidice and the battle of Embata are placed in 
Hellespont, 53(2), 53-33, 7 and 21-22. The Peace of 
Philocrates is not mentioned at all. For some other cases 
see A.Schaefer, I I70 and 486, II 180-1 etc..
2) JoPalm, Uber Sprache und Stil des Diodorus von Sizilien 
(1955), has shown that Diodorus often rephrased his sour^ 
and sometimes distorted them. The fact that Diodorus 
created a style of his own is also shown by S,Usher in 
"Development of Post-Attic Prose Narrative Style "(I933)p= 
138.
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political orator, due to the difference in their aims:
"  T E a p a T t X r j a i o v  y a p  i p a t v c r a i  y i a d r m a T L H o v  t c  n i d a v o X o y o v ' v z o Q  â i t o ô ê x c -  
P d a i  Hat  p T j T o p i H o v  à u o ô e C Ç c L Ç  a n a b T C b v  "
On the other hand, the orator has some advantages on his
side: he addresses his fellow citizens who, aware of the
contemporary events, will not accept blindly any deviation
from the real facts. The narrative must not be in error
2 j
concerning events known to the audience ^. In this respect 
there is considerable pressure on the orator not to stray 
far from the truth.
Also, the speeches of the orator lead us into direct 
contact with the public and private affairs of the people 
by their references and allusions to facts which formal 
histories sometimes gloss over or mitigate and thus force
1) The orators sometimes show themselves to be amazingly 
ignorant of history, and insufficient attention is paid
by many modern Scholars to the historical examples in their 
narratives. G.Grote (V,p.G,n.1) remarked:"We have many 
specimens of the careless manner in which ancient Greek 
orators deal with past history", P.Jacoby (FGrH III b 1 ,p. 
95) speaks of the "astonishing ignorance of most of the 
Attic orators...". However, an appreciation of the 
historical value of Andieides may be found in A.W.Gomme, 
op.cit.I,p.59.
2) Demosthenes says: "cPxat. .yvwpipoç ijpiv 6 X6yoç" , m  25, 
and Deinarchus : "TaO0 * ôpciç ôpcüVTcç naC cTcbaTcc^ iGvou tioXû PcXtlov 
rf cyw" Against Demosthenes 55.
On the subject of how far an orator was taking the 
historical knowledge of his audience into consideration, 
see L.Pearson, loo.cit. and previously H.Crosby,
"Athenian history and the Athenian public ", Classical 
Studies, presented to E.Capps (Princeton 1956), esp. pp. 
82-84.
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us to misinterpret the facts or to be misled by them ^ \  
Therefore, in our comparison between the information 
Demosthenes gives us and that of other historians, certain 
rules must be followed in order to achieve reliable results: 
Where Demosthenes,contradicts primary sources, we must 
reject his information unless we have strong reason to 
believe that his view is the more feasible.
I'Then a derivative later author represents the facts 
differently from Demosthenes, we have always to take into 
consideration the authenticity of the writer, and 
furthermore, to try to find out the opinions of other 
writers on him.
In the case of two derivative later historians contradicting 
each other with the result that one rejects Demosthenes 
while the other agrees with him, we must estimate the value 
of each of these sources and furthermore we must decide 
whether the better source gives plausible information. 
Generally speaking, we have tried to collect more than one 
source opposing Demosthenes' views.
1) In addition to this, we must remember that the orators, 
as politicians, must have had a good knowledge of history. 
Books of travel , and books of history, were, according 
to Aristotle, necessary for a politician (Rhet. 1560 a 25ff) 
Quintilian, in his advice on the education of an orator, 
considers the knowledge of history to be an essential part 
of the orator's abilities (Institutes of Oratory XII 4). 
Cicero remarked:"Nam quis nescit, prioam esse historiae 
legem, ne quid falsi dicere audeat " (On Oratory II 62).
In fact, history must have been part of the educational 
curriculum of an orator.
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Any information given by another orator, even Isocrates, 
cannot be considered as necessarily better or worse 
without adequate reason.
Every time Demosthenes contradicts himself, there is 
obviously some inaccuracy. In each of these cases we must 
try to discover where the orator has told the truth and 
where he has done otherwise, or why possibly in both cases 
he is wrong, and whether the inaccuracy was deliberate 
or not.
Ill Some clarification is required concerning Demosthenes' 
misrepresentation of historical facts in his deliberative 
speeches ;
First of all, with the term "misrepresentation" we do not 
exclude mistaken opinions. This term is considered as 
covering better than any other the contents of this work. 
Secondly, when we say that we are examining the 
misrepresentations in Demosthenes' deliberative speeches, 
rather than other speeches, we do not exclude any other 
references to the same event which can be found in any 
other speeches. This means that we start from passages 
of Demosthenes' deliberative speeches, but we examine and 
verify all other references which can be found in his other 
speeches. We do not examine independent cases which occur 
in other speeches, but do not appear in the deliberative 
speeches. This v/as decided upon with the aim of considering, 
if possible, all the cases of misrepresentation in 
Demosthenes' speeches delivered in the "ecclesia". That is, 
in the orations which Demosthenes pronounced to stir up
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tlie Athenians both against Philip of Macedon, and on 
occasions of public deliberation.
No artistic elements were taken into consideration 
when the material to be examined was selected. In such 
a case the speech "On the Crown", for instance, would have 
held priority of place; but, since a narrative concerning 
a statesman's policy in later years is politically less 
important than a speech delivered in a certain case which 
is relevant to the formation of the State's policy, 
Demosthenes' historical references were considered to be 
of no special significance in this, or any other forensic 
speech.
The deliberative speeches, on the other hand, delivered 
in front of the people at any crucial moment for the State, 
when the people were obliged to decide the best for their 
city, are considered as including historical material more 
pertinent to our judgement of a political man. This is 
because better evidence can be extracted from statements 
made in a deliberative harangue than in an accusatory 
speech. The orator must on the whole be more discreet, 
according to the rules which governed deliberative oratory. 
Aristotle has remarked :
" naWtovoQ naC iroXiTiHcoTcpaç tfjç ôqpqYopLxfjg npaYVLaTCtaç ouPt)ç q 
TT)ç TïGpC Ta ODvaXXaYpaTa " and also " iqttôv cptl Ttpô cpyov 
Ta cÇü) ToO Tup&YpaTOç Xcyciv eu tolç ÔqpriYopLXOLç nai t^tov coti
t r /  2  )
M a K o ü p Y o v  11 Ô T i i i T i Yo pC a  ô i H a u o X o Y C a Ç ï  o t i  H o t v Ô T C p o u  "  .
Also, the deliberative speeches are totally connected
1) Rhet, 1354 b (20)
2) Rhet. 135^ b (25)
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with the particular occasions on which they were delivered, 
and the speaker who gave them holds considerable 
responsibility for whatever solution was proposed for a 
political problem.
In short, the historical material in the forensic 
speeches is used especially for justification of past 
events, but in the deliberative speeches it is an element 
of argumentation during a period of vivid political action. 
This applies especially when reference is made to the 
ancient Greek democracy, where the system of the 
immediate participation of the people in the final 
decision of the city had given the orator the possibility 
to shape the policy of his country.
In the present time, representation of the people 
through members of parliament belonging to a party with 
certain precepts predetermines the decision of the 
parliament and quite often renders discussion useless.
In the ancient Greek "ecclesia" , a decision from the
people "a priori” was almost impossible, and the speech
of the orator was necessary to form the will of the people,
that is, to form the final decision of the State. Under
such circumstances the responsibility of the orator for
the material he used in a deliberative speech is obvious,
and any attempt to mislead the people with false information
with regard to the basic elements for the formation of their
1 jdecision would clearly be obnoxious /.The orator may
1) Isocrates laid stress on the important part the spoken 
and written word can play in politics:
" OL XoyoL TOLa0TT]v CXOVÜI T^v tpCatv oa0 * oiov T * clvat TicpC tov
(c ont’do)
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misjudge the situation, and in some cases the people could 
easily follow his false line of reasoning, but the 
misrepresentation of the historical facts by the occasional 
exploitation of the people's ignorance appears as a cold­
blooded injury to the city.
As far as this concerns Demosthenes, Aeschines strongly 
maintains that the former frequently falsified the facts;
'• ■qycLTai Ô* oxav t l  (})cuÔT)Tai. (6 A^poo0cv^ ç) tc5v X6ywv opnoç 
TÔJV avauPxuvTwv 6(p0aXiiSv, nat ra pfj ycYcvrnicva ov povov. w q 
c a r t  XEycL, aXXa uaC i^ pcpav, cv -g (prica ycvcodai* naC upoa- 
t C 0t ) pC Ti/VOQ ovopa nXaoapcvoç, wg crvxc napwv, pipoCpcvog t o O q  
TaXr]0fi XêyovTaç "  ^\
Demosthenes, far from accepting such an accusation, 
emphasizes the importance of speaking truthfully in a 
society which was dependent on the speeches of the orators: 
”  OUÔCV yccp C P0 * o Tl p c t i ^ o v  a v  t p a ç  ààiH-^aci c t i q  t]  ( | )Cuôt^ 
X c y o v .  OLQ y a p  IcfT* c v  À o y o u g  i i , n o X i T c C a ,  t t ô ç ,  a v  o v t o l  p f ]  a À T )0c i ç  
w P L v ,  a a t p a X c S g  cdTi uoXi zcCcadai Î ”
(cont'd.).o o
avTwv T T o À À a x ^ C  è ^ r ^ y ’q a a a O a i f  nai to. t c  pcyaXa 
TaTiGi/vd Tuoifjaao nat t o l ç  puxpoLg pcycOog izcpiQcZvai ^ nai za zc 
TcaXaid HaivCg ôlcA.0c îv  nat Tzcpt Twv vccdptl ycycvripcvov apx#Cwg
C l T t C L V  "  I V  8 .
1) On the Embassy 153<> And again ” Ar)pocr0évT)ç 6* oxav aXa^ovcu- 
T]Tai, (cheats you) Tipôtov pcv pc0* opnou (j)cuôcTau, cÇœA.ctav 6%apw- 
pcvoç cavTy, ôcvTcpov 66, a ci) olôcv ovôStiotc caôpcva, TOÀpÿ Xëycuv 
cIq otïÔt’ cairaL, xa( wv za PwpaTa o6x cwpaxc, toCtov zâ ovôpata 
Aêycü, wXéTtTCüv Trjv &%p6a0kv nai pipoupcvog tovç %aXn0n Xéyovxaç " 
Against Ctesiphon 99. Also Deinarchus ” Atipocj06vt}q #GÜ6co0au 
nat pT}ôcv Ayucg Àcyciv cxoCpcüç xPtT&L* xaC oux* auox&v^g ovt* cA,éyxou 
OUT* àpaç ovôcv avxÿ pcXcu " Against Demosthenes 4-8.
2) XIX 184.
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It is hoped that, in the subsequent detailed examination 
of the cases of misrepresentation on the part of Demosthenes, 
much light will be thrown on his purposes as a statesman 
and his sincerity as an orator, and also that this 
examination will lead to a deep penetration of the thoughts 
and the profound intentions of Demosthenes.
IV The titles of the works of the ancient authors are 
given in the English translation, mostly as they appear 
in the Loeb Classical series.
When square brackets are required for the clarification 
of the Greek passages, parentheses are used for technical 
reasons.
Demosthenes' speeches are mostly given with their 
Latin enumeration.
Proper names are mostly written with the Latin spelling.
When the title of a modern Scholar's work is not written 
in full, the complete title can be found in the 
bibliography at the end of this thesis.
Quotations derived from those speeches which are 
considered spurious have been treated with great caution.
Since it is understood that the procedure of proving 
something by using quotations from authors is frequently 
invalid if the quotation does not convey the genuine 
ideas of the writers, care has been taken that our excerpts 
from the ancient authors should always be representative 
of their precepts, as expressed in their writings.
The attempt has been made to support all information 
given in the argument with actual evidence.
Any conclusion formed on the true occurrence of events 
is usually based on more than two quotations.
The abbreviations of the periodicals are those of 
L'Annee Philologique.
When the title of a work by a modern Scholar is not 
mentioned, and more than one book is given under his name 
in the bibliography, it is in this case the first book 
to which reference has been made.
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PART ONE
MISREPRESENTATION CONCERNING PAST EVENTS
I« Macedonian history before Demosthenes' time.
Chapter One
Honours granted to the reigning Macedonian King at the 
time of the Persian Wars.
‘'HCcC TCpOTCpOV T O U T O V  R C p -
Ô C H H ÇC Ty Haxd tt]v toû Pap- 
pdpoi) TcoT*cTitarpaTCLCv paonÀcC- 
ovTL HaMcôovuaç, tovç dvaxwpoOv- 
Taç €H nXaxaLov tSv pappdpcov d- 
Tco Trjg T]Txr)ç ôiacpGcCpavxi, nat 
XCÀ.C10V xdxüx^pa TcoLf)ac:vxt xw 
PaaiXct, ouH c(})T)cpCactvxo 71 o - 
À L x e i c v ,  à X X * d X G - 
X  c L 0: V cbmtav p o v o v ' .
TtdXtV n G p Ô C X X Ç, XW xci“ 
xd XT) V XOÛ Pappdpou tcox* cxiaxpaxGL- 
av ^aaiXcvovTi llaxGÔoviaç, x o v q  d- 
vaxopoüvxaç cx nXcxxcciov xcov Pcxppd- 
p(i)V ôtacpOGtpavXL nat xcXglov xdxuxp- 
pa TioLriaavxb xw PaaiXGi, oux G(i)T)(pL- 
pavxtdywYLpov, dv xlç drcoxxGLvi^ pGp- 
ÔLxxaV; cp PaatXGug cxGpdg S i ’fjpccg 
dîCGÔGÔGLXXO, àXXà T Ü O A L X G L C i V  
côtoxav p o v o v A
On Organization, 24. Against Aristocrates, 200,
In the above passages, Demosthenes twice attributes 
the honour of the attack on the remnants of the Persian 
army, which were in retreat after their defeat at Plataea, 
to the later Macedonian King, Perdiccas II, instead of to 
Alexander I, and he also contradicts himself in that on
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one occasion he considers Perdiccas ( and not, as it should
be, Alexander) as having been honoured by the Athenians
with "citizenship”, but on a second occasion as having
been granted only "immunity from taxes” and not "citizenship"
We shall examine first the mistake concerning the name
of the Macedonian King, and secondly the contradiction.
The narrative of Herodotus leaves no doubt that during
the Persian invasions of Greece the King of Macedonia was 
1Alexander I  ^.
Also, Plutarch confirms that Alexander was still in
2 j
power in 463 B.C., when Cimon recovered Thassos ^.
% j
Perdiccas, as is apparent from Thucydides was King 
at the time of the Peloponnesian war, and it was he who 
instigated the rebellion of Poteidaea, one of the events 
which led to the downfall of the Athenian Empire
Such misrepresentation is certainly surprising, because 
there is a lapse of thirty to forty years between the 
Persian invasion and the time when Perdiccas came to
5)power
In any case, there is no plausible reason for Demosthenes 
to lay the honour of the attack on the Persians at the
1) See Herod. V 1?ff; VTI 173-4; VIII 34, 121, 1$6ff; IX
44ff.
2) Cimon xiv(2).
5) See "indieem norainum” in Oxford edition of Thucydides.
4) I 57.
5) We do not know the exact point at which Perdiccas came 
to power. See Athenaeus V 217 d-e, and J.Papastavru, Ac 
apxaC Tfjç ^aaiXctaQ ïlcpàtunov toO B'( 1939),* Beloch III 2 49-72; 
Geyer, s.v. Macedonia in R.E. and "Makedonien bis zur 
Thronbesteigung Philipps IP',in Historische Zeitschrift, 
Beiheft 19 (1930).
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feet of Perdiccas, since an accurate account of the events
would serve his argumentation equally well. Perdiccas could
not be more popular amongst the Athenians on account of
the role he played in the rebellion of Poteidaea, and his
/) \
conduct on the whole during the Peloponnesian war .
Any suggestion that Demosthenes attributed the honour 
of this at^bk to Perdiccas so that he could later strike 
at Alexander, as he really did in p4-4 B.C. does not 
appear at all plausible. Surely Demosthenes could not 
foresee what he would claim in an argument made six years 
in the future (or eight, if we count from the earlier 
passage), and it is even more unlikely that he could have 
planned so far ahead.
Therefore, since the above arguments have been discounted, 
the only plausible reason which remains for Demosthenes' 
error is that his memory was at fault.
The fact that Demosthenes uses the correct name in a 
speech delivered later in 344 means that as he
became older, the orator could have attained a deeper 
understanding of the historical events of the past.
On the subject of Demosthenes' self-contradiction, the 
following is worth noting:
Since Demosthenes contradicts himself in particular when 
dealing with one short period of time and in speeches 
where he had a reason for representing the facts in the 
way which he does, he is guilty of distorting the truth.
1) See p« 59
2) VI 11, Of. chapter four,
3) VI 11.
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There are also other reasons in addition to this which 
reinforce the above view:
Firstly, Demosthenes in the speech "On Organization" has 
copied almost word for word the whole paragraph (24), which 
he had first written two years previously in his speech 
"Against Aristocrates" (200), only changing the term 
"citizenship" to "immunity from taxes", using the words 
to suit his purpose in both cases.
Secondly, he has made just the same alteration in the 
preceding narration with regards to Meno of Pharsalus ^. 
This excludes the possibility of a lapse of memory on 
his part when referring to the Macedonian King.
The reason for the misrepresentation is obviously 
Demosthenes' wish to create rhetorically effective examples 
As for the subject of the honours attributed to 
Alexander I, we learn from Herodotus that the Athenians
2)bestowed on him the title of "proxenus and benefactor" ^, 
but, since the privileges granted to the "proxenoi" by
% j
the Athenians were not always the same , we cannot be 
certain of when Demosthenes is right and when
1) XIII, 23; XXIII, 199. Dem. also speaks of Meno as 
having supported the Athenians in one case with three 
hundred cavalrymen from his own vassals, while in the 
other case he speaks of two hundred horsemen.
2) VIII 136(1). Cf. 143(3).
3)For privile.ges granted to proxenoi by the Athenians, 
see ML GHI, 70, 80, 82, 87, 90. Literary examples of 
proxenoi are listed in Liddell-Scott’s Lexicon, s.v. 
TipôÇcvoç. Of, G.Phillipson, The international Law and 
Custom of Ancient Greece and Rome (1911), Chapter 6.
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he is not. However, a granting of "citizenship" seems to be 
somewhat improbable, because the Athenians, especially in 
former times, were very reluctant to bestow such a privilege^^ 
while immunity from taxes, real or honorary was a common 
privilege for proxenoi Thus, Demosthenes seems to be wrong 
when he speaks of "citizenship" granted to Alexander.
Demosthenes is once again inaccurate in attributing any 
honours to the Macedonian King with the idea that Alexander 
gained these privileges through his attack against the 
remnants of the Persian army;
Firstly, because Herodotus mentions attacks against the 
retreating Persians by the Thracians only, and not by the 
Macedonians ; secondly, because Alexander had been granted
1) From the numerous Attic inscriptions on proxeny, not one 
mentions citizenship as a privilege bestowed on proxenoi.
In another passage (LIS 89ff), Demosthenes explains how the 
Athenians had to be fully assured of considerable benefits 
before they would contemplate the granting of such a privilege, 
and he quotes a law (LIS 89), according to which citizenship 
could only be granted for avôpayaGCav . According to a law of 
Solon, as it is quoted by Plutarch, citizenship could only be 
granted " toTq cpcuyouaLV âcLcpuyCçt zf\\> cauTwv f) TtavecfTCoig *A6r)vaÇc 
pcTOLHiÇopévoLç cttC tcx^ P ” Solon XXiv(2)e
2) The fact that immunity from taxes was bestowed as an 
honorary distinction on foreign kings, states etc., is 
attested by a part of a law quoted by Demosthenes in XX 29, 
and also by other sources. Thus, Croesus is known to have had 
immunity from taxes at Delphi (Herod.I 54(2) ), the Deceleans 
at Sparta (Herod,IX 73(3) ), Leucon, the ruler of Bosporus, 
in Athens (Dem.XX 29ff). In these cases, axcXcia amounted to 
an exemption from custom duties.
5) In ML GHI 70, w.e read nat a)zcXciav h a 6 a n(c p t o l ç  
aA.Xoiq ■n:poÇcvo)tç "  •
4) Herod. IX 89(4).
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the honourable title of "proxenus and benefactor" before 
the Persian expedition , and o wing to this a 
misunderstanding could easily occur later on; finally, 
because Alexander's conduct during his mission in Athens 
was not entirely appropriate: Herodotus, who is considered 
by modern historians to have been to some extent misled 
or perhaps biased in favour of Alexander , presents the 
Macedonian King as an ardent supporter of Mardonius' 
proposition; Alexander is said to have brought his influence 
to bear upon the Athenians to accept the offered alliance 
This misrepresentation, that is, the reason for which 
Alexander was granted such an honour by the Athenians, 
seems again to be a lapse of memory, or perhaps an 
ignorance of the real facts .
Of course, an inaccurate account would serve Demosthenes' 
argument a little better in both of the passages which
I
are under consideration. For then the contrast between on
1) VIII 136(1). Of. 143(3).
2) See C.Hignett, Xerxes' invasion of Greece, p.273. Also 
A,Burn, Persia and the Greeks, p. 134 and 323.
3) Herodotus represents Alexander as saying:" *Eyo...kpoct- 
XpTjCCo ÔC upcwv nciQcadai MapôovCy " VIII 140b.
4) Unfortunately, although we are informed that Demosthenes 
knew Thucydides (See p. 102, n.), we do not know if he also 
knew Herodotus. Of course, the knowledge of history was 
part of the orator's background (see Introduction p^pnote ) 
Nevertheless, exact knowledge of certain details of some 
events of the past is a matter of being acquainted with 
the special historical works dealing with them, and 
unfortunately in Demosthenes' case we do not know how well 
he was acquainted with Herodotus' History.
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the one hand the great services offered to the Athenians 
by the "proxenoi" and on the other the meagre privileges 
granted to them in return would be stronger ^. But the 
fact that the improvement to Demosthenes' argument caused; 
by this inaccuracy is so slight, and also that a lapse 
of memory on the part of Demosthenes concerning the 
Macedonian King l^ as already been established, leads us to 
the conclusion that in this case again Demosthenes has 
fallen into involuntary error.
1) In the particular case of Alexander, the Athenians 
would have bestowed honours for such an important service 
as his aid during the Persian Wars.
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Introduction to chapters two and three
" C H C I V O I  T o C vU V  ( o L  TtpOYOVOL ^ p w v ) . . . % C V T G  p c V  HoX  T C T T a p a H O V T  ’ 
CTT) Ttov *EXA,'nvü)v ^ p Ç a v . . . i j  n f\ h  o v  c b*  o T f jv  %wpav
( M a H C Ô o v C a v )  c y w v  a v T o i g  P a o u X c u g ,  oOTccp ca x C  Tipoai^Hov p à  p -  
P a  p o V " E X ^ ^ o u v . "
Third Olynthiac 24.
In the above passage from the speech delivered in 349 B.C 
Demosthenes refers to the relationship between Athens and 
Macedonia during the time of the "pc-ntecontaetia", in 
particular during the reign of Perdiccas II, and also to 
the ethnic affinities of the royal house of Macedonia 
with the Greeks.
Demosthenes has stated that Perdiccas II was a subject 
of the Athenians, and also that, as King of Macedonia, 
he was a barbarian.
In our examination of Demosthenes' statements on the 
subjects mentioned above, the following headings will be 
used :
1, The relations of Perdiccas II with Athens during those 
years of his reign which coincide with the "pontecontaetia"
2. The barbarism of the royal house of Macedonia.
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Chapter two
The relations of Perdiccas II with Athens during those years 
of his reign which coincide with the "pentecontaetia" •
The first subject to be considered is Demosthenes'
information that the Macedonians were subject to Athens
in the reign of Perdiccas II (ca. 430-413).
The same information is given by Pseudo-Demosthenes in
342 B.C. and also in 340 B.C. , with the additional claim
that Macedonia gave tribute to Athens throughout the reigns
2 j
of Philip's immediate ancestors \
Perdiccas' predecessor, Alexander I, had on the whole 
enjoyed good relations with Athens , and as a result had 
been given the title "proxenus and benefactor" ' o 
During the last years of his reign, however, his attitude 
must haVe been an unfriendly one, since Plutarch tells us 
that he was involved in the revolt of Thasos against the 
Athenians . There is no mention made in the sources, 
and we can find no other evidence to suggest that he was
1)As far as I know, all the commentators (Weil, Sandys, 
Abbott and Matheson, MacGregor, Vince etc.) think that the 
king referred to in Demosthenes' phrase 6' 6 TauxT^ v
Ti^v xwpav auTOLç paatXcug is Perdiccas II.
2)"c tp T] p, L V yocp T]v T) McxHcôovLa KaC cp 6 p o i; Ç ecpcpov," 
VII,12 and "hcxkcîvou pcv A^0r)vaCoig (p 6 p o v ç ^vcyxav," XI 16,
3) Herodotus, VIII 136.
4)Cimon, XIV (3) . According to Plutarch, Cimon had been 
charged because he had avoided attacking Alexander for 
his involvement in this revolt.
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in any way dependent on Athens ^.
The early years of Perdiccas' reign were generally a time
of good relations with Athens, and, as Thucydides tells
'mei
3)
2)us ^, Perdiccas for d an alliance with her, probably in
the early thirties
Also, the evidence which remains from a treaty between 
Athens and Perdiccas must probably be dated to this 
alliance .
1)Although Demosthenes' commentators (see preceding page 
n.1) thought that Perdiccas was the king referred to by 
Demosthenes, one could also understand the reference as 
including Alexander I, because the word paoiXcCg could 
possibly be a synecdoche, and also because Demosthenes 
refers in broad terms to the "pentecontaetia". To enable 
us to draw a firm conclusion, we have here dealt also 
with Alexander's relations with Athens, although it has 
been necessary to deal with this briefly owing to the 
shortage of existing evidence, which is nevertheless 
sufficient for the purpose of drawing a conclusion.
2) "  CTccTToA-cpoTo ( t T] 433 B.C.) Ç O i x p a x o ç  Ttpoxepov naC 
cp C X o g wv." I 57(2).
3) Ca. 436 B.C. according to A.T.L. Ill , 136, 313-314 
with footnote 61. For Perdiccas' treaty with the 
Athenians, see also Hoffmann, Die Makodonen, ihre Sprache, 
ihr Volkstum (1906), p. 137; Geyer , Makedonien bis 
zur Thronbesteigung Philipp II.mit einer Ubersicht über 
die Topographie Makedoniens, Beiheft 19 der Historischen 
Zeitschrift (1930), pp. 70-71, and Busolt, Griechische 
Geschichte III , second edition, p. 1170; Clochc' , 
Histoire de la Mac/doine (I960) pp. 59-61.
4) I.Go, I^ , 71. This inscription had been traditionally 
datedas 425/22 B.C.. In the edition of the Athenian 
Tribute Lists (III, 313 footnote 61), Professor B.D.
Meritt and his colleagues strongly express the opinion 
that this decree should be identified with this alliance. 
This suggestion seems to have been accepted by R.Meiggs
cont'd,
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Soon afterwards, however, there must have been a distinct
deterioration of these good relations, since we are told 
11by Thucydides  ^ that the Athenians later became allied
both to Perdiccas' brother Philip, a pretender to the
throne, and to Derdas, a Macedonian chieftain.
In 4-32 BoCo the atmosphere between Perdiccas and Athens
was openly hostile, as was made manifest when Poteidaea
broke away from the Athenian domination?^During the next
years of Perdiccas' reign, a period which coincides with
the first part of the Peloponnesian war, he joined forces
with one or other of the belligerent parties, according to
his own advantage, but almost always retained his covert
3 jhostility towards the Athenians ^ .
Given that such was the nature of Perdiccas' relations 
with Athens ,one would scarcely be correct in interpreting 
the early good relations they shared as implying the 
subjection of the former to the latter.
cont'do o o
and DoMo Lewis in their recent edition of the Greek 
Historical Inscriptions in Oxford's editions (see p, 179)» 
The inscription reads: (ou aTpaTcu)aôpe6a cnC noXiv ouôGp(Ca)v, 
hov n(cpôüHKaç HpaTci) for the Athenians, and xo(ç) auxog 
cpüXoç voptô Hat Gx0p(ôç, KaC...Tcpôç *A0c)vaCog ôinatoç nat àboXoQ
Ha,*•(nat ouôéva h o)k é a ç cx^ aTcv caPo èay, pc *A0e(vaCoLç)
for Perdiccaso
1)ThuCo I 57(3). It also seems highly probable that I.G., 
1^,53 must be identified with this alliance. See Bauer, 
Elio, XV,1918,193-195, and a new restoration by Schweigert, 
Hesperia,VIII,1939,170/71 » It was a treaty of cnupaxCa
See Papastavru, Au âpxoct  x f j ç  p a c n X c C a ç  ü c p ô C h h o v  t o v  B ' ,  
"A0T)vai , 1939,p.9. This alliance was probably concluded 
in 4-34- B.C.. See ATL, III ,319»
2)Thuc.I 57-58 and Died.XII 34-. Cf. Papastavrou *0 ncpàtunaç 
B' CLÇ xdg TiapavLOVocç toû ncXono\Jvr]alanov noXc}iov, ciç rêpaç *Avx. 
KcpapoTtouXXou (1953), pp. 113-139»
3) Thua,. I 61(5); II 29(6), 80(7); IV 79 82 83 103 (oont'd)
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From a fragment of Theopompus' historical work  ^we are
informed that (in 445 B.C.) the inhabitants of Histiaea in
Euboea, who wore forced to evacuate their city by the
Athenians, were given refuge "by arrangement" in Macedonia.
It seems likely that this arrangement was a friendly
gesture on the part of Perdiccas toward the exiles, since
it seems somewhat improbable that Athens should have made
2 ')arrangements with Perdiccas to benefit her opponents \
As for the subsequent period, during which time 
Athens and Perdiccas were in alliance, if it is true, as 
Professor Meritt insists, that the I.G.,1 ,71 ( see page 
38 , n. 4 ) refers to this occasion, we see that the 
Athenians, according to the terms of the treaty, undertook 
to avoid marching against the cities ruled by Perdiccas, 
while Perdiccas undertook to export timber exclusively to 
Athens.
Even if this inscription refers to events of 423/22, 
as had been the belief before Meritt stated his hypothesis, 
we can safely conclude, however, that it must give a 
general indication of the nature of the relations between
cont'd....
107 124-128 132; V 80 83; VI 7; VII 9. Cf. Papastavrou, 
Sxcaciç Mancôôvwv uaC *Adr^vaCœv nazâ tov E' aiœva tc.X., npoptpopd 
CLÇ It. EupLaKCôT)v, ©caaaXovLMrj 1953,pp.525-531,Also, The foreign
policy of Perdiccas II during the archidamian war, in the 
EÀÀ^vLKa 5 (1957),pp.256-265. A. KavaxPoOXT], ‘laxopCa T'qg Maneôo- 
vCag...6cP.1964,pp.15-20. A. Momigliano , Filippo..... p.19.
1) Strabo X 1(3), and in Jacoby's FGrH B (115) Theop.fc387.
2) Ao Toynbee thinks that it was the policy of the Argead 
kingdom at this time to consolidate its conquests by 
giving foreign refugees asylum on conquered territories„
See his book "Some problems of Greek History " 1969,p.139-
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Perdiccas and Athens at the time of their alliance.
Are we to think that an alliance under the above-
mentioned terms recorded the subjection of Macedonia to
Athens? This would not seem to be a reasonable conclusion.
1 jMoreover, we see from a fragment of Hermippus  ^ that
Perdiccas did not execute even this undertaking.
And if we consider the period following the beginning of
the Peloponnesian war, we find that both the information
contained in Thucydides' narrative, on the whole, and the
ease with which Perdiccas joined one or other of the 
o')
belligerents ^, always according to the dictates of his 
own interests, prove Perdiccas' independence from the 
Strong Powers.
Therefore, judging from the evidence available, it is 
apparent that Perdiccas ruled independently in his own 
country, though not without showing a certain respect for 
the Athenians and making some other concessions, and there 
is no evidence that the Macedonians were subject to 
Athens .
Furthermore, it seems very probable that not only
1 Tiapd UcpbiHHov cj) c u 6 t) vauaC ndvu uoXXaig " (that is,
instead of timber), Phormophoroi, fr. 63(8).
2) Ho allied himself with Athens five times. See Thuc, I 
37(2),in 436(?)B.C.; I 61(3),in 432; II 29(6),in 431;
IV 132, in 423; VII 9, in 414.
3) Professor Meritt with his co-editors of ATL has 
remarked: "The true relative strengths of Athens and 
Macedon were perhaps seriously misconceived in the fifth 
century.....; the language of D3 (i.e. ML GHI, 63,
1. 27-29), which to readers of Demosthenes sounds 
ridiculous, will not have seemed ridiculous to 
contemporaries." Ill, p.319»
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Macedonia , but even the Greek cities within Macedonia ,
such as Pydna, Dion and Thermo were never members of the
Delian League, with the exception of Methone, which became
11a member by special arrangement  ^ only in the late 
thirties
Athens must , therefore, have respected Perdiccas'
"s;^re of influence" in this area.
As for the information that Macedonia paid tribute to 
the Athenians, there is some evidence in support of this 
in later authors.
In Arrian, Alexander the Great in an address to his 
soldiers rhetorically speaks of the Macedonians as having 
paid tribute to the Athenians in the past, and as having 
at one time been subject to the Thebans .
The scholiast of Demosthenes has repeated this piece 
of information „
A.Schdfer has expressed the opinion that this information 
may relate to the time in which King Perdiccas belonged
1) See ML , GHI , 63.
2) In 434 B.C. according to ATL, III, 319. Cf, I'L 
GHI, p.179.
5) "*A0r]vaCoug tc nat 0T]patoug ccpcôpc'ûovxaç act MciHc6ovC(jt 6g 
TO0ÔVÔC cTaitcLvwocvC'^ CXi-TiTCog), T)ÔT) Tauxd yc KaC qpwv ÇuimovouvTCüv, 
(ÜÇ dvTb ( p o p o u g  T c X c Z V * A 0 ' n v a C o t g  Hat % -
K o u c t v  0 T ) P a C ü ) v ,  Tiap * j^pwv cv xy pcpcL cMcCvoug xf)v 
àüipâXcLav copiai 7i:opüÇcc?0at •”
VII, 9, 4.
4) See schol. in I 9 and III 24. Appian, the later 
historian, also mentioned subjection of the Macedonians 
during the time preceding Philip's reign, but said nothing 
of any tribute paid by them :" Ta 6c 6r) Ma%c66vwv, xa ]icv upo 
^lXCkuov XOÛ *ApOvxou nat navv oyaupa 1 v, nat c a x l v œ v 
u 7c f ) M o u a a v  Roman History, Preface 10.
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to the Athenian alliance, although he recognizes that ,
"in den attischen Tributlisten kommon nur Küstenstâdte von
Bottiaea und Piorien vor"  ^„
The recent exhaustive survey made by the editors of the
Athenian Tribute Lists proved that there were some remote,
and mainly coastal towns of Macedonia which were obliged
o\
to pay tribute to the Athenians  ^, but there is no evidence 
to suggest that any town under Perdiccas' undisputed 
sovereignty paid any tribute to the Athenians.
As for Arrian's allusion, made not in his own person, 
but in a rhetorical speech delivered by Alexander the 
Great in a difficult moment of his life , we cannot share 
Schdfer's view that this information can be connected 
with Perdiccas' reign. On the contrary, if wo must find 
an occasion to which to ascribe the mentioned tribute, the 
connection of this tribute with the Theban invasion of 
Macedonia , together with the fact that Philip is
mentioned as having released the Macedonians from these 
misfortunes, could lead us to ascribe the information t< 
a time directly preceding Philip's reign
1) Schâfer II, p.5 n.1
2) For particulars see ATL, III , 518-519, 524. See also 
Gomme I, p. 201.
3) His soldiers had threatened to leave him and to return 
to Macedonia, VII, 9«
4)I.e. Pelopidas' invasion of Macedonia in 568, when 
Philip had been taken as hostage in Thebes. See Died. XV 
67(4), XVI 2(2); Plut. Pelopidas 26, and Justin VI 9(6), 
VII 3(1).
3) The period of the reign of Amyntas III (393-570 B.C.) 
seems to me more probable.
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Tho scoliast can bo considered as echoing the previous 
evidence.
The conclusions to be drawn from a survey of this evidence 
must be firstly that Demosthenes is definitely historically 
inaccurate when he says that Macedonia was subject to 
Athens in the time of Perdiccas' reign, and secondly that 
the general Pseudo-Demosthenic claim that the Macedonian 
kings paid tribute to Athens seems highly improbable for 
the period of Perdiccas' reign.
All that can bo fairly said is that Perdiccas paid Athens
as much respect as was fitting for the leader of a
relatively weak state to show towards a stronger one.
The question which now arises is whether Demosthenes
consciously or unconsciously misrepresented the facts.
It has already been shown that some coastal Macedonian
cities paid tribute to Athens in the time of Perdiccas*
1 )reign, and it is also certain  ^that Macedonia was one
of the main suppliers of timber to Athens, when the two
states were on friendly terms.
1) In the treaty between Perdiccas and Athens mentioned 
previously (I.G.,1^,71) we see that one of the principle 
points concerned Perdiccas' undertaking to supply timber 
to Athens exclusively,
Andocides (11,11) informs us that because of his friendship 
with Archelaus, oars were supplied by him to the Athenian 
fleet at Samos in 411 B.C..
Archelaus was afterwards honoured with the title "proxenus 
and benefactor" ( in 411/10 according to Wilhelm, in 407/6 
according to Meritt),because he had supplied the Athenians 
with the necessary timber. See ML , GHI, 91.
Finally, in Xenophon's Hellenics (VI, 1,2) we find 
6ovCav, c V 6 c V nat *A0T]vaLot. t6c ÇCXa ayovxau."
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It seems likely that this timber, which belonged
1 jexclusively to the King ^, was usually offered at any 
critical moment, in an attempt to avoid possible trouble 
from the strong states of southern Greece.
The bestowing of the title "proxenus and benefactor" 
on some of the Macedonian kings must be mainly accounted 
for by this offering of timber.
In my opinion, the respect paid by the Macedonian King 
to Athens, the supply of timber from Macedonia, the tribute 
paid by some remote cities on the Macedonian coast during 
the "pentecontaetia" , and tribute possibly paid 
occasionally by some Macedonian kings^ln the time before 
Philip’s reign, must have given Demosthenes the confused 
impression that Macedonia really was subject to Athens.
This confused impression, as well as the rhetorical 
exaggeration as a result of Demosthenes' wish to stress 
the antithesis between Athens' superior ancestors and 
Philip's submissive predecessors, is consequently 
responsible for the use of the term ^n^novc which 
apparently misrepresents the real facts.
1) "Timber in Macedon was a royal monopoly " according to 
ML , GHI , p. 278.
2) See p. 43 n.5.
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Chapter three
The Barbarism of the Royal House of Macedonia.
The next question to arise is Demosthenes' assertion that 
the Macedonian kings were "barbarians".
In the quotation under consideration , Demosthenes
calls King Perdiccas II "barbarian", and in three other
1 )cases  ^ he uses this same term in reference to Philip 11. 
In this way, Demosthenes restricts the use of this 
appellation to the Macedonian kings, and in particular, 
to Philip II
vie must first of all make it clear that it is beyond 
the scope of this work to discuss the true racial 
connections between the Macedonian people and the Hellenes 
using either the philological or the archaeological 
evidence provided by present-day comparative science;
1) III 17, IX 31, XIX 305 and 308.
2) This means that he was not referring to the Macedonians 
generally, although it could be said that this was 
possibly implied. However, since Demosthenes clearly 
refers only to the royal family, and not to the 
Macedonians as a whole, in order to reach a firm 
conclusion, our argument will deal only with the direct 
meaning of the appellation, while the possible implication 
will be dealt with only in footnotes. If we consider the 
subject, accepting that the term "barbarian" applies to 
all of the Macedonians, this generalization would have a 
serious effect on our conclusion. Firstly, there would be 
the objection that no firm conclusion can be based on 
implications, and secondly, this would involve the 
various discussions of modern historians and critics,
who are not in full.agreement.
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that is, in terms of modern ethnology, what degree of 
racial kinship there was between the Macedonians and the 
Helleneso
This subject has already been much discussed^ \  and, 
furthermore, does not fall within the limits of this essay, 
It must be pointed out that the veracity of these 
opinions does not concern us. In this matter, as often in 
historical affairs, the fact that an event possibly did
not Q.cc.ur is far less important than the . fact that ,it was
thought -to- have happened. Thus', • it has. more bearing...on , 
our-case to know the belief, of. the Greeks in .the time- of 
Demosthenes.,- than to know-whether this belief, is correct
1) For the most recent discussion of hhe kinship between 
the•Macedonians, and the Greeks, see:-
a) A. Keramopoullos,. Ol pàppapoi.. MaKcôôvcç t o û  A^ o^oBcvoug , y/g 
p,vT)]iT]-v STutpCô. AapTTpou , . Athens 1955, 64-57» in which he 
holds that the Macedonians were members of the Greek race.
a l s o ,  ' H  o n p c p L v n  y c p ^ a v L x q  éT tL .aTqpT )  ncpC T f j g  ( p u X c T i K f j g  x a x a -  
ywyqg Twv apxaCwv Maxc&ovwv , *A6f)vai, 19.45.
b)Bo oerboni, Elleni e barbari nelle orazione di . 
D.emosthene, A & R 8, 1940, 117-152, in which he saya 
that the contrasting terms, Hellenes and barbarians, 
define cultural distinctions.
c) Jo Luccioni, D&mosth&ne et la panhellénisme, Paris 1961, 
in which he holds that the Macedonians were not recognized 
as members of the- Greek-race. ■
d) A. Daskalakis, The Hellenism of the ancient Macedonians, 
Balonica, 1965, where he-expresses his.belief.about the 
Hellenism of the ancient Macedonians. ■
e) A. Toynbee^,-Some problems of Greek history, pp.64-79 
'What was the ancestral language of the Macedones ?' and 
pp.156-151, 'The expansion of the.Argead Kingdom, of 
lower Macedon ', wheçe he speaks of the Macedonians as 
being Greeks.
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in the light of modern scientific examination.^^
Demosthenes was, of course, limited to the knowledge of 
his age
It must also be remembered that the words "barbarians" 
and "Hellenes" had a double meaning in ancient Greek 
literature, which marked not only racial but also cultural 
and political distinctions.^^
As modern commentators and historians do not agree fully 
on the special meaning of these words in Demosthenes' 
speeches, we shall examine Demosthenes' attitude in his 
description, taking into consideration both possible 
meanings, in order to arrive at a firm conclusion.
To deal first with the racial connotation ;
The royal house of Macedonia claimed to be descended from 
the Heracleids of Argos, and from the evidence we possess 
it can be seen that the Greek origin of the royal family 
of Macedonia was universally accepted.
Herodotus narrates the .manner in which tho Argead 
kingdom of Macedonia was established and, furthermore,
1) It may be worthwhile to point out that even Thucydides 
could not discover the connection of the Greek dialect
of the Aetolians with the- Attic one, and thus described 
the Aetolians as ayvwOTÔTaTOL yXwooav. Ill 94(5).
2) Demosthenes must be considered as misrepresenting the 
truth, even in cases when an opinion he supported for 
political reasons has been proved today to be true, but 
in his time was universally believed to be false.
3) Bee A. Toynbee, Borne problems of Greek history, (1969) 
pp.58-63, 'The meanings of the terms "barbarian" and 
"Hellene" in Hellenic usage'.
4) VIII 137-159
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offers assurance of his personal knowledge on the Hellenic
lineage of the royal family of Macedonia :
" ] L A , A , T ] v a ç  be civai t o u t o u ç  T o u g  ano Ilcpbinnco) y c y o v o T a g ,
uaza Ticp auTOL Xcyouau, a u t  ô g t c  o u t c j  Tuyx^vw c7ri0Tap,cvog
nat ô-q nat cv TOLOu oniaQc Xoyoiai à tc'o 6 c Ç w og dot ''E X - 
1 ')
X T) V c g. " '
Thucydides explicitly corroborates that the ancestors 
of the Macedonian king Perdiccas were Argive in origin :
"  A X c Ç a v ô p o g  6  n c p ô C x x o v  Tzcx.zf\p nat o l  T u p o y o v o L  a u T o u ,  T t] p  c  -  
V L 6  a  L T O  a p x a i o v  o v T c g  c Ç  "a  p y o  u  g .  ”  
as did Isocrates in his address"! o Philip:"
" *A p y o g pcv yap c o t l  a o  l  TiaTpCg. "
Theopompus gave the genealogy from Heracles down to 
Caranus, v/ho, according to another version, was considered 
as the first of the Argead house of Macedonia.^)
Oracles as well were known with reference to the Argive 
origin of the Argead house. One Delphic oracle given to 
Perdiccas I by the Pythian priestess was known to have said 
" eUTL KpaTog PaoCXcLOV àyavoîg T q p c v C ô a L O L  
yaCqg irXovTOcpopoLO* ô l ô c o c J l  yap aiyiôxog Zcug. 
aXX* ' l 0 l  CTiciyopcvog B o T T T j C ô a  Ttpog noXup^Xov" 
cv0a Ô* av apyuxcpwTag lAgg x^ovwôcag alyag
1) V 22 cf. I 56
2) II 99(5)o Likewise also in V 80(2) :" pv 6c naC avTÔg
(nc p Ô L X x ag )  TÔ àpxocLOV cÇ "A  p y  o u g ,  "
5)" To Philip",52 . cf. 105.
-'!■) See Georgius Syncellus p.499, ed. Dindorf, Bonn 1829
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C U V T ] 0 é v T a Ç  UTE •qcü, KCLVT]Ç % G 6 v O g  c v  Ô a K C Ô O i a i
6vc Gcolç iianépcaoi naC acfru h r C  ^c nôXrjoç, î>  ^^
and also another Sibylline prophecy, saying :
' avXoûvTGç GaoiXcuOL MaKcÔôveç *A p y c d ô p a l v ,, ” 2)
There is other evidence as well, from ancient authors
which leads us to the same conclusions^)
Herodotus quotes a formal decision of the Hellanodicae
at Olympia, which confirmed that Alexander I was of
Hellenic descent '), This decision enabled Alexander to
participate in the Olympic games, a privilege enjoyed
only by Greeks.
This participation on the part of the Macedonian kings
is also mentioned during Demosthenes' time: Plutarch
relates how Philip's chariots competed successfully in
S')these games in 55S B.C.
After the conclusion of the second sacred uar ($46 B.C.)
1) Hxcerpta Historica jussu Imp. Constantini 
Porphyrogeniti confecta, ed. Boissevain, 4 p.274.
2) Pausanias VII 8(9). We also know of another oracle, 
given to Caranus, which ordered him to "ducibus capris 
imperium quaerere " VII 1(8). We emphasize these 
prophecies because of the influence which religious 
belief usually has on the people.
3) We do not mention in the argument many writers 
subsequent to Demosthenes' time, because we are 
interested only in knowing what was the belief up until 
Demosthenes' age. But, as they usually echo the opinion 
of previous authors,we quote them for additional 
information: Diod.XVII 1; Plut. Alex. II5 Justin VII 1; 
Strabo VII 9; Livy XLV 9; Appian Syr<,65; Arrian I 11(8) 
etc •
4) V 22 . cf. Justin VII 2(14).
5) Alex. Ill (5). He says of the tradition concerning 
the Greek origin of the Macedonian kings, that in his
age it was navu TtcictaTcuiicvwv, Alex* II. Cf. Eth. 179 A, 
143 P, 457 P.
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the Amphictyons accepted Philip into the Amphictyonie 
council and offerred him the two votes of the defeated 
Phocians. This participation also was a privilege granted 
only to Hellenes.
The only evidence we have in support of Demosthenes' 
opinion comes from the sophist and rhetorician 
Thrasymachus (ca.430-400), found in a quotation from 
Clement of Alexandria. Thrasymachus, v/ho played a leading 
role in the development of oratory by his elaboration of 
the technique of appeal to the emotions, says in a 
rhetorical speech in defence of the people of Larisa 
against Archelaus of Macedon:
” * A p x c X d y  G o u X c v o o p c v ,  o v t c q  P a  p p a  p y  J )
but there is no reason to justify Demosthenes on the basis
of this sole quotation, and ignore the mass of evidence
provided by the ancient authors, some of whom, such as
Thucydides, are the most reliable sources.
Would Demosthenes be justified in considering the story
of the Hellenic origin of the Argead royal house of
Macedonia as merely a folk-tale? That is, an artistic
creation intended to connect the Macedonian and Argive 
O')
dynasties ^?
1) Clement of Alexandria, "Miscellanies" VI 16 (Diels,' 
Pragmente der Vorsokratiker, II p.324 )
2) Of the modern critics, Niebuhr first expressed this 
opinion and was followed by some others. He says that the 
term ’ApycdSai, in the prophecy which had been given to 
Perdiccas I (see p. $0 ) must be the reason behind the
creation of the story of the Argive origin of the royal 
house of Macedonia. Bishop Thirlwall ( A History of Greece, 
V 322,n.2) has remarked that the reverse is more 
reasonable* Whatever the truth is, what concerns as is 
whether this story was the belief held by the Greeks of 
Demosthenes' age, and moreover, whether Demosthenes had 
the necessary knowledge to overcome this belief.
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It is known to modern historians that considerations of 
race and origin were sometimes advanced by ancient authors 
as motives for political action, and sometimes too, these 
authors were unwittingly misled into giving debatable 
information; however, there is a considerable difference 
between this practice and that of rejecting an 
overwhelming tradition which had been handed down to 
Demosthenes' age by the most eminent historians.
Demosthenes should not refer to the Macedonian kings 
with the term "barbarians" without at least occasionally 
stating his reasons for doing so. Of course, since he was 
not an historian, he was not required to give such 
explanations, but it would be highly irregular for him to 
present the opposite view to those of the most prominent 
historians, among whom Thucydides featured, as completely 
reasonable. This would be a blatant repudiation of the 
most important historical authorities.
Thus, after an examination of the evidence, it does not 
seem reasonable to accept Demosthenes' appellation of the 
Macedonian kings as "barbarians from a racial point
1) See Kahrstedt, Staatsrecht I p. 589 ; Hampl, Der 
Kbnig von Macedonian (1954), p. 61 ; Wüst , Philipp II
von Macedonian und Griechenland in den Jahren 
von 546 bis 558 (1958), p. 56.
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of view ^)o
As for tlie possibility that Demosthenes used, the term 
"barbarian" to signify cultural and. political, rather 
than racial distinction, it appears that Demosthenes 
would not be correct in applying this terra to all of the 
Macedonian kings.
Refinement and Hellenization of the royal court of 
Macedonia must have gained considerable ground from the
1) If we accept the implication that Demosthenes was also 
referring to the Macedonian people, it must be pointed 
out that, according to the opinion of the majority of 
modern historians, Demosthenes would be wrong in terms 
of modern ethnology to call the Macedonians "barbarians"
( see page 47  ^ note )» However, as our concern is with 
the knowledge of Demosthenes' time, and not of our own, 
the following will show that Demosthenes was not in 
conflict with the belief of the majority of his 
contemporaries. Isocrates, in his addressnto Philips says: 
"povoç yap H A.X r)vu)v  ( 6  KTriadpcvoç T'nv dpx^v t c ü v  Mhxcôovwv) o t  x  
O T i o c p u À o u  ycvouQ apxciv c.Çuéaaç... ”
Philo 103, and Thucydides puts this speech in the mouth 
of the Spartan general Brasidas :
"pappdpouç ôé ûuç vOv aîicipLoc ôcôixc paOciv xpt, cÇ wv tc npo- 
^ywvLoOc TOLç M a K c ô ô c f L  V auTWv. IV, 126(3).
In Demosthenes' time the Amphictyons transferred to 
Philip personally, not to the Macedonians as a tribe, the 
two votes of the Amphictyonie council, of which the 
Phocians had been deprived after the end of the Second
Sacred war (346 B.C.)
Also the "hieromnemones " who were sent by Philip to 
the assemblies of the Amphictyonie council were 
registered in the catalogues as ol aito ^ u X C T u - n i o i i  " 
not from the Macedonians, although all the other 
representatives of the Greek tribes were listed as from 
the Thessalians, the Boeotians etc.Tod 172;Diod.XVI 60(1); 
Speusippus' letter,9; Pausanias X 3(5)» cf. WÜst 
p.19 ; Busolt, Btaatskunde, p.1296 ; Kdrst, Geschichte 
des Hellenismus, Bandl, 5^ d^. edition (1927) P»255, ^"5*
Thus, in speaking of the Macedonians as "barbarians 
Demosthenes would not be in disagreement with the 
belief of the majority of his contemporaries, although 
the opposite opinion that the Macedonians were Greeks
must have had some follow^^s
(cont'd.)
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time of Alexander I , as he participated in the Olympic 
Games and attracted the admiration of such a poet as 
Pindar^).
Perdiccas, Alexander’s successor, in fact, had no 
Hellenic culture, but from the time of his successor, 
Archelaus I, the Macedonian court at Pella became a 
centre for famous artists and poets. Euripides, Agathon 
and Choorilus, the tragic poets, Timotheus, the famous 
musician, Zeuocis, the painter whose paintings adorned 
the royal palace, and probably others, worked towards 
the complete hellenization of Archelaus’ court.
Plato also seemed to be on friendly terms with 
Archelaus .5)
According to Aristotle, Socrates himself received an 
invitation from Archelaus.^)
Amyntas III, Philip's father, also appears to have 
cultivated friendships among the leading Athenians, and
(cont'd) A Holm (History of Greece, III p.206) says that 
it was Demosthenes who involuntarily proved that the 
Greeks did not consider the Macedonians "barbarians" 
in saying that, from Macedonia : " o-ûô’ àvôpaTioôov anoTJôaïov
O ÛÔ CV  f| V T ü p Ô T C p O V .  I X  3 1  •
Thucydides also in his own narrative (II 99) informs us 
that the Macedonians had occupied their country after 
the expulsion of the native population. That is, the 
Macedonians who had been led from southern Greece by the 
chief of the Argead Kingdom were the only inhabitants of 
the new country.
1) Herodotus V 22 and Justin VII 2(14). Also Dio Chrysosu, 
or.2, 35 (or Pindar, Pr. 106a)
2) A&lian's , Var. Hist., II 21; XIII 4; XIV 1? and
schol, in Aristophanes' Progs 85»
3 ) " ov (nXaxwva) IhzcvGimiOQ ip'qai ( p i À T a T o v  ovra ’Apxe-
A.do, "Athenaeus, XI 506 o •
4) Ptheto II 25 (8),
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3? /I ^
in paticular with Iphicrates and Timotheus
It also seems that Perdiccas III, Amyntas’ successor 
and Philip’s predecessor, was an admirer of intellectual 
men, since he was in correspondence with Plato, and had 
also engaged the latter's pupil, Suphreus of Oreus, as 
his personal adviser^).
Philip himself must be considered as being fond of 
Greek literature and science. As a youth he had spent 
three years in Thebes^), where he must have leant much, 
since, according to Diodorus, he was educated by a 
Pythagorean tutor^). As a king he proved his app? ed .ation 
of the great minds by his connection with Aristotle, to 
whom he trusted the education of his son, Alexander the 
Great^).
Also theatrical performances were taking place in 
Philip’s palace quite frequently, as Demosthenes himself 
indirectly informs us^).
1) Amyntas had adopted Iphicrates as his son. See Aeschines, 
On the Embassy, 28.
2) Plato's fifth letter was addressed to Perdiccas, partly 
in recommendation of Euphraeus, See also Athenaeus XI 508c. v
3) Diod. XV 67(4), XVI 2(2) ; Plut. Pelopidas XXVI (4); 
Justin VI 9(7) and VII 5(1) .
4) " 6 C^Xltitioq pcTcaxcv cnC nXcïov twv I i u G a y o p C w v  
Xoywv. ” XVI 2(3).
5) See Pluto Alex. VII (2) , according to which, Philip 
paid Aristotle a noble and appropriate tuition-fee.
A relationship between Philip and Plato has also been 
presumed. See Athenaeus XI 506f .
6) V 6.
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Thus, even where Demosthenes uses the term "barbarian"
with a cultural and political meaning, its application is
historically unfounded in the case of Philip and of the
kings who immediately preceded him
Did Demosthenes present the royal house of Macedonia
in this way in the belief that he was depicting the true
situation, or did he do so for political reasons?
It has already been demonstrated that there is
overwhelming evidence in support of the opinion that
Argos was believed to be the home of the Macedonian 
2j
kings  ^ and, of course, of their followers, because no
king could successfully establish himself without the
backing of his battalions. No one during the fourth
century seriously questioned the tradition of Hellenic
origin of the Macedonian kings, although this is not so
in the case of the Macedonian people. Here, on the
contrary, the Greek authors tended to make a distinction
3')between the terms "Hellenes" and "Macedonians"^^, although
1) If we accept the implication that Demosthenes was also 
referring to the Macedonian people, it must be pointed 
out that Demosthenes, judging from the Athenian point of 
view, would be right to consider the Macedonian people as 
uneducated, but there were surely other remote highland 
areas in Greece which were almost in the same situation as 
Macedonia, for instance, Aetolia, Acarnania etc..
2) 0. Abel, relying on Appian (Roman History ; the 
Syrian wars, 63) has’expressed the theory that the other 
Argos in Lyncestis (Orestea) was really the origin of the 
Macedonian royal family. But, whatever the truth is, the 
fact remains that the ancient Greeks believed that it 
was the Peloponnesian Argos.
3) See J. Luccioni, Demosthene et le panhellénisme,
Paris 1961 , for relevant quotations.
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many of them took care not to identify the latter group 
with the "barbarians".
It also seems likely that during Demosthenes' time, 
there was among the majority of Greek people, the opinion
that the Macedonians were not, on the whole, members of
Greek society This idea must have arisen, firstly,
because the Macedonians were geographically isolated
beyond Mount Olympus and so were not involved in the
evolution of southern Greece, and secondly, because the
Athenians as soldiers usually came into contact with
Thracians and other non-Greek tribes of the northern
o')
coasts, but rarely with the Macedonians themselves 
In this way, until the time of Demosthenes, in the 
literary tradition to some extent, as well as in the 
common opinion, the Macedonians as a people (not the 
royal family) were distinguished from the other Greeks.
What Demosthenes has done is to generalize this 
opinion and apply it also to the Macedonian kings, 
about whom literary evidence was quite clear.
Demosthenes has attempted to suppress a fact which had 
been clearly alluded to by the ancient authors, and 
which had also been accepted by his contemporaries, by 
•extending its range of reference into the realms of a 
related, but not comparable subject, on which his 
contemporaries had, on the whole, a different opinion.
In my opinion, Demosthenes has done this deliberately, 
firstly because it is rather unlikely that he could have 
been ignorant of all the existing literary evidence.
1) See p.55, note.
2) See A. Keramopoullos, o£ pdppapot Haxcôovcç xoû Aripo-
oOcvouQ, Eiq Dtu. Adpnpou, Athens, ^ 5^5, PP» 64-6?.
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and secondly, because, even if all the remarks of previous 
authors relevant to the origin of the Macedonian kings 
had escaped his notice, Philip would have advertised 
this evidence in his attempt to become the leader of the 
Greeks, and therefore one can presume that Deosthenes 
was aware of it.
This being so, it seems that Demosthenes uses the term 
"barbarian" for reasons of rhetorical expediency. Thus, 
in this case Demosthenes proved himself a good follower 
of Thrasymachus, who had developed the technique of 
appealing to the emotions, and who was the first author 
to label a Macedonian king "barbarian".
We do not know if Demosthenes knew, and so consciously 
followed, the example of Thrasymachus in this particular 
case, but it must be considered as almost certain that 
he used the same term with the idea of achieving the 
same effect: to appeal to the emotions of the people ^.
In particular, Demosthenes was trying to create a strong 
anti-Macedonian feeling by stirring up the Athenians' 
traditional hatred of everyone and everything considered 
as "barbarian". He attempted to implicate Philip and 
his ancestors in the distinction between the "Hellenes" 
on the one hand with their glorious past, and the 
"barbarians" on the other with their tradition of 
subjection. By using this method, Demosthenes tried to 
arouse nationalistic feelings in a people who were
1) According to C.D.Adams, "Demosthenes' method is to 
make a point by brief and rapid argument, and then to 
reinforce it by emotional appeal and often by attack on 
his opponent." Demosthenes and his influence, p.58
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especially proud of their hellenic culture and who were 
also trained to consider anything "barbarian" as 
inferior. In fact, this term could almost be the 
by-word of a pan-Hellenic crusade against Philip, 
who, characterised as "barbarian" with his ancestors, 
could be taken to be the epitome of the common enemy 
of the Greeks.
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II. Athenian history before Demosthenes' time
Introduction to chapters four and five 
cvpiOKCi yap oupau, naC axouci t o u q  up,eTépouç npoyovoug,
cÇÔV CUTOIQ t5v XoL%WV ap%GLV ‘.üA.À'qVÜ)V ÙTtCiHOUCl V PaOLÀCL,
ou pôvov OUK dvoioxopcvouç TOV Xoyov TOUTOV, T l v C x a  ^ A. 8 G V 
^ A A c Ç c V Ô p O Ç  o TOUTWV TipÔYOVOÇ UGpC TOUTOV KTjpuÇ, àXXô.  KcX  
TT) V %wpav GHAlTIGLV TCpOGAopCVOUÇ KC:t  TtaQGLV OTLOÜV unopG L v a v T a ç , H a t
p G T d, T a u x  a TtpdÇavxaç xcûo'a tic,v t g ç  A gi yXtxo^tTai Xcyciv,
cd^LüDÇ Ô ’O U Ô C L Ç  G L7ÏGLV Ô G Ô U V ^ T Ü L  "
Second Philippic,11.
In this quotation, Demosthenes refers to the mission of
Alexander I, King of Macedonia, to Athens, to persuade
the Athenians to form an alliance with the Persians against
the other Greek cities, during the second Persian invasion
of Greece (480-479)»
According to Demosthenes' narrative, Alexander's mission
was made before the battle of Salamis, This becomes clear
from the phrase : "pcxd xaOxa TtpdÇavxcç xcuO'a TtdvxGç act yXtxovxai
Xcyciv "e Since the battle of Salamis was considered
1 )by the Athenians as their crowning glory ' and
1) Herod.VII 139; Thuc. I 73(4-5); Aeschylus, Persae,728, 
951, 975, 1010 and 1025; Isocr. Panegyric, 98. The battle 
of Marathon which is also a triumph for the Athenians 
has no connection with any proposal, as it took place ten 
years previously.
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their main offering to the Greek world (while the victory 
at Plataea was mostly held to be a Spartan achievement 
the implication is clear: In Demosthenes' view, the 
proposal made by the Persians through Alexander I of 
Macedon, was made before the battle of Salamis
In his final speech, "On the Crown", fourteen years 
later, Demosthenes again relates the same events in the 
same way. He says:
" napa x o v  IlepPwv fiaaiXc(i)Q pcxd TtoAAfjç xdpLXOç tout* av dopÉvcoç 
èôôÛT) T'g TiôAci, o Ti PouAcTat Aapouor] n a i  to, cauTfjç cxouai;) to
KCAcUOpCVOV TXOICLV HCLl CCCV CTCpOV TWV *EAA^VWV TCpOCOTOCVaL^] . .
t Cq y d p  o I h  civ a y a o a i x o  Twv d v ô p S v  h x c t v o v  tt) q d p c T r j ç ,  o i  H a t  t t } v  
x é p a v  HttC Tr jv t c o A l v  c x A u E C L v  u i r c ] i . c l v a v  c l q  T a g  T p i ^ p c u g  c p p d u T c q  
uTïép T o u  pfj  TO h c A c u 0 | i c v o v  TcoLf joaL ,  TOV p c v  T a u T a  o u p P o u A c u o a v T a  
G c p u O T o x A c a  O T p a T q y o v  c A o p c v o L ,  t o v  ô *  U T c a K o u c iv  diuocoT)vdpcvov t o l ç  
GTCLT a T T o p c v o i ç  K u p o C A o v  K a x a A i G é a a v T c ç ,  ou  p ô v o v  a u T Ô v ,  a A A d  ua C a i  
Y v v c c Ï H C ç  a i  u p ê T c p a i  T'qv y ^ v a u x *  a u T o u  ” ,
The narration of the events here proves beyond any 
shadow of a doubt that the orator is referring to a 
proposition which was made before the battle of Salamis.
The stoning at this time of a person whom Demosthenes 
called Gyrsilus (KupaCAoq ), who had advocated the adoption 
of the proposals of the Persians, is also mentioned in this
1) Aeschylus, Persae, 81?.
2) A second proposal is mentioned by Herodotus, made through 
a certain Murychides before the battle of Plataea, which 
has no connection with our case, as it has no bearing on 
Alexander’s envoy. See Herod. IX
3) XVIII 202.
4) Ibid. 204.
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quotation, while Herodotus narrates a similar episode and 
speaks of a certain Lycidas (Auk(ôtiç)  ^ ,
Since this is the nature of the information given by 
Demosthenes, we shall first attempt to verify the facts, 
and secondly to consider Demosthenes' presentation of them, 
dividing our discussion in each case into the following 
headings :
1. The timing of the Athenians' rejection of the Persians' 
proposal sent through Alexander I of Macedon.
2. The case of Gyrsilus.
1) IX 5
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Chapter four
The timing of the Athenians' rejection of the Persians' 
proposal sent through Alexander I of Macedon.
According to Herodotus, Xerxes had not sent envoys 
to Athens before the battle of Salamis, but he had excluded 
Athens and Sparta from the number of cities from which he 
demanded "earth and water" as signs of their submission.
He says:
"  CÇ ô é  * A G n v a ç  naC Z n d p T ^ v  o v h ancnc]L<pc S é p Ç r j ç  cnt y f i Q  aXxr\a\,v
H T ) p U K a Ç  TWVÔC c f v C K a *  T tp OT Cp OV  A a p c C o U  7 ï é p i [ ) a V T 0 Ç  GTE * a u x 6  T O U T O
OL ]icv a u T w v  T o é ç  a L T c o v T a ç  c ç  t 6  p d p a O p o v ,  o l  6 *  c ç  t p p c a p  c p ,-  
P a A ô v T C Q  g k g A c u o v  y f j v  t g  Hat u ô w p  g h  t o u t c o v  iocpciv napa 
PaoiAca
In fact, the first proposals to the Athenians were made 
by Mardonius, through Alexander I of Macedon in 479 B.C., 
when Xerxes had already left Greece and just before 
Mardonius left Thessalia, where he had spent the winter, 
for his final campaign in Attica and Boeotia. Herodotus 
again says:
"  M a p ô ô v i o ç , ,  . p , G T d  xavxa cnc\i<^cv ayycXov cç  * A 0 T ) v a ç  * A A é Ç a v ô p o v  t o v  
* A p 6 v T G w  a v ô p a  M a n c ô ô v a ,  a p a  p i c v  o t l  o l  npoaHr\ôccç  o l  UcpaaL  ^ o a v . . .  
a]xa ÔG 6  M a p ô ô v L O ç  7 ï v 0 ô ] i G V O ç  o t l  t p Ô Ç g l v ô ç  t c  cix] nat  c G c p y c T n G
g \
( 6  * A A c Ç a v ô p o ç  T O L Ç  * A 0 r i v a C o L ç )
The proposals to the Athenians, made by Mardonius from
Thessalia, are also mentioned by later authors:
1) Herod. VII,.133(1),
2) VIII,136(1),
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Pausanias, the traveller, says:
" . . .  * AAc^avôpoi ) ,  w MapôôvLoç 6 rcofBpuou t t )v  ayycACav enC aTcuac v  cç 
*A0TivaLouç aTraYYCüAat, "  ^^ .
Diodorus also:
” OL p cv  GUV UTTO TOV Hcpowv aTioGTaAcVTCÇ ccpaaav t o v  OTpaTTiyov 
MapôôvLOv ciraYYcAAcoOccL t o l ç  *A0p v a C o L ç . . .6wocLv x&pav ffv av  
pouXcüVTai TT]ç ‘hXAdôoç "
Likewise Plutarch:
" TCpôç ÔC *A0T]vaCoi)ç cmcp^c (Mapôôvioç) làtq. yP^ppaTa xaC 
Aôyouç Tcapd paOLAcwç "
This being so, we must consider the information given 
by Demosthenes on Alexander's mission to Athens before the 
battle of Salamis to be wrong. However, relying on certain 
factors to be found in ancient Greek authors, we can say 
without reservation that this misrepresentation is due to 
error, and not to any desire to distort the facts. It seems 
very probable that Demosthenes' mistake arises from a 
common error made by a certain number of authors of his 
own and the preceding period.
First of all, Thucydides puts in the mouth of the
1) Description of Greece, VII, 25(6).
2) XI, 23(1). The plural àTEooTaAcvTcç must be considered as 
referring to Alexander and his companion.
3) Aristeid. X. According to Herodotus, Alexander I read 
out to the Athenians a letter sent by Mardonius. In this 
letter was written : " cpoC (Mapôoviy) dyycALT) ffxcL mapd paoiAéwç 
AcyouPa ouTwç... " VIII l40a.
Other writers also mention Alexander's mission': ' The 
rhetorician Aristeides says : chtipukcuc be *AAcÇav6poç paOLAcuç
Maxeôbvlaç (Panath. 144D),Harpocration, s.v. *AAéÇavôpoç 
states: "cOTpaTcucTO ( *AAcÇav6poç) uteo MapôovCy, à(p* ou xaC cTccp- 
(p0Ti CTCL yfjç KaC uôaToç afT^OLv Tipôç *A0r)vaLOUç "
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Athenian ambassadors, sent to Sparta in 432, that Athens 
could have joined the Persians before the battle of
Salamis if they had wished to do so;
" CL 6c TcpoPcxopfjpapcv ( ol *A0T]vaLOL) upoxcpov TO Mfî6ü) ôcCaavxcç,
coPTücp HaC aAAoL, ucpC xfj x&py, îf prj cxoAp^ Pcpcv u a t c p o v co-
pf]vaL CÇ xdç vavç.t,  ^^ .
This implies that, according to the Athenians some 
proposals had been made to them by the Persians before 
the battle of Salamis.
Isocrates alsc, who had no wish to blacken the 
Macedonians, refers to the same events in his Panegyric 
speech, published in 380 B.C. - thirty six years before 
Demosthenes' second Philippic ;
"  t p o O T c A c o u a o v  6 c  T p L f j p o v  ô L a x c a C o v  naC x ^ ^ C w v  uaC n c Ç f j ç  o x p a T L c tg  
avapL0p^Tou pcAAoOpriç c l q  xf)v ’ A t t l k t ) v  CLppdAAcLv,  • ,  . cÇ ôv  avroîç 
( t o l ç  *A0r)vaLOLç) pf; pôvov rovç napÔvxaç hlvÔvvovç ÔLa^pvycLV àXXâ 
Hat Ttpdç cÇaipcTouç Aa|3cLV, aç auxoCç c ô l ô o u  P a a i A c u ç  
^youpcvoç,...oux UTcpcLvav xdç nap* c h c l v o u  ôopcdç...ctAA* aûxoL pcv
7 \
TJTlCp TT)Ç cAcuOcpCaÇ TtoAcpCLV TTapcaHCudÇoVTO ’*  ^.
This means that Demosthenes' mistake is the same as the 
one which Isocrates made some years earlier.
The orator Lycurgus also makes the same mistake:
"  TOV T i a p d  H c p Ç o u  T ipcopcuxT)  v ’ A A é Ç a v ô p o v ,  cpCAov o v x a  a u x o L ç
1) I 74(4).
2) It does not however mean that Thucydides accepts this 
view, but simply puts in the mouth of the Athenians an 
assertion which was a commonplace ( t ô t e o ç )  in their speeches 
For these "topoi" , see following page, n.3. For the 
speeches'’in Thucydides' History see p.74 n.3.
3) IV 94.
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TCpÔTCpOV, OTL yf jV X a i  UÔO)p ^TT)OC, pLHpoO ÔCLV HaTcAcUOaV "  *
For ail these reasons it can be said that Demosthenes 
made this mistake unknowingly, owing to the fact that he 
must have been influenced by the narratives of Thucydides 
and Isocrates, which reflect the common erroneous belief 
of the Athenians concerning these historical events.
The narratives of Thucydides and Isocrates, in accordance 
with a widespread popular belief, must have created in 
Demosthenes* mind a mistaken idea about the details of the 
events of that period.
The fact that these victories were a commonplace topic 
in the everyday conversation of a proud people , such as 
the Athenians, and were also readily exploited by statesmen 
and orators for political and rhetorical ends, is well 
attested in the existing evidence of Greek passages .
Thus it seems most likely that minor details of their 
achievements would have been distorted, especially those 
which did not serve to magnify the victories.
With reference to the orators and politicians, it is
1) Against Leocrates, 71»
2) It is considered fairly certain that Demosthenes knew 
Thucydides. See pp.102-103, footnote. Demosthenes* 
knowledge of Thucydides* narrative, especially for this 
part of his History, is attested by the influence 
Thucydides has to some extent exerted on Demosthenes' 
phraseology. For instance, Thuc. I, 96(1) on Dem. Ill, 24, 
XIII, 26. Of. Weil's commentary on Demosthenes* first 
passage, * twv 'EAA^vwv ripÇav chovtcdv *’ .
3) For these "topoi", see E.Pflugmacher, Decorum communiura 
specimen, Digs. Greifswald, 1909; G.Fraustadt, Encomiorum 
in litteris Graecis usque ad Romanam aetatem historia, Diss 
Leipzig,1909; O.Schroeder, De Laudibus Athenarum a poetis 
tragicis et ab oratoribus epidicticis excultis, Diss. 
Gbttingen,1914.
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obvious from their speeches that they tried not only to 
employ rhetorically effective historical examples, but also 
that they strongly desired to exhibit their patriotism by 
frequent respectful and admiring references to the 
forefathers.
This fact must have created a tendency among these men 
to seek the most fitting way of relating their ancestors' 
feats; but this method, in my opinion, must have pushed 
each of them further and further into exaggeration  ^.
Thus, the conduct of their predecessors became for the 
orators the yardstick for all judgements.
The funeral speeches should be mentioned as presenting 
another occasion on which the tendency towards exaggeration 
was encouraged: In these speeches the orators utilized the 
victories to heighten the glory of their city, and justify 
the deaths of the citizens before their relations, and 
furthermore to trace some connection between those who 
died during the Persian wars, and those who died during 
the present war.
This justification would be adequate only if the city
2")for which they had died was a magnificent one ^,
1) Isocrates for instance, in his Panegyric speech, 83-85, 
has reached the point when he speaks of the ancestors as 
demigods. In 82 he says; " outcoç avôpaç aya0oüç àncôci^av t o Cç 
7EoAEp,f)davTaç irpôç t o Cç cm xfjç *AaCaç wP t c  pr]6cva nœnoTC 6uvT)0f)vaL
T l C p L  a U T W V  p f ) T C  Tü)V n;OLT]TÜ)V p r ) T C  TÜ)V P OC pL aTü )V  a Ç l Ü ) Ç  Tü)V C H c C v O i Ç
TCGTtpaYpévœv clteclv ” •
Cf. K.Jost, pp.119-159, and also G.Schmitz-Kahlmann, Das 
Beispiel der Geschichte im politischen Denken des Isocrates, 
1939. Demosthenes makes the same statement in the 
quotation now under consideration,
2) This method of argument is obvious in Pericles' funeral 
speech.
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Considering the fact that these exaggerations would 
have been repeated frequently, it appears reasonable to 
think of them as established in the common opinion of 
Demosthenes' time as real historical facts.
On the other hand, the constraint upon the orators to 
speak respectfully of the ancestors drove them also to 
omit events which could not add to the glory of their 
achievements. To mention, for instance, that the rejection 
of the Persian proposal took place in the middle of the 
war, and after the victory at Salamis, when Mardonius no 
longer held the upper hand, and not at the beginning, when 
Xerxes was powerful and dreaded, could hardly help to 
amplify their victory,
Thucydides has remarked that in his own time the 
representation of the Athenians' victories over the Persians 
had begun to annoy the Spartans :
" TO, 6c M),ÔLHd.. .CL MOLL 6l* o%Aou p,dAAov coxat atcC irpopaAAoiiévoLç”  ^
This being the case, it seems certain that by Demosthenes’ 
time some details of these events wore by tradition 
incorrectly represented.
Amongst other elements, Thucydides' narrative, and later, 
Isocrates' mistaken presentation of the facts, must have 
played a leading role in the formation of this tradition.
The facts that Demosthenes knew Thucydides and was a 
theoretical opponent of Isocrates, are factors which argue
1) I, 74(4).
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1 )strongly for the influence of their works upon him ^
1) The so called "rhetorical" approach to the historical 
material in the works of the ancient authors, which in 
each historical example admits hardly any alteration of 
the traditional use of the example as a "topos", no 
longer had a great following, and such a rigid repetition 
of the example on the part of Demosthenes must he 
considered highly improbable. However, the general 
influence of the historical references of previous authors 
upon him must be considered as a fact.
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Chapter five
The case of Cyrsilus
Concerning the difference in the name of the stoned 
Senator as it appears in the narratives of Herodotus and 
Demosthenes, an examination of the details of the event, 
as related hy each author, makes it quite clear that they 
are dealing with the same event.
The fact that Demosthenes puts this event before the
battle of Salamis can be explained in the same way as the
case of Alexander’s mission to Athens, mentioned in the 
previous chapter. The same misrepresentation of the timing 
can be seen here,
Lycurgus also makes this mistake when he mentions this 
event, just as he did in the case of Alexander’s mission:
" A Ç i o v  T o C v u v  d x o u a a L  naC T o u  Tcepu t o u  cv S a A a p ï v ü  T c A c u T T ^ o a v v o ç  
Y c v o p é v o u  (})T](pCo-iiaToç, o v  ^ouAt) Ttcp l c A o p c v r )  T o u ç  OTCtpd vou ç  a u T o -  
X C L p i  aTUCHTCLVCV ”   ^  ^ ,
To turn to the name "îZupaCAoç": This is found in
Cicero as well, in his description of the same event, but
it is fairly obvious that he derives his information from 
Demosthenes. Cicero says:
"Cyrsilum quendam, suadentem ut in urbe manerent Xerxemque
2)reciperent, lapidibus obruerunt" .
In looking through every lexicon of the Greek language
1) Lycurgus, Against Leocrates, 122.
2) Cicero, On Duties, III, 48. He is also wrong concerning 
the timing.
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(especially Liddell and Scott), it is noticeable that every 
word which could have the same root as "KupoCAoç " has a 
contemptuous meaning. These words are:
KupadvioQ Lacon word, = vcavCaç  contemptible whippersnapper 
Hupatov = pcLpdHLov , lad
népacoQ = TipcoKTÔç , anus
Mupaôç = gibberous
and a name for an ncTaupa" MupTovccpcXr],
And so, it seems to me that this name "KupafAoç" must 
be a defamatory nickname for the correct name " AuhCôt]ç " 
which is mentioned by the historian Herodotus.
The Athenians are quite likely to have coined such a 
name for a person they considered worthy of death by 
stoning. The tendency to use contemptuous nicknames is 
still very common in Greece today, especially for hated 
political characters,
Demosthenes uses this name before the Athenians, rather 
than the official name, firstly, because it was probably 
the only name by which this Senator was known to the man 
in the street, and secondly because it was his aim to 
condemn this Senator This is a common occurrence in 
modern Greece as well.
The historian Herodotus, on the other hand, could only 
use the Senator's official name.
Therefore, in my opinion, the name KupaCAoç is not an 
invention on Demosthenes' part, and its use does not show 
any effort towards misrepresentation in Demosthenes' 
narrative.
1) It is known that Demosthenes tended to use depreciatory 
names for anyone he disliked.
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Chapter six
The number of the Greek and Athenian ships participating in 
the naval battle of Salamis,
** 01  ô e  p.ev ( o  ncpOüjy  P a O ü A c u ç )  "  TipcoTov p,6v a y v o c L ç  o t l  waC
y t  Ô L a  M o o  C a  L Ç T p L f j p c O L V ,  m p o T c p o v  t w v  u n c p  Twv ' E A A n v w v
œv c K a  T 6  V % a p G 0 % 6 p c 8 *  % p c L ç ,  c k c l v ü j v  a y w v L O o p c v w v  T p L ^ p w v  ,
T O U Q  • r t p O Y Ô v O U Ç  a U T O U  % l A C a Ç  T p L a X O O L W V  O U OW V  TWV
a n o X c a a v T a ç  v a O ç  ”  T t a a ô v  t c c ç  ô i a K o O L a ç  q
t eôA l ç  T t a p c a x c T o  ”
On the Navy-Boards, 29 On the Crown, 238
The subject under discussion in this case is the number of 
vessels which took part in the naval battle of Salamis (480 B.C.) 
and those which represented the part played by the Athenians.
In the first of the political speeches which Demosthenes 
delivered in 354 B.C., it appears that the Greeks provided 
two hundred ships, one hundred of which belonged to the 
Athenians. Twenty four years later, supporting himself in the 
last speech of his political career "On the Crown", Demosthenes 
mentions that the Greeks provided three hundred vessels in the 
naval battle, out of which two hundred were Athenian. From 
this contradiction we can assume that one of the statements, 
or perhaps both, must be false.
In our ^arch for the true figure it is necessary to 
consider all the historical sources. Fortunately there is 
adequate evidence for this period and for such an important 
event.
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First of all there is the evidence of Herodotus:
" a p i /6 p , o ç  ôe  e y c v c T O  6 Tiâç t ô v  v c û v ,  n ap é i ^  t o v  n c v T ^ M O V T c p o v ,
T p t a H o P L a i  H a C  ê p ô o p i ^ H O V T ’. a H a  C 6  % T
But if we count the number of ships mentioned for each 
city, the number arrived at is only three hundred and sixty 
six.
He has also stated previously:
"  A 0 r | v a î o b  ( e P T p a T c u o v T o )  p c v  T i p ô ç  u d v T a ç  t o u ç  a A A o u ç  T i a p c x ô p c v o L  
v ê a ç  o y ô o H o v T a  H a t  é n a T o v ,  p o ü v o L  "
It is possible to increase the number of the Athenian 
contribution to two hundred if we take into account the 
following quotation from Themistocles' speech in the 
Corinthian congress:
"  G U T *  a v  à i r \ H O G i a i  v g g ç  crept c o c r t  n c T A ^ p w p c v a t  "  .
We could consider this to be an over-estimation, since this 
account would have served Themistocles' purpose, if once 
more we did not know from Herodotus that the Chalcideans* 
contribution at Artemisium and in this battle consisted 
of twenty Athenian ships It was very natural for the 
Athenians to count these ships in with their own 
contribution.
1) VIII, 48.
2) VIII, 44(1).
5) VIII, 61(2).
4) ” O t  ÔG * E A A g v w v  CÇ T O V  v a u T t H o v  O T p a T o v  T a % 8 G V T G Q  v^ aav ofôc, 
* A 0 T i v a L O t . .  ,KaC X a À H t ô c G Ç  G 7 ï A f ) p o i > v  g f  k o  a  t  , * A 0 T ) v a t ü ) V  acpt  
n a p c x p v T w v  t c c ç  v é a ç  "Herod. VIII 1(1), a n d  ” p c T d  ôc A t y L v ^ T a g  
XaXHuôccç râç en* *ApTGptPty cfnoGt, napcxopcvot "VIII 46(2).
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■Therefore, according to Herodotus, the total number of 
Greek ships was three hundred and seventy eight, two 
hundred of which were Athenian.
On the other hand, Thucydides states in a speech of the 
Athenians to the Spartans, recalling past services:
"  xpCa T(x ojcpcAipcoTCLTa eg auTÔ ( t o  Ç uppdv)  i tapcoxoV'CGa, à p t ô p ô v  t c  
VCÔV t e A c l p t o v ,  , .  vaug p c v  ydp e g  T a g  T C T p a K o o C a g  
& A ( y  y  c A d o p o u g  t S v  ô O o  p o t p w v
In this Thucydides, while basically agreeing with 
Herodotus, possibly exaggerates the figure (though this is 
uncertain, since we do not know the number of ncvTnxovTcpwv^) 
as it would be in the interest of the Athenians to try to 
magnify their contribution .
Nevertheless, Aeschylus, who participated in the battle^), 
counts the number of the Greek ships as three hundred and 
ten However, if we take into consideration the fact
1) I, 74 U).
2) Herod. VIII, 48.
3) The problem presented by the speeches in Thucydides* 
History of whether the author himself has given his 
personal opinion is old and persistent. Modern historians 
have not come to an acceptable conclusion about Thucydides' 
personal implication in presenting the content of the 
speeches. Perhaps the truth is a compromise between the 
two extremes. At any rate, Thucydides' phrase "cog 5* av
C Ô Ô K O U V  p O L  C K a P T O t  TECp C TCOV dcC 7 E a p 6 v T ( O V  Td Ô G O V T a  pdAtPT* C I T E C I V "
(I, 22(1) ), proves that the historian included, to some 
extent at least, elements which could reasonably have been 
words spoken by the Athenians. See P.E.Adcock, Thucydides 
and his History (1963),PP.27-42. Gf. H.Nissen, Historische 
Zeitschrift, XXVII (1889),p.386.
4) Paus.„ I, 14(5) o
9) " ...xaC ydp "EAA^ ou pcv v^
6 TEdg dpiOpog eg T p L a x d ô a g  ô c H a  Persae
vawv, Ô c H d g 6* v^ tcüvôc X  ^P  ^ç CHxpiTOg " 338-40.
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that in Aeschylus' narrative the estimation has been made 
by a messenger, who tries to amplify the Greek achievement 
by stressing the contrast between the small number of the 
victorious Greeks on the one hand, and the large number of 
the defeated Persians on the other, we may reasonably infer 
that this calculation has been compressed to the lowest 
figure„
In respect of this, we can note that Demosthenes in his
speech "On the Crown" displays complete numerical accuracy
as to the number of the Athenian ships, while his
presentation of the Greek ships is not quite accurate. But
if we consider the fact that this number differs only
slightly from the one stated by Aeschylus, and also that
by the time of Demosthenes this would have become the
11conventional number,/it is reasonable to conclude that 
this inaccuracy is an unconscious mistake in Demosthenes' 
narrative.
In the speech "On the Navy-Boards", Demosthenes is
obviously far out in his calculation, both of the Athenian
and of the Greek participation, and so the inaccuracy is 
o')apparent ^.
1) See Isocr. IV, 10? and XII, 50, .Lysias II, 4-2. Of. Nepos 
Them.3, Died.XV, 78(4-). There is a reading " TpianocrCaç ” 
even in the text of Thucydides, which is followed by some 
scholars (for example Thirlwall, Poppo, Stahl). Of. Gomme
I p.234-.
2) The variant " àiaHoota.iQ ", which is provided by the 
Parisinus codex 2934- and the ancient scholia is disputed 
by some modern scholars (e.g.Dobson) who are in favour of 
Vulgata's variant "TpiaKouCaiQ ”. This could be interpreted 
as being close to the actual number, but it cannot be
(c ont'd.)
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We must now ascertain whether this inaccuracy appeared 
for reasons of rhetorical exploitation or as a result of 
ignorance of the real number on the part of the young 
Demosthenes, who later acquired a better knowledge of the 
events.
It has already been mentioned that the battles of
Marathon and Salamis were a great source of pride to the 
1 )Athenians Afterwards the events of the battles must
have been a popular topic of discussion among the ordinary
2)people, as it was among the authors /, and it must be 
taken into consideration that the common people were 
liable to confuse fact with rumour. It is known that people 
with strong national feelings will readily accept a 
mixture of fact and rumour in their beliefs, since this 
can serve their national pride. Thus, an uncritical popular
(c ont'd.)o..
accepted as a plausible reading. In view of the fact that 
the Athenians provided one hundred ships, which is 
confirmed by the text, it appears that two hundred is the 
only acceptable figure. It may furthermore be argued that 
three hundred suits neither Demosthenes' general policy 
nor his present argument. He obviously does not want to 
diminish the Athenian contribution, but he wishes to 
diminish the overall number of ships. Therefore the 
reading seems to be correct,
1) See p,60,n,1.
2) See pp. 66-67, and n.3 on p.66,
5) That the Athenians had such strong national feelings 
is proved by the fact that in Demosthenes' argumentation 
the example of the ancestors is the main means of 
stimulating his contemporaries.
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i )tradition / must have existed in Demosthenes' time as well 
Owing to this, the Athenian achievements must always 
have been presented by the ordinary people in such a way 
that emphasis was invariably placed on the magnitude of 
their forefathers' successes. Thus, with this intention 
in mind, it would be better if the number of ships could 
be reduced whenever a contrast was to be stressed between 
the Persian ineffectiveness in spite of their wealth of 
resources, and the Greek prowess in spite of their lack of 
them.
As for Demosthenes, it appears that, as a young orator, 
he had found it easy to use such a popular estimation to 
suit the requirements of his speech and to achieve his
1) The untrustworthiness of oral tradition is often clearly 
revealed in Greek literature, especially in poetry and 
oratory. We have many examples which demonstrate the 
unreliability of the popular tradition and the rapidity 
and certainty with which historical facts become confused 
and full of errors, even to persons contemporary with the 
events, and sometimes to those present, or even prominent 
at the time of their enactment. Per an example of this, 
see Andocides "On the Peace" 3ff, and Aeschines "On the 
Embassy" 172-176. Cf. E.Meyer, Porschungen zur Alten 
Geschichte, ii 132 ff,
Thucydides has already noticed the untrustworthiness of 
the oral tradition in his own times;
" Ta TiGv Toiauxa T]i)pov, xaXcma ovxa iiavTt cÇfjç
nuOTcDaau.  o l  yap avOpwiroL Tag anoag  tw v  n poycyG V^^Evw v ,  uat  ffv 
G%L%wpLa dcpCaiv ^ , ôp,oCü)g a P a P a v C o T o g  TC a p '  a A. -
A "H A w V P c x o v T c c L  "I 2o(1),
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present aim, which was to persuade the Athenians to prepare 
three hundred ships. Since an accurate account would not 
be such a benefit to his argument, it seems fairly certain 
that he deliberately misrepresented the numbers in order 
to reach his goal.
Demosthenes' line of reasoning is as follows: The 
ancestors of the Persian King had lost the war when the 
Athenians possessed only one hundred ships; therefore, how 
much more had they to fear if the Athenians prepared three 
hundred ships? The significant difference between one and 
three hundred is useful for Demosthenes' argument, for 
the Athenians would have the impression that their 
strenuous preparations would deter the Persians, since the 
latter would bear in mind the proportion of the Athenian 
ships at Salamis to the present contingent.
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Chapter seven
The political morality and the modest lives of Themistocles 
and Cimon.
•Tr]v © e j i L p t o h A t i o u q  uai  T r j v  E u p w v o g  Hat  t t ] v  * A p I / P t c C ô o u  nat  tc6v  
T O T c  A a i i T c p e v  o u x u a v ,  cu t l ç  a p   ^ u p w v  o î ô c v  oTCoCa t e o t  * c P t l v ,  6p, ^
Tf jg  To i i  y c C T o v o g  o u ô c v  P c p , v o T c p a v  o u p a v .
VÜV ÔC ”
On Organization, 29«
In the above quotation, which is an attempt to illustrate
the high standards of political morality adhered to by
the famous statesmen of the fifth century, Demosthenes
speaks of the unpretentious domestic arrangements of
Themistocles, Cimon and Aristeides, and consequently of
the unassuming and politically uncorrupyed life which they
led. He says that the homes of these famous men "were not
1 ')a whit more splendid than those of their neighbours"
All the existing sources are in agreement with 
Demosthenes when he holds Aristeides, who enjoyed the title 
of "the just" to be a modest man, though we notice
that he is the last to be mentioned by Demosthenes,
The way of life of Themistocles, however, although we 
have no details of his domestic establishments, was not 
considered to bo so unblemished, and the general sense of
1) Loeb translation,
2) Herod. VIII 79(1), 95; Plato, Gorgias 526 a-b; Aeschines, 
I 25, II 23, III 181.
;o
Demosthenes' statement is in conflict with the historical 
evidenceo For although Themistocles embarked upon his 
political career with a property of only three / or five / 
talents, he increased his wealth during the course of his 
public career to such an extent, that the sum found and 
gathered into the exchequer after his flight to Persia was 
eighty talents, according to Theophrastus while 
Theopompus speaks of a hundred talents , and Cretias of 
more than a hundred . This amount was purely what 
remained to be recovered by the State, because much of 
Themistocles' property was conveyed secretly to Asia. Such 
an enormous increase, of course, does not create a good 
impression of Themistocles' integrity.
It is also suggested in many other sources that 
Themistocles accepted bribes:
Herodotus says that he accepted a bribe of thirty talents 
from the Euboeans and he adds that he collected great
sums from the islanders by threatening to move the Greek
7 j
fleet against them ^.
Diodorus states that the Athenians deprived Themistocles 
of the generalship because he accepted a bribe from the
1) Plut., Them. XXV(3), Ctesias in Aelian, VH 10(17); Note 
also Timocreon of Rhodes fr„ 4.
2) Plut., comparison of Cato with Aristeides i.
3) Plut., Them. %XV(3).
4) Ibid..
5) Ctesias in Aelian, VH 10(17).
6) Herod. VIII 4(2). Plutarch says that Themistocles gave 
the money to Eurybiades, Them. vii(5).
7) Herod. VIII 112(1).
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1 )Lacedaemonians . The comic poet Eupolis is in agreement
P)with the se views
Themistocles was undoubtedly an extremely talented
statesman but it is clear, to a certain extent, that
he was not an honest man. He seemed to be a clever man
with little morality, a man of dubious patriotism and
weakness in financial affairs . Thus it is plain to see
that Themistocles was not particularly honourable in his
public career.
Nor was Cimon's reputation on this score completely
spotless, and tales of his extravagance abound in ancient
Greek sources. His most avid accuser is Theopompus:
" Yp'"pci 6c TicpL auTou ©coTcopTEog, wg nat HAcuTCaTaTog yévoLTÔ Tig
HCLi A ^ p p & T w v  a u P X P W V  T i T T O i i c v o g  o u x  ccTcaÇ è Ç i i A c y K T c x i < , uat  t o  t ?\q
ÔœpoôoKCag p-cc0r]p,a Trap’ auTou xaC TcpeTcu xorg ’A0T]vr)ai OTpax^youg
opccTai, cvox^^au ”
However, we need not accept Theopompus' treatment of
5)Cimon as the complete historical truth ^, since it is 
known that he tended to exaggerate vice In addition,
the refusal of Plutarch and Nepos to follow Theopompus in 
all of his interpretations of Cimon's life would seem to
1) Diodorus %I 27(3).
2) In Plut.'s Aristeides iv " pocpog yap avnp, Tfjg 6c xcupog 
ou Hpaxcüv ” .
3) See Thuc.I 158(3) and C.Hude, ad loc. for further 
passages.
4) See A.W.Gomme I, p.444.
5) St.Cyril of Alexandria, Against Julian, Migne, PG 76, 
pp.783 ffo
6) See W.R.Connor, "Theopompus' treatment of Cimon", GRES 
4 (1963), pp.107-114.
7) See Introduction, pp.17-16»
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support this view /. Nevertheless, there are certain other
facts which load us to the conclusion that Cimon did not
lead a very reputable life; He was charged with accepting
a bribe from Alexander I of Macedon and also with
having made money by arranging the marriage of his sister
Elpinice to the wealthy Callias, an extravagant and
z
dissolute man of low birth . Moreover, a sexual
relationship with his sister is referred to as a reason
behind his being ostracized by the Athenians .
As for the information that Cimon's private home w s in
no way different from those of his neighbours, this does
S')not conform to the widely attested report that he 
opened his fields and gardens to the public, gave assistance 
to the poor and provided meals for many of his fellow- 
citizens.
It is very probable that the underlying attitude in 
this report conveys the petty rivalries between ambitious
1)Eor Plutarch's sources for his "Cimon", see P.Rühl, Die 
Quellen Plutarchs im Leben des Kimon" (1867), and for his 
direct use of Theopompus, P.von der Muehll, "Direkte 
Benützung des Ephorus und des Theopomp bei Plutarch" MH 
11(1934),pp.243-244.
2) Pluto Cimon xiv(2). Cf. A.E.Raubitschek, "Theophrastos 
on Ostracism", C&M 19(1938), 91,n.7, and G.Busolt III 1,
233, n.1.
3) Pluto Cimon iv(8), Nepos 1, Athenaeus XIII 389 d. For 
Callias, see D.MacDowell,"Andokides, On the mysteries",p.10,
4) Andocides, Against Alcibiades 33, Plut. Cimon iv and 
xiv, Nepos 1, Athenaeus XIII 389
3) Theop. in Athenaeus XII 333 a, Aristotle, Ath.Pol.xviii 
(3) and in Plut.'s Cimon x(2), Athenaeus XII 333 a, 
Theophrastus in Cicero,"On Duties", ii 64.
statesmen who, while being ostensibly generous, used
politically inspired donations as a means to political 
1 )exploitation. /
After regaining his patrimony and some spoils of war,
Cimon became a rich man and lavished his wealth on
P)entertainment and public work He was of a cheerful and 
convivial temperament /.
Among many of the fourth century authors, he maintained 
the position he had gained probably at the end of the 
fifth century, of a controversial figure .
Thus, Demosthenes' inclusion of Cimon amongst the 
unpretentious and thrifty statesmen of the glorious 
Athenian past is not based on the real facts, and his 
representation of Cimon as a temperate and frugal person
5')
is historically unfounded
1) The stress laid on Cimon's demagogy by these fragments 
has been noted by L.Holzapfel, Untersuchungen tiber die 
Darstellung der Griechischen Geschichte (1879),po153; 
G.Busolt III 1 239 n.4; 255 n.3; G.Lombardo, Cimone (1934), 
p.42; W.R.Connor GRBS 4(1963),p.112. For an opposite view, 
see ToBoLoWebster, Art and literature in fourth century 
Athens (1956),p.97.
2) Arist.Ath.Polo xxvii(3), Plut.Cimon x(1). See also Hill's
p
sources ,p.349(9).
3) "tpiAoTuoTTig HccC according to Eupolis (in Plut.'s
Cimon xv(4) ).Cf. Plut.'s Cimon iv(4).
4) The Attic orators rarely mention him, while Is''rates 
never speaks of him at all. Plato criticized him in the 
Gorgias (503 c-d, 515 d). That he was not highly 
appreciated by many of the intellectuals can perhaps be 
inferred from the strange dearth of references to his 
military successes against Persia.
3) It is worth noting that Demosthenes refers only once
(cent'do)
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1 jIn a later speech / Demosthenes repeats this estimation
2)which was first made in 352 B.C. /, but on this later 
occasion he does not mention Themistocles, the omission of 
whom is a possible indication, provided by Demosthenes 
himself, of his own inaccuracy. He has also replaced Cimon 
in the other references by his father liiltiades.
Demosthenes attempts to show high standards of political 
morality because he needs examples for imitation. We have 
already mentioned that for this purpose the glorious moments 
of the Athenians' history and the persons who served the 
city at that time are the best examples . However, 
although there were great men at that time who were honest 
and incorrupt, they were not all of that calibre, and many 
of these also followed opportunistic, self-interested 
policies and financial manoeuvres and made use of 
opportunities for disreputable profit making.
Demosthenes’ generalization is apparently a deliberate 
effort to employ facts which are contradicted by the 
historical evidence to fit the requirements of his 
argument.
It seems very probable that he exploited the fact that 
the Athenians of his time must have forgotten or ignored 
the bad qualities of their "Empire-building" politicians,
(cont'd.)CO..
more to Cimon and is again historically inaccurate in that 
in XXIII 205 he reproaches Cimon with a fine which had 
been imposed on his father.
1) III 26.
2) XIII 207.
3) See Introduction, p.15«
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out of nostalgia for the glorious past of Athens and under
the influence of the favourable opinion which was later held
1 jof former statesmen
In periods of decline, people usually remember the
successful results of the policies of the former politicians
even when it was circumstances rather than politicians
which were the reason behind the success, and thus by
comparison with the present statesmen (always in connection
with political situations), they praise their former
2)leaders /„
The public men at the height of Athenian history must 
have been remembered among the people of Demosthenes' time 
only as outstanding politicians. The more sinister memories 
attached to their names must have been forgotten by the 
people, and ignored by many intellectuals
Demosthenes seems to have exploited this forgetfulness 
of the seamier sides of the lives of the former politicians, 
and, by using the favourable opinion which prevailed 
generally, he referred to these forgotten (or ignored) 
facts as elements of their excellence. The logical fallacy 
of "the consequent" (napa t o  c T i o p c v o v  ) applies in this
1) The historical knowledge of the Athenian public is 
considered as being very slight. See 8.Perlman p.152 with n.y
2) Plato has noted that people suffering from past 
indulgence quarrel with their present advisers: and by 
comparison they praise their older leaders. See Gorgias 519a«
5) For instance Plato in Theages 126a; Isocr., On the Peace 
75, Antid. 253ff; lys. XZX 28; Dem. Ill 25.:f,XIII 21ff,
XXIII 196ff.
method
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1)
1) That is,the assumption that antecedent and consequent 
are interchangeable; or; the fallacy of inverting the 
cause and the effect in the explanation.
See Arist. Rhet. 14-01 b, and On Sophistical Refutations, 
V, 167 b.
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Chapter eight 
The decree concerning Arthmius.
"  cHcivoi  ( o L  T r p o y o v o L  ' opcov)  Z c A c C t t ] v  T L v d  " A p G p u o v  ô o O A o v  p a a i X ê o j ç  
. . . O T L  TÜ) ôccTTiÔT'g Ô L a K o v û v  % p u o C o v  î f y a y c v  c i ç  r i c A o T i ô v v r i a o v , o u x  
* A  6 T) V a  Ç c ,  G x O p o v  a u x œ v  a v c y p a ^ a v  xaC t w v  o u p , p , d x œ v  a û x ô v  x a C  
y c v o Q  x a C  à i L i i o u ç .  t o û t o  ô ’ c o t ’ o u x  4 '^ o u t o o C  t l ç  a v  c p f j a c b c v  
d  T i  p. L a  V ,, ,a\X*  c v  t o l ç  c p o v i x o L ç  v ô p o i ç ,  ù n c p  o v
d v  p f j  ôLÔcp c p ô v o u  Ô L K c c a a c r 0 a t , d A A *  c  u a  y  c  g ^  x 6  d m o x T C L v a i , . , "
Third Philippic, 4-3-44.
1 'jDemosthenes relates the case of Arthmius of Zelea /,an 
Athenian "proxenus" who was punished with aTtpCa for his 
conveyance of sums of money from the Persian King to the 
Peloponnese in an attempt, according to Demosthenes, to turn 
the other Greeks against the Athenians during Xerxes' 
invasion of Greece. Demosthenes' assessment of the facts 
seems to be wrong on two points: Firstly, the punishment 
imposed on Arthmius does not seems to have been correctly 
interpreted by Demosthenes. His interpretation that Arthmius, 
as ocTLpog , might be killed with impunity, would involve 
an archaic usage of the word dxupCa
1) The same example, viewed in the same way, is repeated in 
XIX 271.
2) Aeschines III 258.
3) H.Swoboda, in Beitrdge zur griechischen Rechtsgeschichte, 
Zeitschrift der Savigny-Stiftung, Romanist. Abt. 26 (1905), 
p .153 and 161, has shown that the term dxipog was used, even 
by Solon, with its narrow meaning, that is, the "loss of 
civic rights ".
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Of course, the committing of lawful homicide for the killing of
an aTLpoç (when the word had the connotation of "outlawed") is
1 )attested in the ancient sources /. However, this condition can
hardly be extended to cover such action against a foreigner,
who was expelled from Athenian territory. In addition to this,
the fact that Aeschines and Deinarchus mention only exile for
2 j
Arthmius when they narrate the same event /, along with the
oinmission of the phrase " uaC vt]tcolvcl xcGvdvai” in Arthmius' case
c 
4-)
Z')
which can be found in similar cases make it lear that
Demosthenes went too far in his interpretation 
Secondly, Arthmius' mission cannot have taken place at the time 
of Xerxes' invasion of Greece, as Demosthenes would have us 
believe, but rather, later, during the Athenian expedition to 
Fgypt (in 4-59 B.C.). A scholium in Aelius Aristeides reveals 
that Craterus, a collector of decrees, included this decree in
1) See Arist. Ath. Pol. xvi(10). For cases of lawful homicide 
see MacDowell, Athenian Homicide Law in the Age of the Orators, 
PPo73“79o Cf. M.Ostwald, The Athenian Legislation against 
Tyranny and Subversion, TAPA, Ixxocvi ( 1955),pp.103-28,esp.107(n.1 o),
2) Aeschines III 258, Deinarchus II 24— 5»
3) See Andoc.,On the Mysteries,96(with MacDowell's comment, ad 
loc,), Dem. XXIII 60, Tod II I50 etc..
4-) Demosthenes' interpretation of this decree has evoked much 
dispute among modern scholars. L.Spengel in "Die A^p^yopCau des 
Demosthenes"(1860),p.69f, has opposed Demosthenes' interpretation* 
Weil,comment*ad loc.,thinks that Demosthenes' explanation of the 
word ocTLpoQ is incorrect, but that his explanation of the purpose 
of the decree is valid, because the proscription of Arthmius 
appears certain from the phrase "iioKcpiog t o O drjpou t c 5 v  ’AG^vaCwv".
E.Müller in Westermann's edition in 1875,PP»4-12-4-24, supported 
Demosthenes' view. G.Colin in "La deformation d'un document 
historique dans un argumentation d 'orateur",RPh 7(1953),PP°237- 
260, believes that Demosthenes has misrepresented the 
judgement against Arthmius.
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1 jthe column of those proposed by Cimon \  This information 
conflicts with that given by Plutarch, who is the first to
21mention the name of the proposer, whom he calls Themistocles; .
But for certain reasons the connection between the
decree and the Persian wars must be rejected : Firstly,
it includes the phrase " xaC tcov o u p p a y u v  " , which
presupposes the existence of the Delian League, founded in
478/77 BoCo o Secondly, Herodotus makes no mention of
any money offered to the Peloponnesians, and the reference
S')to the offer which Diodorus / alleged Had been made before
the battle of Plataea cannot be reconciled with the phrase
" xaC Tov oupp&xwv ”, Finally, further evidence found in 
other authors confirms that an embassy to the Peloponnese 
was sent much later than the Persian wars, at a time when
the Athenians had marched to Egypt against the interests
of the Persians.
1 )  ” K p a x c p o g  t l ç  c y c v c T o ,  o ç  ai )vf j ( [ )c T i d v T a  x d  ( | )T](pCapaTa x d
Ypacpcvxa cv x^ *EXXdôu* naC xoûxo xo ypopcv eig xfjv axf)A.T]v
(the Arthmius decree) Kupwvog coxiv ” . Schol. in Aristeides
xlvi, II, 218 (D).
2) Them. vi(3).
5) Modern scholars do not seem to agree about the dating
of the decree. G.Grote ( V p.124 note), trying to connect
it with the period of the Persian wars, suggested the years
477/6 , when Pausanias was involved in an intrigue with
the Persians in Troad. G.Busolt (II p.655 n..5) traced it to 
the years between 457-50» The latest view is that of 
G.Colin(loc.cit.), who places it in 457 or 456, which 
seems to be the most reasonable.
4) See p. 109.
5) XI 28(5).
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Thucydides says:
"••KccL PacJi,A.cug 7i:cp,7reL eg AcxKeôaLp,ova McydpaÇov ctvôpa llcpcfT]v
G X O v x a ,  OTicüg eg tt] v ’ A t t l k i i v  èapaA-cÊv TcciaOcvToav t S v n c À o n o v v ^ a u w v  
arc’ A i y u n x o u  omaYdyou ’ A Ô T jv a i ou g  "  ^ \
o
Diodorus also relates the same information .
As concerns Demosthenes' misrepresentation, it seems to 
me that he has deliberately misinterpreted the information 
on the punishment imposed on Arthmius, while he must be 
mistaken in the dating of the decree. That Demosthenes 
must have deliberately misinterpreted the decree becomes 
clear from the fact that he has given a somewhat unorthodox 
explanation, which also differs from his contemporaries' 
representation of the event. But his view of the date of 
the decree must be a genuine mistake, first of all, because 
an accurate account of the event would serve his argument 
just as well, and secondly, because the other orators' 
attitude on this point seems to be the same
The reason for the misrepresentation of the sentence 
imposed can be found in Demosthenes' wish to stress the 
antithesis between the extreme patriotic commitment of the 
Athenians' ancestors and the apathy of his contemporaries. 
The reason for the error concerning the dating of the 
decree s&s to be as follows: The incident was repeated as 
a "topos" and vaguely attributed to a certain period,
so that in the mistaken conjecture of later authors, it
1) I 109(2).
2) %I 74(5).
5) See p.88, n,2,
4) For the "topoi", see p. 66,n,3.
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became established, wrongly, in connection with that topic 
much exploited as an example of Athenian superiority - 
the Persian wars. We can assume, therefore, that 
Demosthenes must have been the victim of the erroneous 
repetition of the timing of the event.
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Introduction to chapters nine, ten and eleven
■* C K C L V O L  T o C v u V  (oL TUpOyOVOb 11]ici3 V ) . , , TE C V T C  p , C V  H a t  
T C T T a p a K O V T  CTT] TOV *EXXt]VCÜV ^ p Ç a V  é K Ô V T CO V '*
Third Olynthiac, 24,
K a i T O L  TEpocTTaxaL p,cv uiacig c p ô o ' ] j , ' i J t o v x ’ e x r )  H a t  
1 p C a X ÔV ‘Eààî]v(ov hytvcoOc , npoaxarai à è ^ p i à n o v d *  
e v ô ç  ô é o v x c x  A a x c ô a t p ô v L o L  ' laxvoav ôc xl naC 0T)paLOi 
xouxoucTL x o u g  x e X c u x a C o u Q  x p o v o u g  p e x d  x fj v c v  A e u -  
H X p o L g p ^ x ^ v  ”
Third Philippic, 23.
" x a C x o L  TEdvO’ oa* c g ^ ^ d p x ^ x o u  nat A a H c ô a i p o v  Cot g cv x o u g  
X p L a H O V X  C K C L V O l g  C X C C T L  XOCL X O i g  TIpLCXCpOLg 
TEpoyôvoLg cv x o û g  c P ô o ] i f ) K o v x a . . .  u
Third Philippic, 25»
In the above texts Demosthenes refers to the 
relationship between the Athenians and their allies during 
the time of the First Athenian Confederacy, and he also 
denotes the duration both of the Athenian and of the 
Spartan supremacy over the Greeks, giving at the same 
time the "terminus ante quern" the Theban ascendancy 
over the Greeks began,
Demosthenes has asserted that the Athenians were 
enjoying the willing obedience of their allies during the 
inter-war years (pentecontaetia), and he has also stated 
different figures for the length of the Athenian and 
Spartan leadership over the Greeks.
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For our convenience in the subsequent examination of 
the information given by Demosthenes, we must point out 
that the first passage, being part of the Third Olynthiac 
speech, was delivered in 549 B.C., but that the other two 
passages, taken from the Third Philippic speech and 
following each other closely ( they are the paragraphs 
23 and 25 of the same speech), were delivered in 341 B.C.
In our examination of the above information, the 
following headings will be used:
1o The relationship between Athens and her allies during 
the time of the First Athenian Confederacy.
2. The duration of the Athenian hegemony.
5. The duration of the Spartan hegemony.
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Chapter nine
The relationship between Athens and her allies during.the 
time of the First Athenian Confederacy.
It must now be questioned whether, in fact, as
Demosthenes asserts /, the Athenians were enjoying the
willing obedience of their Greek allies during the
interval between the Persian and Peloponnesian wars.
It is an established fact that the Athenians, at the
beginning of their leadership over the Greeks, had
2)formed a voluntary confederacy /, as can be seen in 
Thucydides’ report on these events;
"  n a p a X c P o v T c g  ô c  o i  ’ A G r ^ v a i o i ,  x f j v  ^ y c p o v C a v  x o u x y  t o  T p O T i y  
c  H Ô V T Ü) V tc5v  Ç u p p d x o v  ÔLCC T O l l a u o a v L o u  p L O o g . . . "
and in all other ancient sources which agree with that
1 )  The same opinion had been expressed by Demosthenes a 
short time before (350/4-9 B.C.) in his speech "On 
Organization" (XII 26), which, though formerly considered 
spurious, has been confirmed by the discovery of Didymus’ 
commentary as being one of Demosthenes’ speeches.
In this passage from "On Organization", as in the other 
passage under consideration, where exactly the same terms 
are used, we can observe the emphasis upon 6 x 6 v x w v 
which.is afforded by its position in the text.
2) The voluntary participation of the allies however does 
not apply to all the other members who joined the 
Confederacy in later times. For instance Garystos was 
forced to join the Delian Confederacy only six years 
(472/71) after the formation of the voluntary League. See 
Thucydides I 98(3) and VII 57(4-) ; Herod, IX 103»
3) I 96. Gf. I 75 and VI 76(3)
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of Thucydides^ ^ .
Nevertheless, the historical evidence contradicts the 
information given by Demosthenes that the voluntary 
participation of the allies existed throughout the period 
stated.
The ancient sources are almost unanimous in presenting 
the Athenian Empire as a despotism concerned only with 
its own interests, deplored by the subjects whom it 
dominated and exploited. :
Thucydides refers to the attitude of the allies towards 
the Athenians after the beginning of their revolts against 
them and personally states:
" Ol yap *A0T]vaLOL axpi^wg ciEpacraov naC X v n x] p o t qaav ovh 
ciùjQôôiv OVÔC PovXoTicvoiç raXainojpci v npoadyovTcç raç dvccynag. 
TjUav ôc izœç uaC aXXœç oi ’A0r)vaLOL o u h c t l  d p o L c o ç  
cv î^ôov'g apxo'^'t’c ç ,  xaC ovrc ÇuvccfTpdTcuov dnô tov 
f p o V p^ÔLOv Tc Tzpoaâycadai f|v auxoLÇ xoug dmicrTapcvouç,
He also puts the accusation in the mouths of no less than
nine of his speakers that the Athenians enslaved their
z j
allies or wished to enslave other states^/.
1)8ee Andok. Ill 37-38; Isocr. IV 72, VII 17, VIII 30
and 76, XII 67; Aesoh. Ill 58; Arist. :Ath. Pol,. XXIII (2); 
Deinarch. I 18 and 38; Died. XI 4-6 (4-5) ; Plut, Aristeid. 
XXIII ; Justin XV and Aristod. VII.
2) I 99. See also II 8(3) and VII 73(7).
3) The Corinthians I 68(3) 69(1) 121(5) 122(2) 124(3),
the Mytileneans III 10(3-5) and 13(6), the Thebans III 
63(3), the Corcyreans III 70(3) 71(1), Brasidas IV 86(1)
87(3) V 9(9), Pagondas IV 92(4), the Medians V 86 92
100, Hermocrates VI 76(2-4) 77(1) 80(5), Gylippus and
the Syracusan generals VII 66(2) 68(2),
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Thucydides even depicts the Athenians themselves as
1 )being fully aware that their rule was a tyranny .
The comedian Aristophanes, who is also a primary 
source for this period, presents the allies as forming 
conspiracies against the Athenians, and, furthermore, as 
bribing the leading Spartans to make v/ar against the 
Athenians :
" cncidfj ’y vwoav vp.àç ai nôXciç cov ffpycxe
iiyp Küpévouç CK* aXXfiXoiOi xaC acaripoTaQ ,
TcdvT* c p T | % a v w v T ’ cep* upcv Toug cpopoug (popoupcvai , 
K a v c T C C L  0 0 V  Twv A a x ü v w v  Toug p e y C a T o u g  yp^paou .
Ps-Xenophon speaks of the enslavement of the allies by 
the Athenians :
” 0i, aupiiayob 6 o u A, o l tou 6^pou tôv ’A0r)vaLo)v HaQcaTàoi ]iâXXov,'^^^ 
Isocrates mentions the Athenians' ill-treatment of their 
allies :
IÎ yap av vncyLcivc ri]v a P c X y c i a v  tov TiaTcpcov tov
“npcT c p o v  , O b , . , . â n ; ' n x 0 d v o v T O  TOtg "EXAmou..
Aristotle in his "Constitution of Athens" refers to the
1) In I 75(3) and 76(2) he presents the Athenians as 
describing the evolution of the Delian League in the frank
expression 6cog , tltit) , ocpcXCa • Inherent in the word
o-vpcXCa is the forthright expression of selfish 
imperialism. See Gomme, Commentary ad loc.. Cf. I 75(1).
One year later Thucydides presents Pericles as calling 
the Athenian Empire a tyranny, as did Cleon in 427 :
" o g  T u p a v v L Ô a  ydp tÇôt) cycTc auTrjv, ffv Xapciv ncv aÔLKOv 
ÔOKCL cîvai, dcpctvai ôc ctelhl vôuvov o " II 63(2). " T u p a v v C  ô.a 
cycTC TT]V apx^v uat npôç ... a H o v t a g apyo^cvoug." Ill 37(2).
2) Peace, 619-22. Of. Ach. 192-3.
3) I 18. In II 2 Ps-Xenophon alludes to the difficult
situation of the insular allies of Athens in protecting 
themselves from her high-handed act. Cf. Thuc. VI 85 (2).
4) VIII 79o Cf. VII 65, VIII 105, XII 57 and 97.
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despotic dominance of the Athenians over their allies;
” XapôvTcç TT)v dpynv (ol ’AG^vauou) xobg t c  ouppdyobg 6 c o’ n; o -
T L H W T C p e g  C X P W V T O ,
Diodorus, referring to the attitude of the majority of 
the allies after the first revolts against the Confederacy, 
speaks of the Athenians' harshness and arrogance, and of 
the efforts of the allies to rebel against the Athenian 
domination :
” uaQoXov ydp cnt noXv t^ ôuvdpcb tïpokotîtovtcç (ou ’AG^vauob)
OUHCTl TOLÇ oup.pdyobg COOTCCp TXpOTCpOV CTCLCLHÔÇ, àXXd (3 L a L ü) ç 
nat Ù T c c p T ] c p d v c o g  rjpyov. ôbOTCcp ci tc o X X o l tcüv oup.- 
pdyov TT^ v papuTrjTa cpcpcLv dôuuaToûvTcç dXX^Xoug 6 t  c X c y o v -  
T O  T C p C  a T C O O T d O C C Ü Ç ,  Hat TbVCÇ TOU HObVOU ouvcôpCou
I i  ) 2 )HaTacppovT]OavTcç %aT* LôCav cTdxTovTO.”
Plutarch speaks of a complete enslavement of the allies: 
”"EXa8ov dvTL ouppdx^v u t c o t c X c c q  nat ô o u X o l ycyovÔTCçV^^ 
Demosthenes himself, in 341 B.C. , acknowledged the fact 
that the Athenians of that period behaved unjustly 
towards some of the Greeks :
"TObÇ TOt ’oSo LV *A0r)VaCOLÇ, CTCCbÔfj TlOlV o u  p C T p C c û Ç  côô-
* ~  ^  ^nZj.)
HOUV TCpOOCpCpCOGaL , TcdvTCÇ (jJOVTO ÔGLV...pCTd TCÜV T) Ô L HT]PC VCÜ V TCOXcpCLV.
Furthermore, all the members who had endeavoured to break 
away from the Athenian Confederacy were not only forced 
to rejoin it, but were deprived of their autonomy and were 
mostly obliged to pay a higher tribute ,
1) XXIV (2-3).
2) XI 70(4).
3) Cimon XI (3). Nepos in his "Cimon" II (4) also refers
to the great resentment of the allies towards the Athenians.
4) IX 24.
5) See ATL III 244. Also Gomme's commentary in I 58 for 
an account of how some of the seditious members were 
compelled to pay a higher tribute.
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Examples of this can bo seen in the cases of Naxos, Thasos,
1 ')Euboea, Samos, Byzantium etc.. /
In Naxos, the Athenians brought the inhabitants of the 
island into subjection and posted five hundred Athenian 
cleruchs on the island.
Thucydides writes concerning Naxos and the other allies 
who revolted later :
*' TCpWTT] TC aiJTT) TCÔXbÇ ^UppoyCp TtapOC TO Ha0COTT]HÔç C Ô O U X w 0 T ]  
CTECLTa ôc KaC TCOV CcXXcOV (0Ç CHa.-TT) Çi)VC[3t), ”
In the case of Thasos, stiff terms were likewise 
imposed by the Athenians : the Thaseans were compelled to 
destroy their fortifications, to surrender their warships, 
to yield their continental possessions, and, in addition 
to their annual tribute, to pay immediate monetary 
reparations,
In Euboea, Pericles established cleruchics took 
S')hostages and settled an Athenian colony in Hestiaea
6 j
by driving the inhabitants of the city out of their land 
Samos was forced to surrender her fleet , tear down
1) For other cases, see ME GHI 40, 43, 47, and ATL 
*E pu 0 p ab O L ,  MbXrjabOL, KoXoçwvLOL.
2)1 98(4); here Thucydides uses the word èôouXoGn to 
describe the situation of Naxos and the other allied 
cities. On côouXw0T, see ATL III 135; J.de Romily, 
Thucydides and Athenian Imperialism, p. 99 n.2; Gomme 
I 282 and III 646.
3) See Thuc. I 101(3), Diod. XI 70, Plut. Cim. XIV, Nepos 
Cim. II (5)o
4) Plut. Per. XXIII, Aelian VH VI 1 and ATL III 294-7»
5) ML GHI 52( for Ghalcis) and I.G. I^ , p. 284 (for Eretria)„
6) Thuc. I 114(3), Theop, fr. 387, Philochorus fr. 118,
Diod. XII 7 and 22(2) , and Plut, Per. XXIII (4).
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hcr city-walls and pay a heavy indemnity /.
In the case of Byzantium, Thucydides uses the term
i)Tir]Hooi in describing the situation of the people
It is worth noting that it was not more than eight years
after the formation of the Delian League when the first
ally, Naxos, was forced to rejoin the League, and only six
years after its formation when a non-member city, Garystos,
z )
had unwelcome membership thrust upon it
As for the other States which remained loyal to the 
Athenians, there is certainly no justification in inferring 
that they did so because they were in agreement with the 
Athenian rule over them. On the contrary, there is explicit 
and weighty support in the sources mentioned above for the 
conclusion that the majority of the allies considered the 
Athenian rule as politically oppressive and unwelcome, 
and their loyalty seems to have amounted to little more 
than fear of the Athenians.
To the subjects of Athens themselves, the facts that 
they had to carry the tribute and the "first fruits" to 
Athens every spring , that in some cases they had to 
appear before an Athenian court , that the Athenian
1) See ML GHI 56, Thuc. I 115(3-5) and 117(3), Diod, XII 
28(3-4), Plut. Per. XXVIII (1-3), information which he 
derived from Duris.
2) I 117(3).
5) For Naxos, see preceding page, n.2, for Garystos , see 
Thuc. I 98(3).
4) See ML GHI 39 and ATL list I, and lists 12-16, and 17 ff 
Gf. ML GHI 60 and 65.
5)Soe Ath, Pol. I 16-18, Thuc. I 77(1), Isocr. IV 113 and 
XII 63, 65, Antiphon V 73, of. Ar.®Î5kl046, 1422-5 with 
Schol.
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coinage was imposed upon thorn \  that temples to the 
Athenian gods wore established in their midst and that
apxovTcç^^ cTztoHonoi^] cppovpapxoi and . Athenian garrisons^^ 
were present among them, were all strong signs of their 
loss of freedom and autonomy.
Consequently, there is no doubt that the Delian League 
began as a voluntary alliance on the basis of the 
sovereign city-state^), but afterwards gradually deviated 
from its original purpose , and took the form of an
O
Athenian Empire ^, which was opposed to the political 
sentiments of the majority of the allies.
1) ML GHI 45. Cf. Ardkkids 1039-42.
2) Sec Aelian VH VI 1, and Hill's sources^ , pp. 318-20 
for various inscriptions.
3) ML GHI 43(3), Ps-Xen. Ath. Pol. I 19, Arist. Ath. Pol. 
XXIV (3). Of. Thuc. I 113(3), and fj?.Bird& IO3O.
4) See AIL II D? , ML GHI 40, Ar.Birds 1021-34 with Schol., 
Antiphon frs. 23, 30.
3) Isocr. VII 63. Cf. ML GHI 40 , Thuc. I 113(3), Ar. Wasps
233-7.
6) Thucydides says:'' TiyoOpcvoi ôé (ol 'AG^ vauoi) auTovopcov to 
TcpwTov T(j3v %uppa%wv KaC dno holvôùv Çuvôôtov jBouXcuovxev .... ”
I 97(1)0 Cf. Ill 10(3). See also Hammond N.G.L. "The 
origins and the nature of the Athenian allies of 478/77 B.C 
JHS LXXXVII (1967), pp. 41-61.
7) See Balcer J.M. "From confederate freedom to imperial 
tyranny. A study of the restrictions imposed by Athens on 
the political self-determination of the member states of 
the Delian Confederacy 4/8-431 B.C.", Diss. Univ. of 
Michigan 1964. Also Meiggs P. "The crisis of Athenian 
imperialism " HSPh LXVII (1963), pp. 1-36.
8) The transference of the treasury of the League from 
Delos to Athens in 434 B.C. must be considered as the 
final act, leading to the League's assuming the form of 
an Athenian Empire. See Ephorus fr. 196; Died. XII 38(2) 
and 34(3), and XIII 21(3); Plat. Per.XII (1). (cont'd)
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On the evidence given, therefore, Demosthenes' 
information that the willing obedience of the allies to 
Athens existed until the beginning of the Peloponnesian 
war must be considered as historically inaccurate \
cent'dp « o o
The older term for the relations between Athens and the 
allies was "alliance" ( see ML GHI 40 1.22-24), the newer 
term was "Empire" (see Thuc. V 18(7) and 4/(2).
Some of the terms used to describe the allies are: cpopou
tîtoTcXcLQ (Thuc. I 19, 36(2), 66, 80(3) and VII 37(4); 
TJTIOTCXCLÇ (Thuc. II 9(4) , TJTcoxcCpLot (Thuc. Ill 11(1); 
PUVTCXCLQ (Diod. XI 78(4).
1) Prom among the ancient sources it is Lysias who, in his 
funeral speech holds the same view as Demosthenes.. He says: 
" a P T a U L a P T O u ç  ôc itapcxovxcç toüç auppccxouç.. « ”
II 33.
Isocrates, although he occasionally ( VII 63, VIII 79 and 
103, XII 37 and 97) accuses his ancestors of being 
oppressive towards their allies, had nevertheless 
previously expressed the opinion ( IV 104 and 109, in 
380 B.C. ) that the allies enjoyed complete freedom a.t 
home o
The majority of modern scholars are unanimous in 
considering the Athenian rule as oppressive and unpopular.
A few voices raised in opposition to this judgement:
See G. Grote IV 317-20, A. Jones ;"Athenian Democracy 
and its Critics " CHJ 11(1933), 1-26, and G. de Ste Croix, 
"The character of the Athenian Empire " Historia 3 
( 1934 -33), 1-41, where he says that Thucydides " is 
guilty of serious misrepresentation in his judgement 
on the Athenian Empire " , p. 16. Per a refutation of 
this argument, see D„ W. Bradeen : "The popularity of 
the Athenian Empire " Historia 9 (I960), pp. 237-269.
Per a continuation of the discussion see : H.W. Pleket, 
Thasos and the popularity of the Athenian Empire,
Historia 12(1963),pp.70-77, and T.J. Quinn, Political 
Groups at Chios:412 B.C., Historia ,18 (1969),pp. 22-30^
and also his earlier work, Thucydides and the Unpopularity 
of the Athenian Empire, Historia 13(1964),pp.237-266.
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It must now bo considered whether Demosthenes was in 
fact merely mistaken in his belief. It would seem highly 
unlikely that he was uninformed about the xÎÏISÎSot of 
iks skkxKS ±a the period in question, for the simple 
reason that this would presuppose his ignorance ^) of 
the most basic events concerning such an illustrious 
period in the history of Athens.
1) On the contrary, we must consider it as most likely 
that Demosthenes was well acquainted with the events of 
the period in question : These events arc known primarily 
from Thucydides' History (I 89-118), which, according to 
the ancient sources, was well known to Demosthenes.
Dionysius of Halicarnassus, in his work "On Thucydides"
(33), says that Demosthenes ” 0 o i ; h t j ô l ô o u   ^ri X œ  ^
T fj g cycvcTo nara noXXd , and he also says elsewhere 
(Letter to On. Pompoius p. 777) that Caecilius was of the 
same opinion :" cpoC pcvToi xaC to cpu/VrocTe KauKLXCy ôokcl xd 
cv0u]if)paxa avrov (0odhuôCôod) p d X i O x a  'jiip-naaaGaC x c  
uaC Çr]X(DOai Armoadcvr)ç'J Plutarch, in his account of 
Demosthenes' life, which is included in his "Lives of the 
ton Orators " (884 B), states : ” Çt]Xôôv 0o u x u ô C -  
6 T) V HaC nXdxwva.*'
Lucian in his address "Against the uneducated",4, says 
that Demosthenes had rewritten the History of Thucydides 
eight times : " . .xd xoO 0 o i )h u 6 l 6 o d , oaa napd Armoodévovç naC 
avxd 6 K T d H Ç pGXaycYpappcva e u p éG r ]  xaÀwg."
Ulpian says in his "Prolegomena" that Demosthenes 
imitated Thucydides to such an extent that the former 
paraphrased passages of the latter's History:
"  n X c L O x ^ v  ÔOHOTjcJbv 6 p o t , 6 x T ] x a  a œ ^ c i v  o l  (pi A-l t i t c lh ol  X o y o L  
Ttpôç x d ç  0 o u H ' u ô C  ô o u  ÔT]p-r|Yop L a g . . . ' l ô o l  XL g a v . . . x a L  tuoX-> 
X d  x w v  vor]pdxcüv T u a p a m c c p p a a p c v a .  "
Zosimus of Ascalon recounts that when an Athenian 
library had been burned and Thucydides' History had been 
destroyed, it was Demosthenes who rewrote the History 
from memory. There ,-is obviously a great deal of fiction 
in this account, but the basic fact emerges that Demosthenes 
knew Thucydides well, (cont'd )
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However, it seems to me that Demosthenes must have 
interpreted these events in a different way, and in giving 
this information, he must have been guided by his personal 
attitude towards these historical events.
We may reasonably infer that, for Demosthenes, it was 
only when the Greeks took arms that they indicated the 
change in their feelings. The relative calm which had 
previously reigned in Greece would appear to this ardent 
Athenian patriot as a sign of voluntary acceptance of 
Athenian rule.
This belief was no doubt influenced by the general 
current of opinion held among the Athenians 
as a result of official Attic propaganda about the
(cont'd....)
Finally, Demosthenes himself speaks of the "good 
education" he received in his youth, and this "good 
education" could hardly have excluded one of the most 
famous authors who had recounted the glory of the 
Athenians in the recent past. It was a past of which 
Demosthenes was particularly proud. He says :"epoC toCvuv
UTtfjp^C TiaLÔC p c v  O V T l  CpOLXaV CLÇ TCt TipOCjfjHOVTa Ô L ô a c r H a X C L O i K V I I I  , 257  '
See P.Blass p.19f 8?f 96 144 150f 154 220;
A.WoPickard-Cambridge, pp.15-18.
For what is a close imitation of Thucydides in a speech 
attributed to Demosthenes, compare (Dem.) LIX 99ff with 
Thuc.II 2(2)ff. Cf. C.Walther, Hum quae imitationis 
Thucydidiae vestigia in Demosthenis orationibus inveniri 
possint. Diss. 1886. See also p.66 n,2 of this work.
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Athenian policy towards the other Greeks This 
propaganda must have created the impression that the allies' 
efforts to shake off the Athenian leadership were isolated 
incidents, organized by a handful of extremists who, in 
an attempt to satisfy their own ambitions, had succeeded 
through false promises in misleading the people for a 
short time ^„
This explanation must have been welcomed and adopted by 
the defeated allies also,by both the now authorities and 
the people; by the new authorities because of their 
political attitude and because of their role as leaders 
who had been imposed on the people and who at the same 
time were subservient to the views of the principal power; 
and by the people, at least during the period immediately 
after the failure of their revolt, who, anxious to avoid 
reprisals, placed all responsibility on their leaders.
1) The funeral speech of Pericles is a characteristic 
example of this. In this speech the leader of the State 
tries to persuade his fellow-citizens of the superiority 
of Athens and of the magnanimity of the Athenians in their 
behaviour towards the other Greeks:" ou yap ndaxovxcc, cï, dX- 
Xd ôpüûVTcç HTœyLcda touç cpCXouç." II 4o(4).
This argument, which of course is fitting in this 
particular case ( that is, in a funeral speech), must have 
been at the same time a part of the official propaganda 
directed towards the Athenians.
2)Even in cases where revolutions were successful, the 
official Attic propaganda must have ascribed these 
seditions to the fact that the people of the revolted 
cities were misled by false promises, and consequently 
they had acted against their own interests.For instance, 
when the Rhodians, who a short time before had broken 
away from the Second Athenian Confederacy (377-33 B.C.), 
applied to the Athenians for assistance, Demosthenes says 
of them: "touç ôLct auxcov uPptv upuv TroXcp^ oavxaç."XV, 2,
He does not consider the anti-Athenian revolution as a 
part of the Rhodians' efforts to win their autonomy.
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As these are the impressions which seemed to abound, 
we must accept it as most probable that Demosthenes, who 
was generally prone to favour his ancestors, did not 
consider that uprisings among some of the allies of Athens 
were indicative of a change in their feelings. As far as 
he was concerned, this change only came about when the 
Greeks as a whole went to war on Athens.
This attitude, which had developed in Demosthenes' mind, 
was projected onto the minds of the Athenian audience as 
an instrument of his argumentation.
We have already mentioned in the other chapters that
Demosthenes held up the ancestors as the constant standard
11against which the modern Athenians were compared .
Consequently, Demosthenes, who was fighting to convince 
the people that Philip was attempting to destroy the 
independence of the Greeks, could not have accepted that 
exactly the same set of circumstances had arisen in the 
past when the Athenians had ruled over the Greeks.
1) In this speech the comparison is made in the paragraphs
23-29o The praise of the ancestors occurs in paragraphs
24-26; the accusation against his contemporaries in 
paragraphs 27-29.
In both cases, Demosthenes deals with their behaviour both 
at home and abroad.
In the case of their behaviour at home, he distinguishes 
between their behaviour in public and in private.
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Chapter ten 
The duration of the Athenian hegemony.
On the subject of the duration of the Athenian ascendancy,
Isocrates, in his Panegyricus speech in 380 B.C., calculates
1 )the years as 70 , a figure with which Plato in his
2 j
seventh letter is in accordance , as is Lysias in his 
funeral speech Isocrates however, in his Panathenaicus 
speech forty one years later, in 339 B.C., reckons the 
duration as only sixty five years
Other contemporary authors disagree with these 
calculations: Andocides says the years numbered eighty 
five and Lycurgus believes the time to be as long as
ninety years
1 ,  "  M e x d  yap  T a u x r j ç  ( T f j ç  T i o À L T c t a ç )  o l k o î j v t c ç  c  |3 ô o p  il k  o v  t *  
CTT] ô i c T c X c a a v  d n c i p o u  p c v  T u p a v v C ô c o v ,  èXcOdcpoi ôc upôç  t o u ç  
p q t p p d p o u ç ,  a a x a a ta o To i ôc Kpôç  ocpdç a u T o ü ç , , , "  1 7  1 0 6 .
2 ,  "  C T L  ôc  * A 0 t )  v a t  o L .  « .  6 p ô o p f ) x o v T a  c t t )  ô t c c p u A a Ç a v  
Tfjv &p%nv " Letter VII 332b.
3* " ••• é p ô o p f j H o v T a  pcv c t t ) Tfjç 0aXccTTT]ç apÇavTcç, 
doTaOLdcTTouç 5c uapaaxôvTcç xoüç auppdxouç " Epitaph. (II) 33»
The phrase " xfjç 0aA,dTTr|ç apÇavxcç " is quite accurate,
but the phrase " daTaoidoTouç ôc napaoxovxcQ t o u ç  auppdxouç " 
is historically inaccurate, as has already been shown 
in the preceding chapter.
4 ,  "  TIPCLÇ ôc  T T G V T C  H a t  é Ç f j H G V T a  OUVGX&Ç XaTGOXO- 
p ç v  T f j v  d p x ^ v  "  X I I  36.
3, " ...KaC Tauxa xd dyocGd ev o y ô o f j x o v x a  H a t  n c v -
T.c Tipiv cTcaiv êyêvovTo " On the Peace with Sparta 38.
6, "  , , ,  è v c v i i K O V T a  pév c t t ]  tcov *EA,Xf)vwv ^ycpovcç xaxcOT^- 
aav " Against Leocrates 72.
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Of the later authors, Dionysius of Halicarnassus reckons 
the period as being sixty eight years \ while the 
rhetorician Aristeides as more than seventy years.
Thus, owing to this confusing discrepancy between the 
figures, due mainly to the desire of the Athenian authors 
to glorify their city by occasionally exaggerating the 
duration of the Athenian hegemony, we must examine the 
historical sources in order to define with the greatest 
possible accuracy the beginning and the end of the Athenian 
supremacy, which starts with the foundation of the 
Confederacy of Delos, formed shortly after the end of the 
Persian wars, and finishes with the Peloponnesian war.
Both Herodotus and Thucydides inform us that the 
Lacedaemonians, who were in command of the Greeks when 
the Persians were expelled from Greek territory, lost their 
leadership over the Greeks because of the reprehensible 
behaviour of their king Pausanias, and this leadership 
passed to the Athenians during the years subsequent to 
the end of the Persian war.
1) " *A0T]vaLOi, pcv y' auTrjç povov f|p Vcv Tfjç napaXCou ô u o i v 
ô é o v T a  É p ô o p f j x o v T *  cT% Roman Ant. 1(3).
2) " KaL pT)V OL pcv TL A. G O V Tj . è p ô O p i l H O V T a  CTT]
xaTGOxov ", Panath. 170 D).
3) " ‘Qç Y&p 6fj woapcvoL tov népcfr)v ncpC T f jç  ckcCvou t^ôt] t6v 
a y c ü v a  ctlolcuvto, T r p o c p a O L V  tt]v n a u o a v C c w  u P p L v  Tcpo i > x o p c v o L  (ol
A0T]vaLOL) a T T c C A o v T o .  Trjv r j Y ^ p o v L T i v  t o u ç  
A a K c ô a L p o v L o u ç " .  VIII 3(2).
4) " ÇuvcPt] ,,,TOUÇ Çuppaxouç t^ ckglvou (riaupcxvLou) cyQci it a p  ^
* A 0 T ] v a C o u ç  p G T a T d Ç a o O a  L . . . "  I 93(4).
For the resentment of the Greek allies against Pausanias 
and their negotiations with the Athenian commander,see 
Thuc.I 93(1-2);Diod.XI,44(3-6) and 46(4-3);Plut.,Aristaid.
xxiii and Cim.vi(2-3);Nepos,AristËii(2-3);Aristod.iv(2) 
and viio
1ü8
Furthermore, we know from Thucydides and other later
writers that Pausanias was in command of the Greek allies
when, after the end of the above mentioned war, they had
marched to release firstly Cyprus and soon afterwards
Byzantium from Persian control ^.
It was in Byzantium that the Greek allies decided to transfe;
the command from the Spartans to the Athenians.
Unfortunately, Herodotus and Thucydides do not give us
the exact date of this transference of the leadership to
the Athenians, nor the exact time of the formation of the
Confederacy of Delos.
We have two other later derivative sources , the
philosopher Aristotle and the later historian Diodorus,
relating to these dates, although we find some discrepancy
between them. From the comparative examination of their 
21narratives ^, it has been mostly accepted that the
1) See Thuc. I 94 and 128(3), Diod. XI 44(1-3), Justin II 
15(13-14), Nepos Paus. ii(1-2) and Aristaidii(2), Paus. Ill 
4(9), and possibly Simonides fr. 89.
2) Aristotle, in his Constitution of Athens(x::iii 3), states: 
" CTxC ÔC T7]v ànoaxacsiv  tt^v tcov I^cüvüjv a n 6  tt]ç to5v A a K c ô a t p o v L c o v  aup- 
p a x C a ç  * A p L a T c C ô T } ç . o npoTpé^aç, Tqp^aag touç A a n u v a ç  ô L a p c p A ^ p c -  
v o u ç  ôid H a u P a v C a V c  ôlô nat  touç c p ô p o u ç  outoç f|U 6 TocÇaç T a T ç  tcoAg- 
OL touç TCpWTOUÇ G T C L  T p L T  y p G T d T fj V CV 2 (% A Œ - 
p i V L  v a u p a x ^ o c v  c n t T i , p o a 0 G V o u ç  a  p x  o v -  
T o  ç ,  Hat  TOUÇ OpKOUÇ WpOOGV " ,
The mention of the Archon Timosthenes and the phrase " g t g l
TpuTy pGTd Tfjv Gv SaAapivL vaupaxCotv bring us up to the year 
478/77 B.C., that is, to the second half of 478 and the 
first half of 477 B.C..
However, Diodorus (XI 41) speaks of the Eponymus Archon 
as being Adeimantus, who succeeds Timosthenes in the 
Archonship in Athens. But, since he mentions the Roman 
consuls M.Fabius and L.Valerius, who were in office in the 
spring of 377 B.C. while Timosthenes still held the
(c ont'd.)
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movements of the Greek allies to transfer the command to 
the Athenians must have been made before the end of the 
summer of B.C., while the first steps in the foundation 
of the Confederacy must have been taken not before the end 
of 478 B.C., and the formation itself must have been 
completed not later than the summer of 477 B.C..
In order to draw the most accurate conclusion, the
(cont’d)
Archonship, A.Gomme (I p.272) concludes that Diodorus is 
in basic agreement with Aristotle's date. Be that as it 
may, we can use Diodorus' information in order to denote 
the latter part of Timosthenes' Archonship as giving more 
precisely the required date.
This estimation is in agreement with the fact that the 
transference of the leadership could not be effected until 
Pausanias was about to start on his return journey to 
Sparta, and also with the fact that the formation of the 
League must have been completed in the winter that followed 
the capture of Byzantium.
It is worth noting that, before Aristotle's Constitution 
of Athens was discovered in 1890 A.D., our only source 
for the date was Diodorus. Thus, modern historians writing 
before that year and relying on Diodorus' information 
about the Archonship of Adeimantus usually assigned the 
movement towards the transference of the command to the 
Athenians to the year 477 B.C., and the formation of the 
Confederacy to 476 B.C., but, after this discovery, 
present-day authors have mostly accepted that these events 
occurred one year earlier, that is, in 478 and 477 B.C. 
respectively. For instance, A.Gomme, in his commentary on 
Thucydides 1,94; K.Beloch in his Griechische Geschichte , 
11^ p.61; E.Walker in the Cambridge Ancient History,Vp.40; 
JoBury in his History of Greece, p.324; N.Hammond in his 
History of Greece,p.236 and 260 ;V.Ehrenberg in From 
Solon to Socrates, p.187; R.Moiggs s.v. "Delian League" in 
the Oxford Classical Dictionary; all these authors accept 
the new dates, although there are still some followers
(c ont'd.)
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possibility that each of these dates marked the beginning
of the Athenian ascendancy will be examined in our
investigation, although the year 477 B.C. will always be
considered as the most likely.
The year 405 B.C. must be considered as marking the end
11of the Athenian Empire /.That is, the year in which the 
Athenian fleet had been completely destroyed by the Spartans 
at Aegospotami and when iysander had captured all the 
Athenian allies,
Xenophon states:
"  cuOCç ôc n a I î] a X X t] X X d ç àipciax'qHci ’A0T]vaCo)v 
pcTd Tfjv vaupaxCav TcAf)v ZapCwv
Therefore, having defined the limits of the Athenian 
"Arche", we shall proceed to a consideration of Demosthenes' 
calculation concerning the Athenian supremacy over the 
Greeks :
In 549 B.C., Demosthenes reckoned the years of the
(cont'd.)
of Diodorus' dating. See for instance W.E.Pritchett, 
Historia, 18(1969), p.20 etc..
Two good articles on the Delian League are those of 
H.Nesselhauf, Klio, Beiheft XXX (1933) and H.D.ileyer, 
Historia, 12(1963), pp.405-446 .
1) Some of the modern commentators on Demosthenes, for 
example Sandys, G.Davies etc., writing before the discovery 
of Aristotle's Constitution of Athens, considered the year 
404 B.C. as denoting the end of the Athenian Empire, in 
order to justify Demosthenes' calculation. But obviously
no one could speak about the existence of the Athenian 
Empire after the disaster of Aegospotami (405 B.C.).
2) Xenophon Hell. II 2(6). Cf. Lysias' funeral speech,58,
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Athenian ascendancy as forty five, obviously excluding the 
years of the Peloponnesian war.
Dempsthones does not, of course, estimate the termination 
of the Athenian supremacy as occurring at the beginning of 
the Great War between the two main Greek states, but he ■ 
restricts his calculation of the length of their supremacy 
to the duration of the willing participation of the Greek 
allies in the Athenian leadership /,
Bearing this in mind, we see that Demosthenes failed 
in his estimation by only one year, or possibly two, if 
we calculate from 473 B.C..
This failure to give the right figure is of no great 
significance.
In 341 B.C., Demosthenes calculates the years as being 
seventy three. In this case he is inaccurate by one year, 
if we reckon the beginning of the Athenian supremacy as 
477, but he is completely accurate if we calculate from 
478 B.C..
But since it is more.likely that the Athenian ascendancy 
began in the year 477, we must accept as most probable 
the view that , in this case, Demosthenes is inaccurate 
by one year.
This inaccuracy can be considered as a very insignificant 
historical fault, and, if we bear in mind that no other 
source contemporary with Demosthenes comes so close to the 
truth, we should take this very slight inaccuracy as being 
a point in Demosthenes* favour.
1)"t5v 'EUfivüjv üpïav 6%5vTwv" . preceding chapter.
The fact that Demosthenes was wrong in his consideration 
of the popularity of the Athenian Empire, does not influence 
this calculation.
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In the third case, again from the Third Philippic speech 
in 341 B.C., Demosthenes refers to the years of the 
Athenian supremacy as numbering seventy. It is apparent 
that he is not quite accurate, but the reason for this 
is obvious:The orator, having only two paragraphs before 
mentioned the precise figure, tries to avoid a tiring 
detail in a deliberative speech , and therefore mentions 
the figure in a round number. Thus, this figure is 
connected with the other figure mentioned in the previous 
case, that is, with the number seventy three.
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Chapter eleven
The duration of the Spartan hegemony,
The ancient sources concerning the duration of the
Spartan supremacy over the Greeks are equally confused:
In his speeches, Isocrates again gives different dates
for this period:
In his Panegyricus (380 B.C.) he had first expressed the
opinion that Sparta had lost the hegemony in 394 B.C., that
is, after the Athenians had gained a victory in the naval
11battle at Cnidus /.
21The same opinion was repeated in 353 B.C. /.
One year previously, in 356, Isocrates suggested that
the Lacedaemonians were deprived of the control of Greece
as a result of the Peace of Antalcidas (387/6 B.C.)
In 353 B.C. he stressed the dire significance of the
battle of Leuctra (371 B.C.) for the Lacedaemonians , and
in 346 B.C. he revealed that he considered this battle as
51denoting the end of the Spartan hegemony  ^, which had thus
1 ) "Ou Kôvœva pcv oç UTcêp xfjç *AaCaç OTpaT^y^oaç Tiqv a p % 1) v 
Tf)v A a H C ô a i p o v C c ü v  K a T c X u a c  v..." IV 15^ «
2) " ‘ATtdcfT}ç ydp Tfjç *EAAdôoç utc6 Tfjv tiôAlv qpwv. UTiO7%:ccfo0uT]ç nat 
pcToc Tfjv K ô v œ v o ç  v a u p a x & & v..." VII 12.
In the same speech (65) he supported the view that the 
Lacedaemonians had deliberately handed over the control of 
the sea to the Athenians after the naval battle of Cnidus.
3) VIII 68.
4) XV 110.
5) " OuTot yap apxovTGÇ tSv ‘EAAfjvœv. «, ctcgl 6t) Tfjv pdx^ iv T]TTfj6T]Pav 
Tfjv CV AcUKTpOLÇ..à T T C P T C p ^ O p P a V  pEv Tfjç CV TOLÇ "EAAt]- 
PL ô u v a P T c C a ç "  V Ay.
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lasted thirty four years. One year before his death (339 B.C.)
Isocrates calculated the period of the Spartan ascendancy
11over the Greeks as having lasted only ten years /, 
obviously now considering the outbreak of the Corinthian 
war (396/5 B.C.) as the end of the Spartan hegemony.
The historian Polybius reckons the duration as being 
twelve years, judging the Spartan defeat at Cnidus (394 B.C.) 
as marking the end of their undisputed supremacy over the 
Greeks
5 )Both Justin and Nepos agree with this estimation . 
Demosthenes too, in 354 B.C., referring to this defeat 
of the Spartans, alludes to an end of their authority in 
Greece
Dionysius of Halicarnassus considers the years of the 
Spartan hegemony as being just under thirty while the
1 )  "  i T t a p T L C C T a L  p c v  y d p  c r rj ô c h a p o A u ç  cncarârr}cfav avxœv 
( tc ô v  tcôAccüv)  "  X I I  56 .
2 )  "  A a K c ô a i p ô v L O L  t i o A A o u ç  d p c p L a p r ) T f j a a v T c ç  x p o v o u ç  u % E p  T f j ç  t C I v  
* E A A q v w v  ^ y c p o v C a ç ,  c i i c L Ô f j  t t o t ^  c np d xr j aa v , p o A i ç  c t t ]  ô  w -  
à c H a  H a x c i x o v  avxr\v  d ô r j p L T O v "  1 , 2 .
It is worth noting that Polybius' estimation refers only 
to the length of the undisputed (aôfjptTov ) hegemony.
3) Justin, VI, 4(1) and Nepos, Conon iv„
The historian Theopompus also seems to consider this year 
important, as it was at this point that he concluded his 
history (Diodorus, XIV, 84(7) )•
4 )  "  A a K G Ô a L p o v L O u ç . .  o T r p o T c p o v  t o l ç  o c A A o l ç  c n i x dx x ov xa Q  cidiacv 
( K o v w v )  ( X H o u c L v  6  p w V ; Hat  T O 0 Ç  d p p o p T o c ç  c Ç f j À a P c v  c h t c 5 v  
vf j pcüv " XX 68 ,  and " t j y o u v x o  y d p  o u  p t K p d v  T u p a v v C ô a  nat  t o u t o v  
( K ô v ü j v a ) ,  T f j v  A a H c ô a i p o v C c ü V  à p % ^ ^ k a x a - 
A 6 P a V T a , TrcitauHcvaL " XX 70.
5) " AaHcôaipov I O L ... cuauGriPav uno GriPatcov, o u 6 ' o A a T p u d- 
H o V T a CTT) Trjv dpxtV naTaPxovTcç " Roman Ant. 1(3) o
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rhetorician Aris&des reckons them to be less than three 
11Olympiads /.
Thus, as there is also a remarkable divergence of opinions 
as regards the Spartan supremacy, we must again endeavour 
to determine its duration;
It has already been stated that in the year 405 B.C. 
the Athenian empire had been destroyed by the Lacedaemonians, 
who consequently became the rulers of Greece
It remains for us to define the end of Sparta's controlling 
influence over the Greeks:
Let us first examine the year 594 BoC. as a possible 
end of the Spartan hegemony :
In this year, Sparta's supremacy did in effect suffer a
ar
4)
set-back /, and app ently her command over the sea was
lost for some years
However, as Sparta did not lose her superiority on land,
and King Agesilaus, who had been recalled from Asia,
retained to a large extent the control of Greek territory,
this year cannot be said to mark the end of Sparta's
5)ascendancy .
1  )  "  OL ÔC ( A a H C Ô a L p Ô V L O L  )  O U Ô * C L Ç  T p G L ç  6  A U p  TT L
Ô a Ç ÔLccpuAaÇav xqv apxfjv " Panath.
2) See preceding chapter, p. 110.
5) See Xenophon's Hellen.,IV,7(1) and Diodorus, XIV,84(4).
4) According to Diodorus (XV,25(5)), the Spartans in 380/79
B.C. had regained the control of the sea. And Xenophon 
speaks of an empire "excellently and securely established" 
in this year, Hell, V,3(27). See p.117, n,1.
5) Polybius speaks of only twelve years of undisputed rule, 
which does not mean that the Spartan hegemony ended at the 
end of the twelfth year, but rather it implies that the 
Spartans continued to be dominant after that time, although 
they were harrassed by other contestants for power.
(cont'do)
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There are two other dates which would more reasonably 
define the end of the Spartan hegemony; either the year 
587/6 B.C., when the Peace of Antalcidas proclaimed the 
autonomy of the Greek cities, or the year 371 B.C., when 
the Spartans were disastrously defeated at Leuctra and 
the Thebans appeared as the new commanding power in Greece.
As concerns the Peace of Antalcides, it must be pointed 
out that although the autonomy of the Greek states was 
officially recognized, the Spartans did not really 
relinquish their control over the other cities, since they 
retained their role of guardian of the peace /. This being
(cont'd.)
Also, when Isocrates (IV,154) and Demosthenes (XX,70) 
speak of this year as marking the end of Spartan power, 
they are obviously speaking of a termination of Lh 
uncontested ascendancy.
Of the modern historians, Bury, History,p.516, thinks that 
Sparta lost the hegemony in the year 594, but regained it 
in 586 B.C..
1) Since it is often difficult to define the exact 
beginning and end of an historical period, it is hardly 
surprising that the modern historians are not quite 
positive about the exact date of the breakdown of the 
Spartan hegemony. However, there is a tendency among some 
authors who have written Greek Histories to conclude the 
chapter with the general heading "Supremacy of Sparta ", 
which covers the period after the Peloponnesian war, in 
the year 387/6 B.C., and to continue with another chapter 
whose title usually refers to the revival of Athenian 
power, although they do not mention an end to Sparta's 
supremacy. M.Cary, by preferring the title "The second 
Athenian League" for his chapter in the Cambridge Ancient 
History (Vol.VI) which follows the chapter on the 
supremacy of Sparta, and by employing the secondary title 
"Athenian thalassocracy" when speaking of the second half 
of the seventies, implies that the Spartan hegemony ended 
in this year.
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the case, when the Peace was broken a few years later, the 
Spartans appeared to bo the possessors of an empire almost 
equal in size to the one they had held before the Peace, 
and they also seemed to have regained their superiority 
at sea /.
The year 3/1 B.C. is the most plausible date to mark
the end of this hegemony.
The Spartan regular army (hoplites), long since unbeaten,
was disastrously defeated in a pitched battle in Leuctra,
and this constituted the fatal blow, as the following years
were to prove. For it was on this account that they
retreated and confined themselves to the Peloponnese,
having lost all their allies in other areas, and furthermore,
21
having forfeited their reputation of invincibility /.
1) In 380/79, after Sparta's victory against the Olynthians, 
her power is described by Xenophon as "excellently and 
securely established", while Diodorus speaks of Sparta's 
supreme power and leadership over Greece, both on land and 
sea.
Xenophon says U’TiavTaTiaai v rfs-n h a A w ç nat a cr cp a A £5 ç
apxq CÔÔHCL auTOLç HaxcancvàaQai " Hell. V ,3 (27 ) 9-L-d
Diodorus r'noAAaC naC t cov ocAAcov k ô A c w v  caizcvaav c i q  t t ) v  t o v  Aaxc- 
SaipovCcov TiycpovCav xaTaAcxOfjvau. 6lo ytat naxd toutouç x o ô q  Kaipouç 
n X c ï a x o v  fc^ xuorav AaKcôaLpôvLOL, nai T f j ç  *EAAdôoç coxov xf\v 
■ n y c p o v C a v  x a T d y fj v a p a  h a C h a x d 6 d A a T- 
T a V " XV 23(3).
Isocrates in 380 B.C. (IV,132-136) mentions Sparta as 
exacting a tribute from the islands, and as quarrelling 
with Athens on account of Cyclades.
2) The fact that Leuctra ended Sparta’s domination is 
shown in the narratives of the ancient authors :
Xenophon says.:” ^ a a v  p c v  t l v c ç  ol d  o  5  p  q t  o v  T f j v  P u p c p o -
p d v  i j y o u p c v o L ..." VI ,4( 1^; and Diosorus p t x p ô v  6 ’ u P T c p o v  
' n T T T ) 0 c v T c ç  OL  S T c a p T L c t T a L  f i a p a ô ô Ç w ç  p c y d A T )  p d x i ^  x r\ v 13 y  c  -  
p o v C a v  d T u c j S a A o v  à v e A T ï C p T C j ù ç  "  XV,50(2) ;
he also says twice, in XV 39(2) and XV 56(3), that up
(cont'd.)
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Since we have defined the duration of the Lacedaemonian 
Empire, v/e shall now proceed to examine Demosthenes* 
calculations :
Demosthenes on one occasion reckons the length of the 
Spartan supremacy as twenty nine years , and at a later 
point, as thirty.
This second figure is the first figure rounded upwards, 
and the remarks made in the previous chapter as to 
whether the duration of the Athenian supremacy was seventy 
or seventy three years, also apply in this case.
Therefore, since Demosthenes calculates the Lacedaemonian 
hegemony as having lasted twenty nine years, we must 
conclude that he puts the end of the Spartan ascendancy 
in the year 376 B.C..
(c ont’d „)o„.
until the battle at Leuctra, the Spartans were invincible; 
Pausanias says OpPaCouç p£v vCht] naxctpyaoxo cni(ça.vcOT(xxa 
Tiaaêv onoaoLQ xaxa *EAAf)vo)v dvciAovTo ''eXAt^ vcq " Descr. of 
Greece IX,'13(11); Plutarch states: f? EuppdvToç ôc tolç tc Aa- 
KcôatpovLOLç TüTai/PpaToç ànpooàoHTiTox) hocC tolç 0r)PaüOLç Tcapd ôôÇccv 
cuTuxfjpaToç O L o v  ou Y E y o V G V dXXoiç Trpôç "''EÀXti-
vaç dycüvtaapEvoLç" Agesil. ,xxix; and Libanius says : "-0T]paLOü 
AaKcôaipovlouç apyouiraç tcdv E^AAfjvcov xat peyCcTTT]v ôuvaptv cyovTaç 
CV AcCxTpoLÇ TOLÇ BoLcoxCaç pdyr) viKijoavTCQ a u x o C  n p o f j A -  
0 G V  C L Ç  L a X  ^  ^ ” Argument in Demosthenes' speeches 8.
The majority of modern historians accept the view 
that this particular year fits better than any other for 
denoting the end of the Spartan hegemony. See Beloch,III 
1, p.173, H.Parke JHS 50 p.37, etc., M.Laister, History... 
from 479 to 323, p.205, N.Hammond,p. 495 ; Boloch says:
"Da zerstbrte der Tag von Leuctra diesen Nimbus der 
Unbesiegbarkeit, und mit Spartas herrschender Stellung war 
es für immer vorbei." Ill 1 p.173.
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This moans that he does not consider any of the
aforementioned dates as marking the end of Sparta's
hegemony; he is, however, the only author who believes that
her power finished in this particular year /.
Obviously, the main reason for his choice of this
year must be the Athenian victory at Naxos, which they
gained in this year under the command of Chabrias, and
which proved their superiority at sea. This, together with
21other historical events /, must have led .Demosthenes to 
believe that it was in 576 B.C. that there appeared the 
change in the balance of power in Greece.
1) The opinion that Demosthenes' calculation is the result 
of his considering the year 376 B.C. as denoting the
end of the Spartan domination, is commonly held among 
modern commentators, for example Weil, Sandys, Heslop, 
Abbott and Fiathoson, Davies etc. in their commentaries in 
the Third Philippic, 23.
The possible opinion that Demosthenes in fact calculates 
the year 371 B.C. as the end of the Spartan supremacy, and 
counts the years as twenty nine, because he subtracts the 
period between 394 and 386 B.C. (as, for instance, does 
Bury), when the Spartan ascendancy was not effective, 
does not seem reasonable.
2) The power of the Athenians seemed revived following the 
formation of the Second Athenian Confederacy and Timotheus’ 
victorious campaigns on the Ionian sea; also, the power
of the Thebans appeared strong enough to force Agesilaus 
to stop his annual invasions of Boeotia. Concerning 
Theban power during this period, Diodorus says; " (ppovfjpaToç 
CTüCp-TcAavTO 0T)|3aLOL, Hat Tfjv d v ô p c C a v  paAAov n:Gpi,|36Tprov,%aC
(pavcpoC KaQciaxf\Hciaav d'| i(pLapT]T'^aovTcç TÎ jç tw v  ‘ EAAf)va)v i j y c p o v C -  
aç " XV 37(2).
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However, Demosthenes' attempt to take this year as 
marking the end of the Lacedaemonian hegemony over the 
Greeks cannot be historically substantiated
In the same speech and, moreover, in the same paragraph, 
Demosthenes reckons the end of the Peloponnesian war, that 
is, the year in which Athenian power was finally destroyed, 
as denoting the end of the Athenian Empire. He does not 
consider any of the preceding years, when on occasion 
Athenian power seemed surpassed by Spartan, as marking the 
end,
Demosthenes should therefore have followed the same 
method when considering the length of the Spartan supremacy. 
That is, he should have singled out the fatal blow which put 
an end to Sparta's superiority, and not the year in which 
there emerged powers capable of depriving Sparta of the 
hegemony of Greece ').
1) T.T.B.Ryder,in his recent publication "Koine Eirene", 
is, as far as I know, the only modern historian to describe 
the era between 575 and 571 without reservation as the 
period of Athenian leadership,(see chapter IV, pp.58-78).
In my opinion the existing evidence does not support this 
judgement,
2) It seems to me that in 576 B.C. the Spartans were in 
the same position as the Athenians had been in the years 
415-411; for in each case, after these decisive years, 
there was a loss of strength and allies, which led to the 
last stage of their Empires.
Isocrates in 553/52 B.C. had expressed the opinion that 
it was the year 375/4 B.C. which introduced the last stage 
of the Spartan hegemony, but that it was in 371 B.C. that 
the fatal blow was struck.
He says; " (TipôGcoç) r\vâynaacv auToéç (AaMcôaiTiovLOuç) cruv0êa0ai
xfjv cLpfjvT]v, rf xoaauxT] V pcxapoAfjv tnaTcpcf xôov tioAccov hnoCr\ac\f, wb0*
(cont'd.)
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Demosthenes' determining of the year 376 B.C. as marking 
the end of Lacedaemonian ascendancy is wrong for the 
following reason also: In the text under consideration, 
Demosthenes himself states that the superiority of Thebes 
begins in the year 3 7 1  B.C.. It is known that Athens did 
not regain her control over the land. It is also known
1 )that Thebes had begun to dispute the supremacy on land /,
but even in 571 B.C., before the battle of Leuctra, it was
Sparta that was thought to be incomparably superior.
Diodorus says that before the battle the enemies of Thebes
were overjoyed at the thought of her imminent destruction.
while her allies regretted what they felt would be her
21certain defeat /.
V/ho then deprived Sparta of her supremacy on land?
Since Sparta was mainly a land-power, the loss of her 
all-important command over the land must be considered as
(cont'd.).....
qpâç pcv dn^ CKcCvT]Q xfjç ip é p a ç  ©ueiv aux^ uaQ* ckc.ctov xov cv:-c/c - 
XÔV COÇ o u ô c p L Û ç  aAAriQ ouxco ry n o X a  <yv\Jcvcy?cov<yrjç j A a K c ô a ' pov Cojv 
ôé pcx' CHCLVOV xov xpovov ppô* ucp * CVOÇ ccopdoGoa, p qxc v a u x i.xov 
CVXOÇ M a A é a ç  TrcpinAcov p gxc nc^ov o x p a x ô n c ô o v  ô u ' 'loGpou îiopcuô- 
pcvov, oTccp aux o L ç  xfjç TtcpC xd A c t n x p a  aupcpopSç cupoi xi,ç 
ccv a f X L o V yeycvripcvov " XT 109-1 '0-
1 )  D i o d o r u s  s a y s  : "  O l  ô c  0T] |3aLOL,  xfj  x c  pcopr) x S v  o - o p d x o v  h u l  t c c l ç  
d X K a L ç  Ô L a t p c p o v x c ç  x a C  n o X X a i ç  pdx oc Lç  T i p o v c v lkt]KÔxcç xouç A a M cô cc L-  
p o v L o u ç ,  p c x c w p o L  x o L ç  ^ p o v f j p a O L V  UTcf jpxov HaC x f j ç  x a x d  y f j v  q y c p o v L -  
a ç  n p i p L O p f j x o u v  " XV 39(1)-
2 ) " aTtavxcç uitcAdpPavov auxouç pçcÔLCOç unô xwv ETiocpXLaxwv HaxairoAc- 
pr)Gf)aco6aL. ôLÔucp oiî pcv cuvolhwç cxovxcç xwv *EAAf)vwv upôç xouç 
0T]PaLouç auvfjXyouv auxoLÇ ctcl xulç upooôoHwpcvccLç uup^opaLÇ, ol ô 
dXAoxpLWÇ cxovxcç TucpLXupcLç poav, wç auxLxa pdAcc xwv 0r|PaLwv cÇav- 
ôpaTcoôLo0r|cfopcvwv " XV 31(3)» Bee also XV ^0 and Plut. Agesilaus 
xxix.
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having led inevitably to the end of her hegemony.
For these reasons it appears that Demosthenes' opinion 
that it was in 376 B.C. that the Spartan domination over 
the Greeks ended, is unsound, and consequently, his 
calculation of his hegemony as having lasted twenty nine 
years is historically inaccurate.
The question of whether Demosthenes is deliberately 
inaccurate or not must now be raised;
The sequence of thought in this passage leads us to believe
that any effort on the part of Demosthenes to diminish the
length of Lacedaemonian domination in Greece would be
contrary to his argumentation.
In paragraph 25, where Demosthenes applies his
calculations, he makes a comparison between Philip's
superiority over the Greeks and the leadership of the
other cities which had controlled Greece in the past.
He says that, although Philip had been ruling for only
thirteen years, he had committed more cruel deeds than
11had the other cities in a much longer period /. The 
contrast between them would be emphasized if he extended 
the duration of the power of the Greek cities.
It seems likely that Demosthenes may have been led into 
some kind of error on this point because of his ardent 
patriotism. More than any other event which had taken place 
without Athenian participation, no matter how great had 
been the resulting change in the balance of power in Greece 
( for example in the battle at Leuctra), the victorious
1) See chapter twenty, p, 183ff,
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battle at Naxos must have seemed, to the eyes of an 
Athenian patriot, to have marked the beginning of a new era 
in the balance of Greek power.
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PART TWO
MISREPRESENTATION CONCERNING EVENTS OP DEMOSTHENES' 
OWN TIME
Chapter twelve 
The capture of Amphipolis.
”  . . . x a C  "aaaiv OXvvdioi ) c. tnpoaayaydv  6 c  ( 6  A l t e t t o q  )  t o l ç  t c C x c -  
a t ’  * A p c p L T X o A L t w v  c k o Ct\Oc 01 p i x c t v d ç  uai T c p o a [ 3 o A d ç  c v c p y o u ç  x a C  P u v c -  
T O U Ç  T T a p a ô ô v T c c ç  x ^ L Ç  710 L r ) a d p c v o ç  uaxcXa^c  p c v  t o l ç  k p l o l ç  
a u T ÿ  T f j v  T t o A u V  H a C  r i u ô v a C -  p c p o ç  t l  t o O  t c C x o u ç ,  T c a p c i a c X O w v  ô *  c l ç  
w v  T O U Ç  U T i o ô e Ç a  -  T f j v  t t ô A l v  6 u d  t o u  T i T w p a x o ç  naC x w v  d v x L -  
p  c  V 0  u  ç  o x d v x c o v  t c o A A o u ç  x a x a A a P w v  c H u p C c u o c  x f j ç
TiôXccoç HaC xouç aAAoxpCwç Tcpoç auxôv ôua-
Pirst Olynthiac, 5» , , ,
H C L p c v o u ç  c i p v y a ô c v a c , x o u ç  ô a X A o L ç  c p i -
AavôpwTiwç TrpooqvéxQT]"Diodorus XVI 8.
According to the texts, Demosthenes says that Amphipolis 
was captured as a result of treachery; the same can be
said of Pydna, of which the milder word " uTtoôcÇapévouç " is
used, although even in this case, Demosthenes has 
previously (in 354 B.C.) used the term " -rtpoôôvxeç "
Diodorus of Sicily describes a regular siege in the case 
of Amphipolis, and presents the city besieged after a
breach was made by means of battering-rams ( npioC). In the
case of Pydna, he simply states that the city was besieged.
1) XX 63 5 " OL T c p o ô ô v x c ç  XT] V Tluôvav HaC xaAAa x^)P xy #L ALTiTcy "
12^
The two authors also contradict one another when they 
deal with the subject of Philip's conduct towards the 
people of the besieged cities:
Demosthenes, in saying ” a t* *Apcpltuo1lto5v cKoCrjac tovq 
uapaôôvTaç ", alludes to the fact that Philip, instead of 
rewarding his partisans in Âmphipolis, inflicted great 
suffering on them, although he does not describe the actual 
suffering.
Diodorus says that Philip expelled his political opponents 
from the city, but treated the others charitably : " 'touç pcv 
a l X o T p C w ç  T c p ô ç  a u T Ô v  Ô L a K C L p c v o u ç  c t p u Y a ô e u 0c ,  t o i ç  à* aXXoiç t p i A . a v -  
OpoTccûQ Tcpoar)vcx^'H ” •
Given these differences in the information of the orator 
and the later historian, we shall now avail ourselves of 
any surviving evidence and try to ascertain firstly,the 
real way in which Amphipolis and Pydna were besieged, and 
secondly, the nature of Philip's conduct towards the people 
of the captured cities.
In reinforcement of Demosthenes' view we have the 
references of the ancient scholiast, here probably the 
orator Aristeides, and also the evidence of the rhetorician 
Libanus (31A--395 A.D.), who agrees with the view of 
Demosthenes and the scholiast.
The scholiast says the following with reference to 
Amphipolis:
"  ciOcXQœv  y a p  a u T o ü ç  ( t o t 3 ç  à v o C Ç a v T a Q  t c c ç  T u O X a ç )  f r p c ü T o u ç  c c p o v e u a c  
À é y w v "  e t  t ô v  l ô C w v  t c o X i t o v  ovh c^pcCoaodc, n Ô0(p y c  nXcov ov yicXXcTC 
ncpC cp,c v O T c p o v  t o l o û t o ü  y c v r ) P c 06a i ,  "
1)Scholia in Dem. ed.by Baiter and Sauppe (Oratores Attici),
p.50.
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and in the case of Pydna:
'* HOiHCi T I V C Ç  T L p O Ô e Ô W H a Ü L  V , C L 6 ’ V O T C p O V  y V O V T C g  O T L  O V H  a v  aUTCOV
(pcCaaiTo, ccpuyov cnC t o  *ApuvTLov icpov zov nazpôç avzov
o]iOùQ ouô' CHCLOc KaxacpuyoVTÜ3V ccpeCoaTo, aXX^ âvaazrjaaç avzoüç 
opHOiç cnC tÇ) -iirjôcv TioLÎ^ OaL c^cXdôvzaç âvciXcv " \
Likewise Lihanius:
" ^ApcpLTio l iTov  T L v a ç  d c p a u c v O a ç  GL%cv ’ AiicpCtegAl V . coç ôc rjv ô c o n o T ^ ç .
ÔL ü)v CLXr)(pcL Trjv teôA.lv,  t o o t o u ç  c ^ T ^ l a D v c .  TTpôç ôé y c  n u ô v a C o u ç
ou ôuc0TT]Oev oc710 Tü)v OTuovôcôv T a ç  o c pa yaç, aXX^ a v c i i b Ç c v
à-pcpÔTcpa "
Some connection with Diodorus’ information can be found 
in a decree still extant in the area of ancient Amphipolis» 
The inscription, reads:
"  ""eôoÇcv T(p 6f)p,o)* §CXü)va uaC U T p a T O H X c a  cpci jycuv ’ ApcpCttoA-Lv 
HaC r r j v  yi^v xr\v * A\i (çi , tzoX i z c <jôv acücpuyLr)v n a i  a v z o Q  u a t  
TÔÇ n a i d a Ç f  H a t  rfp tto aXCa HOJvra i   ^ n a o y c L V  a u T Ô ç  coç tc o à c -
p i o ç  Hat  v ' O T t O L v e C  T c O v a v a i ,  T a  ô c  o c u t ô v  ô g p o o u a
cbvai/*»»*" •
If we compare this text with Demosthenes’ First Olynthiac 
speech (8) and Theopompus’ fr.dy, we shall find confirmation 
that Stratocles, who is mentioned here, was a political 
opponent of Philip» This inscription proves the validity 
of Diodorus’ view of Philip’s political opponents, while
1) Scholia in Dem. ed.by Baiter and Sauppe (Oratores Attici), 
p.50.
2) Progymnasmata, vituperationss, Condemnation of Philip,
7-8.
3) Tod II 130.
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Demosthenes' information of the " TuapaôôvTœv Tf]v tüôXlv ” remains 
doubtful.
Also, a quotation given in general terms in "The Letter 
of Philip" ^)(which is usually considered spurious 
strengthens Diodorus' information about the capture of 
Amphipolis, and from other passages in Demosthenes' own 
speeches v/e learn that a siege really did take place both 
in Amphipolis and Pydna
Before drawing any conclusions, we must examine the 
objectivity of our sources:
We must first acknowledge that the reliability of the 
scholiast is highly questionable, not only because he was 
an orator, who lived some centuries after the event, but
1) XII 21.
2) This letter is traditionally considered spurious. The 
last articles to be written on this problem are those of 
M.Pohlenz and A.Momigliano. M.Pohlenz, in "Der Ausbruch des 
zweiten Krieges zwischen Philipp und Athen", NGG 1924, pp. 
38-42, and also in"Ph: _ipps Schreiben an Athen", Hermes 64 
(1929),pp.41-62, rejects this traditional opinion and 
believes that the letter is an authentic document. 
A.Momigliano, in"Due problemi storiografici", RIL 65(1932), 
pp.569-578, retains the traditional view and attributes the 
letter to Anaximenes of Lampsacus. Whichever view is correct, 
there is no satisfactory reason for doubting that the letter 
accurately represents Philip's opinions. Of. Pickard- 
Gambridge,p.356,n.6.
3) For Amphipolis, Demosthenes says : " otc pev *Ap#L%oArv ctio- 
XiopHci (§lXl7ï7i:oç) " XXIII 116, and again " ot* cnqXi- 
opKct ” VII 27» For Pydna he also states " naC naXiv -^ vCna 
üuôva,.. .TToXtopHOupcv^ anr\YYtXXcxo " I 9»
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also because he usually offers mainly conjectural
explanations of the text rather than historical
1investigations on the subject .
The information of Libanius is also to be treated with
extreme caution, since he was writing under exactly the
same conditions as the scholiast, and moreover, he was
2 j
strongly prejudiced against Philip  ^^
Generally speaking, we must consider Aristeides and 
Libanius as having relied on Demosthenes' speeches for 
their information. Thus, while they cannot be taken as 
trustworthy sources on which to base our judgement, 
Diodorus, however, in this particular passage, is regarded 
as sufficiently trustworthy.
Both A.Momigliano and N.Hammond, though in disagreement 
on many other points, agree on the fact that this passage
1) The scholiasts, in their efforts to interpret passages, 
did not always render their meaning accurately. Three 
serious historical mistakes have been noted in Demosthenes' 
scholia owing to misinterpretation. These are: the death 
penalty for anyone proposing to alter the law about"Gcwpuxov" 
alleged by Libanius in the Argument of the First Olynthiac, 
arising from the misinterpretation of the word " anoXcoOau " 
in the Third Olynthiac,12; the concession of independence 
for all the allies in 355 B.C., owing to misinterpretation 
of " cLpfjvriQ ouariQ " in the Third Olynthiac, 28; and the 
allegation that Timotheus hanged himself, owing to 
misinterpretation of " tov pcv avgp^xc " in the speech "On 
the fraudulent Embassy ",2.
2) For example, he has written books such as: Condemnation 
of Philip, Condemnation of Aeschines, Laudation of 
Demosthenes, etc..
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1 jis derived from Ephorus o NoHammond lists it among the
o')
finest passages of Diodorus' narratives ‘~ o
For the above reasons, and owing to the fact that the 
inscription we have mentioned, which is of obvious 
historical value, indirectly supports to some extent 
Diodorus' information, Demosthenes' view on the events at 
Amphipolis must be considered as historically inaccurate
In the case of Pydna, there is no evidence on the strength 
of which we could reject Demosthenes' information
It seems reasonable to suppose that behind his inaccuracy 
concerning the events at Amphipolis lies the attitude of 
Demosthenes the politician, who basically was not so much 
interested in the outcome of the political conflict between 
Philip and the Amphipolitans in the military field, as in
1 )Aoliomigliano in "Le fonti della storia greca e macedone 
nel libro XVI di Diod." in "Rendiconti Istituto Lobardo" 
DXV(1932),pp.523-543. N.Hammond in CQ XXXI(1937),PP.79-91.
2) Op , cit.,p.81„
3) Among the modern historians, A.W.Pickard-Cambridge 
thinks that it was through treachery as well as by means of 
seize-engines that Philip took the town, (Demosthenes,p.156, 
and CAH VI,p.207). G.Grote believes that Philip had indeed 
made a breach in the walls, but not without the aid of 
partisans within (IX p.38). D.Hogarth p.48, K.Beloch III 1 
p.229, NoHammond p.538-9, and M.Laistner p.227, all think 
that it was Philip's battering-rams which breached the 
walls of Amphipolis.
4) See G.Grote XI p.40, Pickard-Cambridge p.157, Momigliano 
p.47, Glotz III p.231, Geyer s.v. "Philippos" col.2269, 
Laistner p.227, Hammond p.539.
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how this outcome was politically prepared "a priori", and who
also looked for the deepest political reasons behind it.
Demosthenes must have seen that Philip's party, which surely
existed in Amphipolis as well as in every other city, had
prepared the way for the occupation of this city;
consequently, he believed that this party had corrupted
the minds of the citizens. It is therefore very possible
that he regarded this as treachery, and it is interesting
to note that he says "napaôôvTaç " and not " TrpoôôvTaç ".
On the other hand, it is well known that during the year
349/8 B.C., when Demosthenes delivered the First Olynthiac 
1 )speech ^, he upheld the opinion that Philip was not 
really strong, but merely seemed so because of the attentions 
he enjoyed from his partisans everywhere. It fell within 
his general policy to persuade the Athenians that Philip 
was not a formidable opponent.
Therefore Demosthenes, by using the words " TiapaôôvTaç " 
and " uTioôeÇapévouç ", must restrict his interest to the 
political, rather than to the military field.
In addition to this, it would not seem impossible for 
a military enterprise to result in a kind of surrender, 
since some men, when they saw that Philip had besieged a 
part of the wall, thought it would be of no avail to 
continue their defence, and surrendered to save their lives. 
Such a conclusion to a battle is not unusual, and it is 
certain that this was regarded as treachery by a particular
1) Dionysius of Halicarnassus, First letter to Ammaeus,4,
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group of the Amphipolitans. Such an interpretation would 
be quite acceptable to Demosthenes, in order to account 
for Philip's progress.
Concerning Philip's conduct towards the people of the 
captured cities, the following points should be observed:
It seems very probable that, at the moment of occupation, 
there would be much violence and bloodshed in the ensuing 
military and political confusion and rioting, which could 
have given Demosthenes the opportunity of criticizing 
Philip's behaviour. It is worth noting that the two later 
authors Aristeides and Libanius, who elucidate Demosthenes' 
opinion, contradict one another. Aristeides sats that 
Philip killed the " Tuapaôôvxaç " , while Libanius claims that 
he merely expelled them.
Demosthenes however, while retaining an element of 
truth in his speech, is mindful of his own purposes when 
he interprets the affair, and so he exaggerates to a 
certain extent in order to create a rhetorically effective 
description.
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Chapter thirteen
The capture of Poteidaea,
"OXwQ pév yap MaxcôovLxq ôvvap,bç "cxclvoç (^CXinnoç) cHctvoiç 
Hat apxt cv pcv  npoc O ^ x g  pep t ç  haxt ( ’O 1uv0 l o l ç )  üoTCLÔaLav ouxC 
tk; ou piHpd, OLOV UTcfjpÇé tco0* upiv TrjVLKauT* ancàwHcv, rpvuH* &%o- 
CTIL T i p O 0 C O U  Tipoç OA,UV0LOUÇ* 71 d - 0 T C p C L V  OUXC0* O L 6ç X* T] V « , » 
A . Ü V  a u  7 i p ô ç  I I o T C L -  aXÀd Tcpôç upccQ 7ioXcpo3v x p q ^ a T a  
ô a t a v  O X u v O l o l ç  c - noXXà àvaXœaaQ^ tX&v nat ôuvr)~ 
^  a  V ^ X I  T o u T o  a u v a  p -  0 c l q  av au x ô ç  c x c l v ,  c f ^ c p  c- 
c p Ô T c p o v ” PouA-fjOT], 7iapC&ü)KC . , « ”
Second Olynthiac, 14. Against Aristocrates, 107
Referring to the capture of Poteidaea (356 B.C.) in 
his Second Olynthiac speech (349 B.C.), Demosthenes speaks 
of this town as having been captured mainly by the 
Olynthians, with Philip playing a secondary role, as a 
reinforcement to the Olynthians.
This narration of the event‘differs from that given 
three years before in the speech "Against Aristocrates ", 
352 B.C., where Demosthenes credits Philip with the capture 
of the city.
This contradiction leads us to assume that Demosthenes 
must be wrong in one case, or possibly in both. We shall 
try to discover where, and to what extent he is inaccurate, 
and to establish whether his inaccuracy was deliberate or 
unintentional.
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Demosthenes himself throws considerable light upon this 
subject, since this event features frequently in.his 
narrative as one of his favourite arguments to prove 
Philip’s unreliability in his dealings with the Olynthians. 
In all his other references to this event he attributes 
the capture of the city to Philip, making no mention of 
the part played by the Olynthians. An example of this can 
be found in a later passage of his speech (now under 
consideration) "Against Aristocrates" : " cTzcibr\ 6* cXapc 
(^ lXütttüoç ’ ApcpiTCoA-u V ), Hat riOTcCôai,av rcpoaacpCLA,cto " .
Even in his Second Olynthiac speech, before ho had 
treated the capture of Poteidaea as mainly the work of the 
Olynthians, he had already stated: " ,.,pcTd xavxa to noTcCôai- 
av ovaav upcTcpav c^cXciv (FCIltcttqv ) "
Again in 344, in his Second Philippic speech, he says: 
rioTCLÔaicxv Ô eÔLÔou (mCXummoQ tolç *0A.uv6lolç) touç *A0t] —
vauov dmoLHOuç cxpdlXov "
In short, this is found to be the case in all other
passages . Therefore, according to the main part of the
evidence given by Demosthenes, (that is, everything except 
for one reference), the capture of Poteidaea must have 
been mainly the work of Philip, and not of the Olynthians.
Diodorus also confirms the fact that it was Philip who
1) XXIII 116.
2) II 7.
3) VI 20.
4) I 9 and 12; IV 4; VI 17; (VII 10); VIII 62 and 65; X 64
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captured the city;
"  *0  F lX l t c t t o q  noTLÔaLav cKTUOÀiopH'no'aç xf j v Tôjv *A0r]vaCa)v 
(ppoupdv c ^ n y & y c v  t n  Tf jç Tcolccüç,. .Ti ' iv ôc n ô X i v  eÇ avôpanoÔ Lad-  
p c v o ç  n a p côüjHc t o i ç  * O A -u v O lo iç , ôc op iadpcvoç  apa  xocC Taç naToc
r r 1 )
Tf)V X&pav X T ^ O G L Ç  "
This information is also supported by other authors;
Plutarch says that Philip himself had captured the city,
and had at the same time sent the general Parmenion on an 
expedition against the Illyrians;
"  ItTCTicp ôc d p T i  I loTCôaLav iJpTiKOTi TpGLÇ T|KOV à y y c X i a i  Haxà
TÔv a u TÔv x p o v o v "  p pév ' l À À u p u o u ç  T|TTdo0au pdxg pcydlg ôud
 ^ 2 )napp c vL c ov oç , ,  , "
Pausanias also says;
”  r ioTLÔaüdTaç Ôc ôCç p c v  c n c X a p c v  â v a 0 T a T o u ç  ch t Î]ç acpcTcpaç 
TJTco q i X ltctou tc  ycvcoO au  tou  'ApuvTOU ''
Later writers relate the event in a similar way
Therefore, Demosthenes' information that the Olynthians 
were the main force behind the capture of Poteidaea seems 
to be wrong, and we can accept that it was Philip who 
played the greater part.
However, the information given by Demosthenes concerning
1) XVI 8(3).
2) Alexander iii(3).
3) V 23(3).
4) In his argument at the beginning of the First Olynthiac 
speech, Libanius states : " noTcCôaïav, rfv lAO^ vaCwv cxovtcov 
CHTcoÀi,opnfjoaç 6 ëLÀumnoç 'OÀuvOCoiç rcapcôooHcv " ® And also the
rhetorician Aristeides says : " noTCôaïav anoaxcp-qaac, c h c C -
votç côcüHcv ” . Symmach. I 479,p.713 (Dindorf). Again, in 
Suda s.v. Kdpavoç : ' ’oàuvôlolç, olç noTiôaïav a^cXôpcvoç *A0t]- 
vauwv côwp^oaTO " .
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the movements of the Olynthians docs not seem to be
entirely wrong.
It is known from an inscription that before the capture
of the city, Philip had concluded an alliance with the
1 )Chalcidian League ^, and it is known from Diodorus that 
he had promised his help to the Olynthians in releasing 
the Poteidaeans from the power of the Athenians. Diodorus 
says: " ripôç ôc *Oluv0Couç auppaxCav c 0 c t o  naC noTCôaïav 
mpoloy^oc ncplttoifjacLv auTOLç
It is therefore very likely that Philip would have 
asked for assistance from his new allies for political 
reasons, and also because the city was going to be handed 
over to them.
It was evidently in Philip's interest to create a 
feeling of enmity between Olynthus and Athens, and it seems 
fairly certain that he would have liked to represent the 
Olynthians to the Athenians as participating in a campaign 
against Athenian interests. This must surely have been 
Philip's policy, if we remember that, according to 
Demosthenes , the Olynthians had wished to become allies 
of the Athenians before their alliance with Philip, but 
had been refused this alliance because of the promises 
the Athenians had received from Philip concerning 
Amphipolis .
1) 8oe Tod II 138 and Dem. XXIII 108.
2) XVI 8(3).
3) II 6.
4) For further information concerning these events, see: 
A.West, History of the Chalcidic League, 113ff; Beloch 
III 1, 228ff; Pickard-Cambridge CAH VI 200ff; Momigliano,
(cont'd.)
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According to Diodorus, Olynthus was an object of
contention between those who wished to extend their power,
and also between Philip and the Athenians, since each
endeavoured to increase their power, because the city had
11a large population and wielded great influence in war ^,
Therefore, by taking the Olynthians with him on an
enterprise which was contrary to the Athenian interests,
Philip would have diminished the likelihood of a future
alliance between the Olynthians and the Athenians, although,
2 j
as we know ^, this did in fact take place later on, in 
spite of Philip's intrigues. But it is still certain that
he would have done all in his power to prevent this alliance^
There is yet another reason behind Philip's wish for 
the Olynthians' participation in the capture of the city:
The Olynthians had lost Poteidaea only seven years 
previously, after an uninterrupted occupation which lasted
(cont'do)
p.4?f; MoGude, A History of Olynthus, 32ff; D.Robinson and 
P.Clement, Excavations at Olynthus, IX 134ff.
1) XVI 8(4).
2) Philochorus says : " KaXÀLpaxoç ncpyaafiecv “ Lnt toutou ' 
OXuvGloIiÇ iTolcpouTic VO I ç utco FlIltutcou Hat TTpcopcLç *A0f]vaÇE 7tcp([)a—
O L V  o L  ' A O ^ v a C o u  c r u p p a x C o t v  t c  c T c o L u o a v T o  " PGrH III b ,  328,fr.49,
Gee also Tod II 119 and Dittenberger, Sylloge Inscriptionum
Graecarum, I 143. A treaty between Athens and Olynthus 
is also clearly implied by Demosthenes' phraseology in 
the Third Olynthiac speech : " t o u ç  o u p p à x o u ç  o w o o p c v  ”,2;
" T i a v T L  O 0G V G L  H a T o ,  T O  ô u v a T o v  ",6 etc.. See Sandys ’ comment, 
ad loc.. Of. Libanius' argument at the beginning of this 
speech, and also Dem. XXIII 109.
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1 p  )at least from 382 to 363 , a fact which would have
rendered their claims to the city more justifiable than 
those of the Athenians.
In this way, Philip could justify his action by 
cooperating with the Olynthians, and, by finally handing 
the city back to them, he obviously wished to avoid the 
accusation that he was working openly against the interests 
of the Athenians . It is obvious that, in the attack on 
Poteidaea, he tried to exonerate himself by professing that 
he was acting with the Olynthians as their ally and in 
their interests.
Also, according to the Pseudo-Demosthenic speech "On 
Halonnesus", Philip had come to terms with Poteidaea , 
in which case he would have taken care to show that he was 
not breaking the alliance by acting on his own and out 
of self-interest.
There is also a passage in Demosthenes' Second Olynthiac 
speech where Demosthenes himself may be referring to this
5 j
alliance .
1) Xenopho Hell. V 2(13). Xenophon says that in 382 B.C. 
Poteidaea was already under the domination of the Olynthians, 
which possibly means that the domination may have begun
in 403/4.
2) Isocr. Antid. 108, Diod. XV 81(3).
3) Demosthenes' argument that Philip always acted in this 
way in order to find partisans in the cities, may be yet 
another reason. See VI 21-22, VIII 64-63, &nd X 64.
4) (VII),10,
3 )  " TT]v Ô *0Xv v 6lü)v (puXCav p c r d  xavxa t û  IToTcCôat.av ovaav u p c T c -
p a v  c Ç c X c L V  Hai t o u ç  p c v  T c p o T C p o v  o u p p d x o u ç  ( û p â ç )  aàinfjOai, T c a p a -  
àovvai ô* cHctvoiQ " II 7; If we believe the scholiast, whom
(cont'd.)
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If this alliance really existed, then Philip obviously
needed the Olynthians' cooperation to justify his action,
as he always endeavoured to show that he did not violate
his agreements
Moreover, it was in the Olynthians' interest to
participate in the siege, because this would ensure them
against a possible refusal by Philip to carry out his 
o')
promise ^.
Finally, Demosthenes himself, in 552, when he says that 
it was Philip who had captured Poteidaea, mentions at 
the same time that the Olynthians had participated in the
(cont'd.)...
F.Blass follows in bracketing the word " upôcç ", then 
Demosthenes is referring with the word " cuppdxouç " to the 
Poteidaeans, not the Athenians,
1) Demosthenes has bitterly accused Philip of always 
breaking the terms of any agreement he made^ but this 
does not seem quite right. Demosthenes' accusation that 
the Olynthians were the innocent victims of Philip's 
rapacity when later on he attacked them, seems groundless. 
The Olynthians were the first to violate the alliance 
signed with Philip in 356, by coming to terms with the 
Athenians, as this was forbidden according to the terms
of this alliance. See Tod II 158; Dem,XXIII 108, and 
Libanius' argument at the beginning of the First Olynthiac 
speech. Nor was Philip's action against the Phocians a 
violation of the Peace of 346, since Philip had openly 
excluded them from the Peace (see p.157 ? n.2). Philip's 
action , again, against Cersobleptes was not an 
infringement of the Peace of 346, since the latter had not 
sworn to the Peace (see p.
2) In addition to this, we must point out that the 
cooperation seems most likely if we remember that Philip's
(c ont'd,)
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war which Philip had waged against the Athenians and,
as no other case is known when the Olynthians had acted 
with Philip against the Athenians, it is reasonable to
p'N
assume that Demosthenes refers to the case of Poteidaea \  
This being so, Philip must be considered as having been 
the main force behind the capture of Poteidaea, as all the 
evidence given by ancient authors suggests this, and the 
Olynthians must have been an auxiliary force in the siege, 
because this is proved by Demosthenes' passages in general
% j
and also by logical thought  ^^
(c ont'd„)..o o
path towards Poteidaea lay close to Olynthus, which in its 
turn was only sixty stades away from Poteidaea. (See Thuc.
I 53(2). Strabo says seventy stades, VII 28).
1) XXIII 108.
2) The fact that Philip preferred to enlist the cooperation 
of his new allies in the movement against his enemies is 
also shown in the case of Phocis. Philip, shortly after 
his alliance with the Athenians in 345, demanded that these 
new allies should join him against Phocis,(see Aeschines
II 137).
3) Modern historians are not unanimous in their 
assessment of the Olynthians' participation in the capture 
of Poteidaea: A.Schdfer, II p. 24, D.Hogarth, p.63, A.Holm,
III pc213, A.West, The early diplomacy of Philip II of 
Macedon illustrated by his coins, Numismatic Chronicle 
3(1923),p.207, NoHammond,p.539, and J.Bury ,p,687, do not 
mention any Olynthian participation in the capture of the 
city, K.Beloch, III^ p.230, seems to be of the same opinion, 
but he expresses himself in a noncommital manner. He says: 
"Diese Stadt fiel denn auch bald darauf in Philipps Hand".
G.Grote, XI p.41, speaks of a "siege, carried on jointly
by Philip and the Olynthians ", which, "was both long and 
costly". He does not make clear in what way he means
(cont'd.)
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Therefore, Demosthenes' passages, where he says that it 
was Philip who captured Poteidaea, are not sufficiently 
explicit, and his other statement, that Philip was a 
secondary agent in the capture of the city, is quite wrong, 
but the remaining section of this information , which 
concerns the general participation of the Olynthians, 
is correct.
The fact that this piece of information concerning the 
participation of the Olynthians is not mentioned in other 
passages does not mean that Demosthenes himself proves this 
information to be wrong. It seems that in the other cases 
he does not mention details which would not be of interest 
to his audience. Thus, these statements could be considered 
as being not entirely precise, but still not historically 
inaccurate.
On the other hand, Demosthenes has obviously exaggerated 
in his Second Olynthiac speech, in an attempt to stress 
one detail which was then important for him, : that is, 
his wish to present the Olynthians as the main force 
behind the capture of Poteidaea. As Demosthenes was trying 
throughout his Second Olynthiac speech to persuade the 
Athenians that Philip was not a powerful rival, he used
(cont'do).„.o
"jointly", and his source for the information concerning 
the length of the siege is unknown. A.Pickard-Cambridge, 
p.157, says that "(Philip) joined the Olynthians in an 
attack upon Poteidaea", but in his chapter in the CAH, VI, 
p.208, he speaks of the capture carried out by Philip 
with the assistance of the Olynthians, which seems to me 
more probable. But he does not explain how he arrived at 
this conclusion.
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this historical event in such a way as to create a 
rhetorically effective example in order to reinforce his 
argument, and he deliberately misrepresented the event.
This means that in the case under discussion, Demosthenes 
consciously tried to make Philip's contribution towards the 
capture of the city seem as small as possible, and the 
Olynthians' contribution as large as possible, and he has 
done this in such a way, that he has upset the ratio of 
the participating forces.
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Introduction to chapters fourteen and fifteen
"  6  T o i v u v  FlA,L7T7i:oq g Ç a p x ^ Q ,  a p T i *  T f j ç  c i p T ^ v r i ç  y G Y O v u C a ç , . . , Z G p p L o v  
K a C  A o p C o x o v  c X c c p P a v G  n a C  t o u ç  c k  S c p p c L o u  T G C % o u ç  naC ‘ i c p o u  o p o u ç  
O T p a T L W T a ç  c Ç c p a A X c v ,  o ü ç  o ù p c T G p o ç  0 T p a T T } y 6 ç  x a T G O T ^ o c v ,  K a i T o i
T a i T T a  7TpdTTü)V T L G 7 r O L C l |  G t p f ) V T ] V  ]1 C V y  & p w p  w p  6  -
H c  t •
• • • c p c p G  ÔT] v û v ,  t i v C h *  ctç Xcppôvr]aov, ffv paPiXcvç Hat ou  " E X X ^ V G Ç  
u p G T G p a v  G y v c o K a o t v  G u v a u ,  Ç c v o u ç  g u o t t g p t c g u  % a u  ( 3 o t } 6 g û v  ô p o X o y c u  
H a C  c t ü u o t c X X g u  T a u T a ,  tC t c o u c û ;  cprjOu p c v  y d p  o u  t c o X g ^ l g u v ,  c y w  ô c  
T O O O U T O U  ÔGCÜ X a Û T a  T TO UO ÜVT *  G H G U V O V  a y C  U V O p o X o y C U V  TT^V T r p ô ç  
u p d ç  c u p r ) V T ) v , *  "
Third Philippic, 15-15.
According to this account by Demosthenes, although the 
Peace of Philocrates (545 B.C.) had been concluded, and 
Philip had sworn oaths to the Athenians, he had violated 
this Peace by occupying the Thracian towns of Serreum and 
Doriscus, and also the fort of Serreum, and the Sacred 
Mountain.
Demosthenes adds that at the time of the delivery of his 
Third Philippic speech, 541 B.C., Philip had again broken 
this Peace by sending Macedonian troops to the Chersonese, 
which had been declared Athenian territory.
Demosthenes' narration is in direct contradiction with 
the other evidence we have concerning these events, and in 
some points also contradicts other statements he made, 
either earlier or later.
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His statement that Philip had already sworn the oaths
of the Peace when he took over the Thracian towns mentioned
previously, contrasts in particular with information given
elsewhere about where and when Philip had sworn the oaths.
This contradiction in the representation of the events
has led F.Blass to attempt, to my mind unsuccessfully, to
reconcile these statements by changing the reading of
" wpwpoHGu " to " wpwpoTo "  ^^ , a word which does not appear
in any codex.
These events, which constitute one of Demosthenes'
2 j
favourite arguments against Philip ^, are to be examined 
under the following headings;
I. The timing of the oaths of the Peace of Philocrates in 
relation to Philip's occupation of the Thracian strongholds
II. The information concerning the Chersonese.
1) F.Blass III 1 p.380, n.2.
2) This can be seen under the following references: 
VIII 64, X 8 and 63, XVIII 27 and 70, XIX 136.
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Chaptcr fourteen
The timing of the oaths of the Peace of Philocrates in 
relation to Philip's occupation of the Thracian strongholds
Demosthenes' statement that Philip had already sworn the 
oaths when, in the interval between the pirst and Second 
Embassies sent by the Athenians, he was in occupation of the 
Thracian towns, contradicts his information relating to the 
details of these Embassies.
Two years earlier, in his speech "On the Fraudulent 
Embassy", Demosthenes says:
" cv  TO T ia vôoKe C y  Ty  Tipo t o u  A u o o x o p c C o u  ( c f  t l ç  upwv c l ç  ê c p à ç  
acpuHTau, OUÔ o X c y o ) ) ,  c v x a v d *  G y u y v o v O *  ou o p x o u ,  o t c  ô c u p *  rfôr)
TO O T p & T G U p /  a y o v  G j S a ô u Ç c  ^ t X i n n o Q
This shows that Philip had sworn the oaths at a much later 
time, when he had not only returned to Pella, but had 
reached Pherae on his southward march, a short time before 
his attck on the Phocians \
Eleven years later, in his final speech "On the Crown", 
Demosthenes says of this event:
"  c y w  p c v  T o u v u v  c y p a c p a  p o u X c C c o v  a i c o T i l G U v  T f j v  T a % u O T ^ v  t o u ç  T c p c o p c u ç
G7tU T O U Ç  T 0 7 T 0U Ç GV 0 U Ç  ŒV  OVTOC ^UÀUTTTTOV T C U V O a V O V T a U  ,  Hat  T O U Ç  O p K O U Ç
1) XIX 138.
2) This piece of information is repeated later, in the 
Second Argument of Dem.' speech "On the Fraudulent Embassy" 
" cÇcXeôvTOç auTou (GuXunnou) cnt Gwxcaç, avTU Tou napaP%Guv cv 
UGpy T0UÇ OpKOUÇ, CV navôoxcC(i) Tuapêaxc " 7.
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aTioA-ap-PaveuV• outou ô* ovàc ypa^avTOç cpoû TaijTa tioucuv ^8cÀ^0av"^^. 
Also " ou xp^OToC Tcpcapcuç outol xaG^v?' cv MaxcôovCy Tpcuç oXovç 
Tirjvaçf^ cù)ç r}Xdc ^CXinnoç c h  0pçHT)ç navxa Kaxaaxpc(pa]icvoQ "
And yet again " cnciàf\ y d p  o p o o e  T r j v  c i p f j v T i v  
6 §CXu7t:tioç TcpoXaP(Sv tt^v 8py%^v "
Aeschines also confirms that Philip had taken the oaths 
after his return from Thrace and his occupation of the 
strongholds mentioned by Demosthenes:
"  Ô *  ^ p c v  c v  M a n e ô o v ^ ç t  nat o u v f j X O o p c v  c f ç  T a u T O v ,  Hat ^ C X u t i t t o v
CH 0 p ^ K T ) Q  T C a p O V T a  K a T G U X f j c p c p e V  . .  .  ,  TCpÔÇ TÜ) T O Ü Ç  O p K O U Ç  a i T O X a p C U V  
o u v r ) p L 6 p o u p c 6 a  '*
Some light is also thrown on this subject by Philip's 
own reply, given later to the Athenian representative
1) XVIII 25.
2) Demosthenes' statement that the Embassy lasted for three 
months is not quite accurate. See G.Grote IX p.214, n.4.
5) XVIII 50.
4)Ibid„ 32. In this passage Demosthenes implies,that Philip 
had sworn the oaths at Pella, and not at Pherae, as he 
previously said in his speech "On the Fraudulent Embassy".
He would otherwise have no foundation for the following 
statement that the ambassadors should have left Pella instead 
of accompanying him on his march to the south.
Whether Philip had taken the oaths at Pella or at Pherae 
is a matter of dispute. The fact that the Athenians and 
the other ambassadors followed him on his march southwards 
is an indication that he must have sworn the oaths at Pherae 
rather than Pella. However, it is sufficient for this 
discussion that Philip evidently swore the oaths after his 
return from Thrace.
Cf. Pickard-Cambridge, p.298 note,
5) II 101.
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11Eucleides, whose visit is mentioned by Demosthenes \  The 
content of this reply is preserved by the rhetorician 
Ulpian :
"  è,Ho\)OaOa t] tc ôX iç  aTioXcoXcvau t o v  Kcpoo(3XêTCTiiv ,  aTTCOTCLXcv uOTcpov 
E-ukXcC6t]v a u T u a o o p c v o v  FCXut it iov ôud  toc cv 8p^%g y c v o p c v a ,  6 6c 
àncHpivaxo  ] i t )Ôcv ^ p a p T ^ K c v a u ,  o(|)c ydp t o t c  o u v t u x c u v  t o u ç  u p c o p c o i ,  
K a C  TT p 6  T W V O p K C O V  X a ^ C L V  aUTOC "  '  •
The fact that Demosthenes, throughout his speeches against 
Aeschines, bitterly reproaches this man for his refusal to 
lead the Second Athenian Embassy to Thrace to register 
Philip's oaths, is also irrefutable evidence that Philip 
had not sworn the oaths of the Peace when he was in Thrace 
in command of the towns already mentioned.
As the Embassy had not been to Thrace, how was it possible 
for Philip to have sworn the oaths during his stay there?
The historical inaccuracy is so clear that, as mentioned 
before, P.Blass has tried to correct the text by reading 
" wpwpoTo "  ^ which means that the Athenians had already 
sworn the oath, but not Philip; but even if Blass were 
correct, in my opinion the misrepresentation still exists.
The details given by Aeschines concerning the time when 
the Athenians took the oaths of the Peace, show that Philip 
had already captured the Sacred Mountain, and the Thracian 
King Cersobleptes had lost his power.
Aeschines quotes a letter sent by General Chares, who at 
the time was in Thrace supporting Cersobleptes, which
1) XIX 162.
2) Ulpian's scholion in Dem. XIX 162,
1 ")Tipcopcüv, cpôôp,!;) c p O C v o v T o ç ,  EmSTO/vH "
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corroborates the information that Philip’s occupation took 
place one day before the Athenians themselves took the 
oathso
Aeschines states;
"  * A n o v o a x c  ôf) T f jç  X d p r j T O ç  CTCuOToXfjQ,  f fv  c t i c o t c l X c  t o t c  T y  
OTU KcpoopXcTCTTjç  ccTioX&XcHc  T'HV cxpx^v H a t  ' l c p 6 v  o p o ç  n a x c t X r i i p c  
^ t X i T z u o Q  * 'EXa<pr]^oXi (hvoQ  p r ) v ô ç  c k t t ^  c p O C v o v T O Ç *  
A r ] p o a 0 é v T ] ç  b *  c v  t S  ôf)p(ü n p o ^ ô p c u c  t o u t o u  t o u  p p v ô ç ,  c u ç  wv tcùv
ff ^
It does not seem likely that this letter, sent to the 
Athenian Assembly itself, would have been altered by 
Aeschines c
The date given for the Athenians' oaths - " cKT-g cpeCvovToç 
TOU 'EXacpT] |3oXLcüvoç " , that is, the 25th of Elaphibolion, is 
mentioned again by Aeschines in his later speech "Against 
Ctesiphon "
Therefore the inaccuracy remains in spite of Blass's 
attempt at correction.
But,even if Aeschines' dates are false, it cannot be denied 
that Demosthenes' representation of these events, at least
1) Aeschines II 90.
2)§73. Chapter 37 of the Pseudo-Demosthenic speech "On 
Halonnesus" represents the timing in a different way, and 
in more general terms ; ” aitavTcç ydp uopcv tCvu ppvC nat tlvl 
T^ pcpçt p cup^ v^  cycvGTO. wOTicp 6c TauTa fopcv, KaKCLva uopcv, tCvl 
ppvu KaC tCvu ppcpcjt Dcppcuov tcux^Ç KaC'EpyCoK^ KaC *Icp6v opoç cdXw", 
but does not prove it,
Demosthenes, in his speech "On the Fraudulent Embassy", 
does not give dates, but generally speaks about Aeschines' 
treachery against Cersobleptes.
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as it is found in the original text, is false; and regrettably,
it seems that this misrepresentation is deliberate. As
Demosthenes himself had taken part in both Bibassies, and
two years earlier had prosecuted Aeschines on account of
these, he could not have been ignorant of when and where
Philip swore the oaths, 
now
It is worth considering whether Philip’s occupation of 
these Thracian strongholds, even if he had sworn the oaths, 
as Demosthenes claims, was a violation of the terms of 
the Peace.
Philip marched to Thrace when the 'First Athenian Embassy 
left Macedonia to return to Athens, and he had promised the 
Athenians that he would not attack the Chersonese during 
the negotiations.
Aeschines says;
"  a u v è p a i v c  à* oxc t t ] v  u p o T c p a v  c u p c a p c u o p c v  u p c c r p c C a v ,  c p o C  p c v  
p c T o .  t c5v  a u p T T p c a P c c ü v  a i r u c v a L  ô c ü p o ,  ô *  cnt ô p y x ^ v  c Ç i c v a u ,
T t p ô ç  6 * " n p â ç  w p o X o y n K G v o G L , c ü ) ç  a v  u p c u ç  T t e p C  T f j ç  c t p f ) v r ) ç  p o u X c C ü r ] a 0c ,
e  ^ 1 )
pT) c n i ^ f \0€ x a i  p c G *  OTtXov X e p p o v n a o i )  "  .
There is no reason to doubt this information, as it has 
no bearing on Aeschines* own case.
This meant that Philip undertook to make no attack on 
the Chersonese, and he kept this promise, as the captured 
places were not on the Chersonese, but in Thrace.
Doriscus and Serreum are known to us from Herodotus, who 
relates the counting of Xerxes' army there, before his
1) II 82.
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invasion of Greece. He says;
" o ÔC AopL0HOç taxi Tfjç 0pî]LHr)ç oLiYiaXoQ xc Hat ncotov pcya, 5ud 
6c auTou pect, iTOTapôç pcyaç "E^poç '*  ^\ And again " cv tÇ (AopCoxy) 
Sa\T) TC 2apo0pT)uKCT) ncnoXioxai tüoXuç uat Zcovt), xcXcvxata 6c ocutoO 
ZéppcLov anpr] ovopacfTT) ”
Strabo gives the definite location of the Sacred Mountain:
"  c u T a  T O  Manpov T c u x o g  nat Acvnf\ anxr] nat t o  *Icp6v opoç KaC llcpuv- 
0O Ç ,  EapCwv K T u o p a *  clxa H q X u p p C a  "
At this time all these places were part of the kingdom 
of Cersobleptes, who had wished to swear the oaths of the 
Peace as an Athenian ally, at the time when the Athenians 
brought the oaths to Philip’s ambassadors in Athens, but 
the representative of Cersobleptes was not allowed to take 
part in the pledging of the oaths
1) VII 59(1).
2) VII 59(2).
5) Strabo VII fr. 56.
4) G.Grote IX p.206, and D.Hogarth, p.91? both maintain that
Cersobleptes' representative had taken the oaths of the 
Peace in Athens as an Athenian ally, but this does not 
seem to agree with the evidence; In his Letter to the 
Athenians, Philip is alleged to have said : " K c p p o p X c 7 T T T ] v  6 c  
( o L Ô a )  T O Î Ç  n a p *  c p o û  T c p c a ( 3 e u T a i ç  u ô C y  p c v  t o u ç  o p K o u ç  o p o o a u  n p o -  
ô u p o u p c v o v ,  K ü ) X u 0 c v T a  6 * u n o  t o v  u p c T c p w v  O T p a T ^ y w v  a n o c p a t v ô v t c ü v  a û -  
T ô v  * A 0 r ) v a C ü ) v  c x @ p 6 v "  XII 8 .  Although the better is considered 
spurious, there is no satisfactory reason for doubting that 
it accurately represents Philip's opinions ( see p.127,n.2). 
In the Second Argument of Demosthenes' speech."On the 
Fraudulent Embassy" is written: " 6 A T i p o c r e é v i i ç ., .Xcyeu t o û ç  
* A 0 T ) v a C o u ç  T a x G w ç  ô o ü v a u  t o u ç  o p K O U ç ,  K a C  p f ]  n a p ô v T o ç  K c p a o p X c n T o u " •  
Aeschines describes this event both in "On the Embassy"
82-86 and in "Against Ctesiphon " 73-75? and although in 
many points the two narrations contradict each other, the
(cont'd.)
1!^ 0
Therefore Philip cannot be said to have violated the 
Peace by occupying these Thracian strongholds, firstly, 
because the Athenians had not taken the oaths when Philip 
captured the area, secondly, because , even if Aeschines* 
dates are inaccurate, Philip himself had not yet taken the 
oaths, and finally, because even if Philip had sworn, as 
Demosthenes falsely asserts he had, Cersobleptes had not 
participated in the Peace.
That Demosthenes is wrong in indicting Philip for the 
occupation of these strongholds and for the capture of 
Cersobleptes is shown again by the fact that, in his speeches 
against Aeschines, he considers Aeschines’ refusal to go to 
Thrace and receive Philip's oaths as the only reason behind 
their loss of the area. Therefore, if the Athenians' 
ambassadors were to blame, Demosthenes should not have 
censured Philip, since only one of these two parties could 
have been responsible. It must either be that the Athenian 
ambassadors failed to act in the interest of Athens, and 
Philip was free to move without infringing the Peace, or 
that they had performed their duty, and Philip was breaking 
the agreement.
Therefore, Demosthenes is wrong in saying that Philip 
had broken the Peace by his occupation of the Thracian 
strongholds, and furthermore, is distorting the truth in
(cont’do)o.o.
conclusion at which they both arrive is that Cersobleptes' 
representative did not swear the oaths. Demosthenes agrees 
(XIX 174) that Philip had excluded Cersobleptes from the 
Peace, but he does not mention when and how. Cf. Pickard- 
C ambridge, p.263 o
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saying that Philip had taken the oaths when he was in 
Thrac e.
All these events were well known to Demosthenes, so 
this misrepresentation can only be deliberate.
It seems to me that in the last period of Demosthenes'
political career, when he was engaged in personal conflict
with Aeschines, his chief opponent, and was at the same time
making a final, almost vain attempt to rouse an apathetic
people against a grave danger which was threatening Athens,
he exerted his rhetorical abilities most admirably to their
limits in order to achieve his political aims, but, in an
attempt to employ equally effective historical examples,
he sometimes appears to have shown little respect for
historical accuracy. Demosthenes' Third Philippic speech
1 )has more historical mistakes  ^ than any other of his 
deliberative speeches, and the only plausible reason for this 
is surely the almost desperate attempt which he was making 
in one of the most crucial moments in the Athenians' history.
Thus, the misrepresentation concerning the timing of the 
oaths taken by Philip for the ratification of the Peace 
of Philocrates seems to be a deliberate distortion of the 
truth, committed for reasons of political necessity which 
forced Demosthenes in this direction.
1) A.Holm called this speech a "masterpiece of sophistry". 
See G. Murray, Ancient Greek Literature, p. 365.
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Chapter fifteen 
The information concerning the Chersonese
Demosthenes' condemnation of Philip's actions in the 
Chersonese arises from Philip's interference in the affairs 
of the city of Cardia. Not long previously, Demosthenes 
has stated:
" Hat aXXa noXXa §CXinnoç c%GL t o v  T f j ç  tiôX ccdç Hat vi3v ciç Kapôtav
1 )
TUGTCOpcpC PofjOCLaV ” ,
And also in a later passage of the same speech from which 
this quotation is taken, he says:
" o 3 x  ■npwv, cw raXXaf aXXa Xcppovqoov Tf)v cycL noXiv KapôCavJ'^
Indeed, Philip admits in his Letter to the Athenians 
that he sent troops to Cardia:
" K a p ô i a v o L Ç  6c cpiyiiL poT]0cuv, ycyovœç avrotç npô rrjç ctprjvr]ç av}iy,axoç''^i 
and his assertion that Cardia was his ally and was included 
in the Peace of Philocrates, is true.
The very same year, after the conclusion of the Peace, 
Demosthenes states in his speech "On the Peace" :
" Hat §iXtnn<i) vvvt naTa râç Puv0f)Haç *Ap^L%6Xcwç napaxGXwp^Kopcv,
Hat K a p ô i a v o u Q  c w p c v  cÇü) X c p p o v r ) a i . T ( ü v  tcüv  aXXœv rcraxOai 
and he reaffirms this information in 3^3 :
„ 4)
1) VIII 58 and X 60.
2) IX 33.
3) XII 11.
4) V 25.
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" cÙTa Kapôiavovç cvcypa(j)av "  ^^ .
Therefore, as the city was an ally of Philip, he did not 
violate the Peace by sending troops there.
It is worth noting that in the quotation under 
consideration Demosthenes does not mention Cardia, but speaks 
only of the Chersonese. If Philip had really interfered in 
the affairs of the Chersonese, he would indeed have been 
breaking the Peace, because the Chersonese was recognized 
Athenian territory, according to the Peace of 346.
As there is no further information concerning Philip's 
intervention in the Chersonese itself, but only in Cardia, 
which was situated on the northern borders of the Chersonese, 
and was Philip's ally, we cannot accept Demosthenes' 
assertion as being true.
Demosthenes' strategy of using the term "Chersonese" 
rather than "Cardia" is to be noted. He uses the wider term 
"Chersonese" without mentioning the fact that the city of 
Cardia had been excluded from the Chersonese in the terms 
of the Peace. Therefore he considers the despatch of the 
troops as a violation of the Peace, without mentioning 
the fact that this mission had been made to a place which 
was not part of Athenian territory, according to the terms 
of the Peace. The logical fallacy of " napa t o  t 6 ô c  ^
f  r 2 )7iÇ XcycoGaL xaC xupCœç '» applies in this case.
Nevertheless, Demosthenes does not use this technique
1) XIX 174.
2) Arist. "On Sophistical Refutations" 166 b,
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1 )of word-play elsewhere and he speaks openly of Philip's
despatching of troops to Cardia as a violation of the Peace. 
Consequently his accusation against Philip for his 
interference in the affairs of Cardia is groundless.
The motive behind his attitude is the fact that he could 
not bring himself to acknowledge Philip's authority over 
the places he had captured, even if the terms of the Peace 
allowed this. To Demosthenes, the Peace of Philocrates was 
a break in the struggle between Philip and the Athenians, 
an interval in which the Athenians should prepare themselves 
to renew the war to a greater effect?} He would have believed 
the legitimacy of the previous régime to be stronger than 
the terms of the Peace, which was imposed on them through 
necessity But this attitude is incorrect and 
unacceptable if we consider the facts from a legal view­
point. Por, as this Peace was still valid in $41,
Demosthenes should have borne its terms in mind.
If Philip was increasing his domination by exploiting 
these terms of the Peace, which allowed him to occupy places 
out of Athenian territories and those of her allies, 
Demosthenes should have proposed the abolition of the Peace 
because he regarded it as something unprofitable for the 
Athenians, and not because Philip was breaking their 
agreement.
1) VIII 58; IX $5; X 60.
2) See J-.. Beloch, Die Attische Politic seit Pericles, p.1?6, 
5) VII 26.
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Unfortunately, in his attempt to arouse an indifferent 
audience, Demosthenes was compelled to employ measures 
which were not part of an entirely honourable practice in 
political affairs.
But, as it is a well-known fact that the terms of any 
such agreements are imposed by the stronger on the weaker, 
Demosthenes could have believed that he v/as justified in 
disregarding this privilege of the superior opponent, as 
being one derived from the dishonourable principle of force
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Chapter sixteen 
Philip's march towards Phocis.
" TOÜTO Ô* ciQ mcoHcaç cî)ç T c p ô ç  c f i ^ - p p a x o u Q  c n o p C V ' 
C T O ,  Hat Tipca^ciQ ^cüKccüv ^ c f a v  o" napr\HoXovdQvv a u T o  T i o p c u o p c v o ,  
Hat nap* r f p L ^ o v  ol noXXot © r j p a C o i ç  o u  A . u a i T c A , f ) P c L v  t i *)v  hnctvov
T i à p o ô o v  "
Third Philippic, 11.
In this quotation Demosthenes presents us with two pieces
of information: Firstly, that Philip, on his march against
the Phocians before the conclusion of the Third Sacred war,
pretended that they were his allies, and secondly, that he
was accompanied in his march by Phocian ambassadors.
Demosthenes' second statement is indirectly endorsed by
the later author Justin, who attests the presence of Phocian
1 )ambassadors at Pella before Philip's march southwards \
It is reasonable to conclude that these ambassadors also 
attended Philip on his march, if we remember that the 
Athenian ambassadors accompanied Philip as far as Pherae,
1) "Contra Phocensium legati, adhibitis Lacedaemoniis et 
Atheniensibus, bellum deprecabantur, cuius ab eo dilationem • 
ter jam emerant " VIII 4(6). Aeschines also, confirms that 
during the time that the Second Athenian Embassy was at 
Pella, representatives from almost all the Greek cities 
were present, and this presumably includes Phocis. He says:
"  * E T c c t ô r )  T o C v u v ,  w a v ô p c ç  *A0T)vaÎQ i,, auveXéyncrav p c v  e i ç  EcA-Xav 
ai n p ca ^c ïa i f Trapfjv dé  6 . .  "  I I  1 0 8 ,
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where he took the oath of the alliance with the Athenians 
1 )(346 B.C.) \  The Phocian representatives probably
accompanied Philip as part of their final effort to be 
included in the Peace of Philocrates, from which they 
were nevertheless ultimately excluded.
However, the facts cause us to doubt the accuracy of 
the first part of the quotation, that Philip pretended to 
be an ally of the Phocians as he marched southwards.
First of all, we know that Philip insisted on excluding 
the Phocians from the Peace of Philocrates, as Demosthenes 
himself says:
"  C V T C Û Ô C V  0 1  p c v  T t a p  * C K c C v O U  T c p c o p c b ç  m p O u X c y O V  t p u v  OTl § O H C a Ç
> 2 ) 
o u  T c p o o ô c x c T a t  m C X t T D T i o ç  o u p p a x o u g  "  ,
/Secondly, it is very probable that from 334 B.C. Philip
had a formal alliance with the Thebans. Pausanias says:
"  p c T o c  5 c  ^ L À o p ^ À o v  T c A - c u T - n c f a v T a  ' O v o p a p x y  p c v  i:r\v i ^ y c p o v C a v
Ô L Ô Ô a O l V  OL # W % G L Q ,  CÇ 6 6  T O V  0 T ) P aC o ) V T i ^ v  O U p p a X l - 0 ^ ' ^ '  
T T p O O C X ^ P T l O C  § L A . l 7 t T r o g  6  * A p U V T O U  "
Finally, Philip had more than once entered into a fierce 
struggle against the Phocian army in support of the 
Thessalians, who were his best allies 4-) *
With all this evidence at our disposal, is it possible 
for us to conclude that Philip could betray all his allies 
and assent to whatever the Athenians wished? Could the
1) Dem, XIX 138. See also p, 144- and 143 n.2.
2) XIX 321. And finally he really did exclude them. See 
Dem. XIX 44, 174, 278 and 322.
3) X 2(3).
4) see Diod. XVI 33®
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Athenians have expected this?
Aeschines says that it was indeed so. He maintains that 
the Athenians believed that Philip was going to act against 
the interests of the Thebans. Aeschines himself has assured 
the Athenians of this, as he had been informed to this 
effect by some of Philip’s companions. He says:
*' o u  TiocvTCç T ipooc doH otTC  CXiTci toV T a n c L v 6 o c L V  0 T ] P a C o u ç ,  opcovTa T '  
auTcov Ti^v 0 p a o u T r ] T a .  * J a ^ T o C  6 c  o u k  ^ % 6 p o u v  naC è(po(3oûvTo  oi rcov 
0T]PaCwv T i p c o p c L ç J  , . , T ü ) v  6 *  C T a C p o v  T LV C Ç  Toov ^ f cXC i t i io u  o u  6 [ ,app 'n6r )V  
Tcpôç T L v a ç  4p w v  c X c y o v  o t l  t o c q  è v  B o l c o t o l q  t l o X c i q  n a T o i H i  e l
In the passage under consideration, Demosthenes also 
confirms these hopes of the Athenian people, but at the 
same time he informs us that Philip had given them no 
cause to draw such a conclusion:
p ^
" x a u T *  O U T *  o i 6 a  o u T c  E p o o 6 o % w ,  v o p C Ç œ  6 c  t 6 v  X c y o v T a  X p p c L v "  •
Since our only evidence is the unfounded hopes of the 
Athenians - judged unfounded by Demosthenes himself - can 
we believe his information that Philip pretended the Phocians 
were his allies during his march southwards ? Such a 
conclusion would not seem to be reasonable.
Philip, of course, was a shrewd (one might even say 
cunning) man, who could always find a way to outwit his 
enemies, but in this particular case he could do no more 
than keep his plans under cover.
The Phocians could only hope to avoid a harsh punishment.
1) II 156-37.
2) V 10. See also XIX 23
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and must have concentrated all their attention to this end.
On the other hand, there was no reason for Philip to be 
disloyal to his allies, the Amphictyones , and to exacerbate 
them by showing favour to a State whose power was apparently 
on the wane.
Thus, Demosthenes' information that Philip " wg %p6g aup- 
p-ccxoug cTiopcOeTo ", when in 34-6 he was marching against the 
Phocians, is clearly an exaggeration, if not a misrepresent­
ation of the true facts.
If Aeschines had misinformed the Athenians about Philip's 
real intention, it is he, and not Philip, whom Demosthenes 
should blame. Demosthenes, of course, accuses Aeschines
/I
elsewhere as having misled the Athenians with false promises y
and therefore he should not denounce Philip, if the blame
for the wrong conclusion which the Athenians drew about
Philip's intentions lay in Aeschines' hands.
But it is apparent that Demosthenes has made use of the
possibility of adapting the real events to fit the
requirements of his argumentation. He has used the historical
material for the benefit of his argument, and has elaborated
his portrayal of Philip with a charge against him, which
other evidence has proved unjustified.
It must be remembered that this information is given in
a speech, delivered in 341, when Demosthenes was desperately
fighting to arouse his fellow-citizens against Philip, and
it seems that he cared more for the results of his efforts
2)than for the details of the preceding historical events
1) V 9-10, VI 29-30, XVIII 33 and 33, XIX 20-22, 33, 74, 
321. Of. VIII 63.
2) See also p . 151.
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Introduction to chapters seventeen, eighteen and nineteen
"M-q ydp of c a 0 e . o .tolq au T O L ç  CIXltitiov tc nat Toug cxpyopcvoug,
aW* b pcv ôôÇt]ç ctil 0upei . . ., Totg 6c Tfjg pcv cpLloTipCag Trjg cxTto
TOUTWV ou PCTCO'TL, KOTCTOpCVOL Ô*àcC TaiÇ OTpOiTCLaig TaUTatg xaiQ
avco 7-tdTO) À U T i o u v T a u  hoX  o u v e y o g  T a À a u n w p o û o L v ,  o u t ’ ctiC Tou g  
e p y o L g  o u t ^ c t c l  ToCg a u T Ô v  L O L o i g  c d p c v o i  u io:Tp C Pc u v , o u 0 ’ o o ’ a v  
TiOL'qaojaLV ouTwg oTtwg ccv Ô u v w v T a u ,  T a u T ' c y o v T c g  ô iaO co'O aL  h c k X c l p c v w v  
Tü)v e p i i o p L o v  TÜ3V ev  T'fl XWP^ 6 Lo: t o v  T io X c p o v .  0 1  p c v  o u v  n; o X X o C 
MaKcÔôvü)v TTwg c y o u o u  ïhXCtutk^,  c h t o u t ù ) v  a v  t l ç  
O H C ( [ ) a L T * o u  X  a  X G 7t w g .
Ol ÔC ôp TicpC auTov ovTcg Çcvoi naC TicÇéTaipOL ôoÇav pcv cxouOLv, 
wg GLOL 0aupaOTOL nat o u y x c x p o T p p c v o L  toc tou noXcpou, eg ô'cyw tov 
cv cuTg T^ X^PÇ ycycvppcvcov TLVog pHOUov, d v ô p o g  ouôapcog ofou tg 
(}>cuôca0aL, oûôcuojv clo'lv PcXTLoug. cl pcv ydp Tig dvqp gotlv ev 
au T O L g  OLog cpTicipog TtoXcpou Hat dywvwv, T o u Toug pcv cpLXoTLpLcjc
71 d  V T  a  g  d  7% ü) 0  c  L v  a u T Ô v  c c p p , P o u X ô p c v o v  T i d v O ’ a Ù T o û  ô o h c l v
r >/
CLVCL Tapya..,
E l  ÔC TLg ow^pwv q ÔLHCLog ccXXog, Tqv n a 0 * q p c p a v  d k  p a  a  l a  v 
TOU pCou HciL p c 0 q V Hat K o p ô a K L o p o u g ou ôuvdpcvog  
ipcpcLv, 7i:apeojo0aL Hat cv ouôcvog cLvaL pcpcL TÔv toloûtov, XoLTioug 
5q TicpC cxuTov CLvaL X q O t d g Hat h ô X a h a ç uaC TOLOUTOug  
dvôpcorcoug OLoug p c 0 u o 0 é v T a g  ôpxcLOOaL T O L a u 0 ' o L * c y w  vuv ô k v w 
u p ô g  u p c t ç  d v o p d o a L ’*.
Second Olynthiac, 15-18» 
Philip is described in Demosthenes* speech above as an 
intemperate man, and his companions as licentious and 
corrupt men. Also, although Philip's men are represented as
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enjoying glory, it is shown that, whenever anyone displays 
some special ability in martial matters, he is pushed aside 
due to Philip's unlimited ambition. This- implies that, as 
Philip could not bear the thought of anyone but himself 
partaking in the glory, there was some disunion of spirit 
between him and his men.
Demosthenes also mentions discontent among Philip's 
subjects on account of the disturbance to their everyday 
lives, the hardship of the continuous expeditions, and the 
closure of the harbours for the duration of the war.
It is worth pointing out that Demosthenes does not repeat
these accusations many times in his speeches, but only once
1 ') 2 ') more /(or twice, if we count a spurious speech /) does he
refer to these, and then only in evasive terms, while he
often mentions Philip's political and military behaviour,
depicting him as cunning, faithless, scornful, meddlesome,
iniquitous, wily etc
It is also noticeable that the orator does not give any 
definite source for his information, but vaguely says:
"  (Î)Ç c y w  TÛV c v  au T r j  xq  ( M a H c ô o v C o c )  y c y c v q p c v w v
T L V Ô Ç  q K o u o v " ,
1) Six years later, in 343, he says: " " I v a  t o l v u v  cuôqG* o t l
o u  p o v o v  T W V  Ô q pOOL ÇC  TCOTtOTC c X G Ô V T C Ü V  cog m C X l T l T t O V  dvGpOTTOOV,  d X X d  
nai T w v  LÔLÇC nai i r d v T c o v  o u t o l  c p a u X o T a T O i  nat T i o v q p o T a T O L  y c y o v a -  
OL..." XIX 192.
2) XI 9-13.
3) Some of the characteristics ascribed to Philip are: 
mavo u p yo g ,  ô c i v 6 g ,  ôca n ô r r jÇ f  cpiXoTtpdypcov, c irCopHog, a n i c f r a ç ,  
(pavXoÇf c^auaxcûVf dôLHCov, ( jocuôôpcvog, (pcvaKi^cüv, cpopcpog, c x ^ p ô g ,  
p d p pa p o g ,  a O c X y q g ,  ù p p u o x q g ,  TcapaKpouôpcvog, x a x o v o u g ,  p cy d X  
c u a y y c X X o p e v o g  •
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FoBlass conjectures that Demosthenes' authority may have
been the contemporary historian Theopompus of Chios, who
later wrote a history of Philip's reign. Others suggest that
Theopompus borrowed some of the vocabulary from Demosthenes' 
1 )speech ^•
Bearing these facts in mind, we shall now try to 
investigate the following subjects: 
lo The private lives of Philip and his companions.
II. Philip's treatment of his men.
III, The attitude of the Macedonian people towards Philip's 
military policy.
1) See Sandys, comment, ad loc
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Chapter seventeen 
The private lives of Philip and his companions
To deal firstly with the private life of Philip, we find 
that the contemporary historian Theopompus not only confirms 
Demosthenes' accusations, but, furthermore, indicts Philip 
with far more severe charges, which Demosthenes does not 
choose to mention, confining himself to the phrase " TouaOe' 
oi)* cyw VÛV OHVCÜ Ttpôç upôcç ovopdaa i,  ■’ ,
Concerning Philip, Theopompus states:
"  ^ C À L T t T t o ç  d p c O K C L v  a u T O L Q  C T t C L p d T O  H a C  6 p % o u p c v o g  HaC H o p d Ç o v  HccC 
ndaav axpaaCav u T c o p é v c o v - q v 6 6  xaC ( p u o c L  p c o p o X ô x o ç  xaC H a O ’ q p c p a v  
p c Ô u O H Ô p c v o ç.,.. ” . And” a H p a T c P T a T o v  a u T Ô v ,, . - r r p o g  y u v a u K a g , , ,
c p n a e f ) , ,  .Ttpôç T&Q a%paTO%ooCag ”
The Peripatetic biographer Satyrus, in the writings of 
Athenaeus, speaks of the large number of wives and 
mistresses which Philip possessed, saying that " 6 aCXinmog 
act naxa TcoXcpov c y d p c L ”  The following part of this
narrative makes it clear that Philip's own temperament as 
well as the dictates of his policy inclined him towards 
these numerous connections.
Other later writers, usually echoing the charges of the 
fourth century authors, repeat the accusations that Philip
1) In Athenaeus VI 260 b-c,
2) In Polybius VIII 9(11).
3) In Athenaeus XIII 357 h.
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1 ^led an intemperate life /.
The charges which Theopompus puts upon Philip's men are 
even more severe:
" ôLxaCwg av tlç auTouç o v x  t x a C p o v ç  à X X *  cTaCpaç u n c X a p P a v c v ouôé
O T p a T LW T a ç  à X X â  x a p a L T Ü n a ç  n p o o q y o p c u o c v '  avôpotpô voL y d p  T q v  cptaLv
^ 2 ) ’
ovTGç, avôpoTüôpvoL TOV TpoTtov fjouv ” , Aild" qyoüpaL TOLauTa
GqpCa ycyovcvaL....ofouç outc touç KcvTaupouç» «..outc touç 
A a i c T T p u y ô v a ç  ”
On the same subject, Diodorus' description of the 
treatment and following indignation of Pausanias, Philip's 
assassin, throws some light on the matter:
" e n d X c a c v  ( " A x T a X o g )  cnC ô e i v o v  t o v  î l a u P a v C a v  n a i  n o X v v  c p ^ o p q o a g  
a n p a T o v  TiapcôcüHcv a u T o u  t o  a w p a  t o l ç  o p c o H o p o L g  CLg upp LV  n a i
1) Lucian claims:" naC t o  pcv OLvo^apcg ixppg Tag ^ lX ltitcou pc0ag 
HaC HopôaHLapoug naC xqv aocXycLav ” In Praise of Dem, 5. 
Justin says the same concerning Philip's inclination to 
drink: "Vini nimis uterque (Philip and Alexander) avidus"
IX 8(15), but conversely : "Puit (Philippus) rex armorum 
quam conviviorum appartibus studiosior, oui maxime opes 
erant instrumenta bellorum " IX 8(4).
Diodorus alludes to homosexual relationships between Philip 
and his body-guards: " toi3 6g PaOLÀcwg owpaTO^uXa^, (6 EauaavCag) 
HaC ÔLa TO HoXXog (pCXog ycyovwg tou ©lXCttcou ouTog opwv utc6 tou 
PacfLÀccog aya%wpcvov cTcpov HauaavCav ,.. ,ovcl ô i c f T L H O L g  irpog auTÔv 
cxpqcJaTO ÀôyoLg, cpqaag àvôpôyuvov clvul naC Toug tov pouA-opcvcov 
epoTag cToCpog TtpooÔcxccjQoLL " XVI 95(5-4).
The rhetorician Libanius accused Philip of having had a 
homosexual relationship with the Theban Pammenes: " cpcvcv 
avTov Happcvoug cpcopevog naC vcog c p a c f T q g  ” Progymnasmata, 
Condemnation of Philip 4. Cf. 5 and 9, and also Suda s.v. 
Kdpavog.
2) In Athenaeus VI 260f.
5) In Polybius VIII 9(15).
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f I f 1 )TcapoLvCav cTaLpuHrjv ” ,
Opposing these views are those of Isocrates and the later 
historian Polybius, who hold diametrically opposite opinions 
concerning these accusations,
Isocrates desribes those of Philip's retinue as the most
important persons in Macedonia:
// 2 ) 
'* K a C  M a n c ô ô v o v  *zxzi T i e p C  a u T o v  t o u ç  o % o v b a i o T a T o u g ”
Polybius bitterly and vehemently attacks Theopompus,
calling him: " (jJcuTqv naC %6Xaxa " or " dv o qTov naC psLpaxuwôq 
on account of his information. He also adds that Theopompus
" t o  ^cOôog auoxpwg naC anpznwc, biaxzdzixai " , and
emphatically remarks " TouvavTLov iiqôcTuoTc cyhcoploc^clv cti;lpaA.A.6-
p c v o g  ou ôuvqOq xaTa^Ccog c l t i c l v  Tqg d v ô p c C a g  nat cpiX o t i o v Cag nai
OuÀXqPôqv Tqg dpcTqg t c o v  Ttpoelpqpcvcov dvôpôjv ” \
Polybius' explanation for his rejection of Theopompus'
information is as follows: It is impossible, he contends,
for anyone to lay such charges against people who took an
insignificant country, such as Macedonia, and whose bravery,
industry and virtue raised it to glory and power
Polybius reminds us that these same men were the comrades
of Alexander the Great when he ^ptured Asia, and not only
were their achievements magnificent, but they also proved
themselves indeed to be truly noble by virtue of their
magnanimity, self-restraint, and courage. Nor did they
1) XVI 95(7).
2) V 19.
5) VIII 11(2).
4) Ibid. 10(2).
3) Ibid. 10(3).
6) Ibid. 10(6).
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gratify any passion for malpractices and licentiousness as
long as they lived with Philip, and afterwards with 
1 )Alexander /.
Before we come to any conclusion, it is necessary to 
examine our main authorities:
In general, Theopompus is considered pro-Philip, and he is
mentioned as having written a book entitled "An Encomium
2)of Philip" /« But his reputation as a judge of moral matters 
is so low /, that the view that he must be believed when 
he praises rather than when he accuses, can be adopted as a 
good standard for our estimation of his information.
Polybius is evidently a shrewd historian, but he is of a 
later age, and has also been influenced by the general 
atmosphere of admiration for Alexander the Great and his 
successors. He also shows himself to be biased against some 
individuals .
1) VIII 10(9).
2) See Theon "Progymnasmata",8.
5) See Introduction p.18 with n.1. That Theopompus loved 
writing about vice is also indicated from the fact that a
large number of his extant fragments deal with this subject.
Por instance, frs. 62, 81, 121, 145, 204, 215, 224-5, 22?,
256 etc.. The only man who is described as being above the
temptations of sensual pleasures is the Spartan leader 
Lysader - see fr.20, which comes from the Hellenica, not 
the "History of Philip", w^ hich is full of descriptions of 
acts of intemperance. See W.R.Connor, Theopompus and 
fifth-century Athens, pp.15-14. Por judgements on Theopompus, 
see PGrH IIB, pp.529-54.
4) See F.W.V/albank's article "Polybius" in the Oxford 
Classical Dictionary.
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Isocrates is evidently pro-Philip, and furthermore, this 
particular information about Philip's companions is given 
in an address to Philip himself.
It is therefore reasonable to conclude that Theopompus 
exaggerates to a great extent, especially when he compares 
Philip's men with the Centaurs and Laestrygons, and because 
of this he has transferred his work from the historical 
to the fictitious realm. Consequently, the defamatory 
details in his narration must not be accepted as valid.
Yet Polybius is quite justified in considering the
conquests of Philip and Alexander the Great as proof of the
bravery and diligence of both them and their men, but this
does not prove that they were blameless in every aspect of
theii’ private lives. On the other hand, Polybius neither
states any concrete facts, nor mentions any other
contemporary authority to support his complete refutation
of Theopompus' narration, and, as we know that dissipation
was not unknown in ancient Greek societies during this 
1period /, it is unreasonable to indiscriminately reject 
any information relevant to this.
Bearing all this in mind, it can be said that Theopompus
1) The Theban Sacred Band, for instance*, was formed on a 
sexual basis, (See Plut. Pelopidas xviii and Eth, 761B, 
Athenaeus XIII 561f and 602a, Polyaenus II 5(1)-)
Even the Athenians at this time are said to have led a life 
of dissipation. Theopompus says of them: ” naC y a p  avxoC t o v t o v  
T O V  T p ô i r c v  c Ç ü ) v ,  w O T C  T o C ç  p c v  vcovQ e v  a u X q T p L ô C o L ç  HaC napa xaZq
G T a C p a u g  ô i a T p C P c i V ,  T O U Ç  ÔC p U % p 6 v  C K c C v COV T C p c P P U T C p O U Ç  c v  T t Ô T O L Ç ,
H u p o L ç  nai xaiQ T o i a u T a L g  a o w T C a u Q ,  t o v  Ô g  ô f j p o v  a n a v T a  t i X c l ü j  x a T a -  
v a ^ C o H C L V  C L Q  T a g  H O L v a g  G O T L a O c L g  Hat x p c a T O v o p C a g  q  c L g  T q v  T q g  
n o X c w g  ô L o C n q o L v  ” Athenaeus XII 532b-d.
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exaggerates in his excessive attribution of every kind of
lust to Philip and his men, and Polybius must also be wrong
in his estimation, when he says that Philip's men " naxd xag
( | )UXLHag o p p à ç  ovôcv a ô i H o v  o u ô *  àacXyéç cncrfjôcvaax) ” •
Demosthenes, in comparison with Theopompus, seems to
be closer to the truth, in that he does not mention such
dreadful debauchery as is described by the latter; but even
to the extent that he does refer to this kind of behaviour,
he is misleading when he attributes it in particular to
Philip and his companions, and not to the general populace
of a comparatively primitive society, such as that of
2)Macedonia /. Moreover, Demosthenes seems to misemploy 
the real facts in that he allows inferences to be drawn from 
such phrases as " TOLau0*oL *cyo vDv o k v o  icpog upâç ovop&PaBt This 
phrase is surely a product of rhetorical exaggeration, 
since Demosthenes knew that he would only have to stimulate 
the imagination of his audience with a few subtle hints, and 
they would distort much of what they had heard and produce 
as a result whatever charges they pleased. Thus he tries to 
achieve his objective by using this rhetorical device to 
exaggerate Philip's vices, while at the same time he
1) VIII 10(9)c
2) The Macedonians, like the Thracians, consumed alcohol in 
large quantities. The Bacchic mysteries had been introduced 
there, and it was in Macedonia that Euripides completed,
if not conceived, his "Bacchae", which was possibly written 
for a Macedonian audience. See Plut. Alex, ii, and 
E.R,Dodds, Bacchae, Introduction, pp,2cxii-xxiii and xxxix-xl 
Also Bacchae 1.409 and 568 (with Dodds' commentaries).
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ingeniously ensures that no responsibility can be placed on 
him for any outlandish conclusions which could be arrived 
at by his audience.
In addition to this, we must point out that there is also 
a weak point in Demosthenes' line of reasoning; for the 
conclusion to which he tries to lead his audience, namely 
that a low standard of morality automatically produces 
inability in the political and military fields, is incorrect. 
It cannot be denied that morally degenerate acts do finally 
destroy the power of an organized society, especially when 
this corruption has reached the point at which social order 
is demolished. But this dissolution does not take place as 
quickly as Demosthenes would have us believe. Often the 
force of barbarity behind these military groups is strong 
enough to raise them to their final goals before the 
destruction begins as a result of moral corruption in the 
group.
Thus, while Demosthenes' statement that Philip and his 
companions were intemperate and consequently liable to 
immediate decay evidently serves his argumentation admirably, 
the argument itself does not seem to be based on firm 
reasoning.
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Chapter eighteen 
Philip's treatment of his men.
Unfortunately there is no explicit evidence relevant to 
this subject in any authors contemporary with Demosthenes 
and Philip, and the references of the later writers are 
scanty and do not refer directly to our subject matter.
Diodorus of Sicily relates that Philip always preferred 
a political to a military victory, because then he alone 
would enjoy the fruits of success :
" ^acJL 6t HaC avTov tov ^lXlthiov acpvuvcoGai paXXov cnC Tq OTpaTq- 
YLKq ovvcaci HaC tolç ôlcc Tfjç opiA-Caç CTiLTcuypaOLv ffrccp cnC Tq KaTa 
To,ç pàxaç àvôpcLç* Twv pév ydp naTa touç dyovaç xaTopGwpdTwv pcTcxciv  
airavTaç touç OTpaTcuopcvouç, tcüv ôc ôid  Tfjç opiXCaç yc vopcvwv cm- 
TcuypdTwv auTÔv pôvov XapPdvcLV Tqv crcLypatpqv ” \
The later rhetorician Polyaenus, in his collection of 
"Stratagems" repeats this piece of information in a similar 
way, so that it is quite clear either that he was influenced 
by Diodorus or that there existed a source common to both 
authors, Polyaenus says :
"  ^ C X L T i T t o ç  o 6h cXàxTü) Ô L *  o j i L X C a ç  q Ô L a  p d y q ç  n a T C L p y d Ç c T O . H a C  v q
Aia p c L ^ o v  ccppovcL ccp* olç ÔLa Àoywv cnzaTo q ÔLa Twv o n X œ v ” tôv
p c v  y d p  H O L v c ü v c L v  a u T W  touç O T p a T L W T a ç ,  T w v  Ô c a u T y  ixôvü)
2)
p C T C L V a L  "  •
1) XVI 95(3).
2) Stratagems IV 2(9).
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The information of Justin is also relevant to this topic 
in that he states : "Regnare ille (Philippus) cum amicis 
nolebat" ^ \
A certain incident involving the dismissal of some body­
guards is described by Plutarch, but this was not the 
result of jealousy of his officers on the part of Philip
Can we therefore conclude - using these references as a 
possible reinforcement to Demosthenes’ claim that Philip 
was jealous of his men - that Demosthenes is right when he 
speaks of Philip's attempts to prevent the recognition of 
any man outstanding in military matters? This would surely 
not be justifiable.
In the above passages, Philip is indeed shown to be an 
ambitious man, but nowhere is there even the slightest 
indication that he ignored the abilities of his men. On 
the contrary, there is information in the later authors 
whom we have already mentioned, and even in Demosthenes' 
own passages, which supports the view that Philip granted 
full recognition to the accomplishments of his men. 
Demosthenes, speaking of Philip's celebrations after the
1) IX 8(17).
2) The dismissed body-guards were found to have supported 
Alexander, Philip's son, in activities which were not in 
accordance with Philip's wishes and which led to a 
confrontation between father and son. Plutarch says;
”  '’‘'Ap i ïaA .ov  HcxL N c a p x o v ,  c t l  ô * * E p L y u o v  nai n T o A - c i i a i o v  ch  M a K c ô o v C a ç  
pcTcaTqacv.. Alex. x(5) «
The same event is mentioned by Arrian in The Anabasis of 
Alexander III 6(5). Cf. Quintus Curtius, History of 
Alexander X i(45).
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capture of Olynthus, says:
"  CTicLôq y a p  c iA ,c v  ' '^^OA.uvOov Xu ET io ç , *OXupTUL* c n o i c i  o x c cp a  -
'l )
V Ô V  T O U Ç  V C V L H q K Ô x a ç ” .
Diodorus also relates that Philip rewarded his men for their 
successful efforts in the siege of Olynthus:
” TOUÇ ÔC avôpayaOfjaavTaç twv OTpaTLWTwv KaTO, Tqv payqv à Ç C a i ç
2 )6 w p  c a i  Ç T I  p f j  c J a ç . . , . "  ,
and again after the battle of Cl?eroneia :
”  x o v Q  a v ô p a y a O q c r a v T a ç  h  a x d  T q v  à ^ t a  v t x t ]i r] o c v ” ^ \  
It is also known that Philip fraternized with his men and 
spoke to them in a friendly fashion and also that he 
sent his leading generals. Antipater and Parrnenio, alone 
on expeditions and fully appreciated their abilities
Bearing all this in mind, it is worth pointing out that 
the fact that Philip preferred a political to a military 
victory cannot be said to be at variance with the conduct 
of a good politician, or, furthermore, that this could be 
a reason for disunion between Philip and his men. It is 
true that the Macedonian King initially used political 
means to achieve his ends, but he also used military force 
to a great extent in the form of continuous enterprises in 
all directions, and it is Demosthenes v/ho gives more explicit 
information about Philip's indefatigable military activity
1) XIX 195.
2) XVI 5 5 (5 ) .
5) XVI 86(6).
4) Diodorus XVI 9 5 ( 5 ), Polyaenus IV ii.
5) Dem. IX 58, XIX 163; Diodorus XVI 91(2); Plutarch Alex, 
iii (5).
6) See Pickard-Cambridge, p.152.
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1than anyone else The fact that Philip did not like to
share his authority with his generals, as Justin asserts
cannot be said to be a reason for ill-feeling between them.
o')
Also, the fact that he was an ambitious King / does not 
necessarily mean that this produced conflict between him and 
his officers. Philip's career proved that as a King he was
Z')
an organizing genius and consequently he would naturally
treat his officers in such a way that he could retain his 
control over them without arousing bitterness in them 
because of negligence. Justin, by saying "amari pater 
(Philippus) malle" confirms this judgement.
In addition to this, the facts that Philip is referred
g')
to as being renowned amongst his people , that the
S')Macedonians always obeyed their King /, that he fought in
7)the front rank as a simple soldier ^/, and that he was a 
generous man are reasons why we cannot justify the 
statement that there existed any disunion between Philip 
and his men, or that he prevented the recognition of his
1) I 4- 13 14, II 23, IV 5 6 9 31 34 41-2, VI 4, VIII 6 11
43 36, IX 49-30 etc..
2) Dem. II 18, Diodorus XVI 93(1) ” cauxov t o l ç  ô w ô c n a  0 c o l ç  
o ü v G p o v o v  waTapL0pf)aaç,, Plut. Alex. iv(5).
3) See also Diod. XVI 1(6) " ayxivoiq. OTpoiTqyLxq xaC àvôpcCcjc
KocL X a p T ip Ô T q T L  ( |)uxfjç  ô iacpcpcüv ”, Justin VII 6(1 ),Polyaenus IV ii
4) IX 8(18).
3) Diod, XVI 8(1), Justin VII 5(10) and VII 6(1).
6) Plutarch says "àcC pc v  ouv XcyovTaL tpLXoPaoCXcLOL M a w c ô ô v c ç  ” 
Aem. Paulus xxiv(l).
7) Diod. XVI 3(5) and XVI 4(6), Justin IX 8(15).
8) Diod. XVI 3(5) and XVI 55(2).
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experienced military men.
If the state of affairs was such as Demosthenes describes 
it, how was it possible for Philip's military force to be in 
such superlative fighting condition without experienced 
leaders?
We must also take into account the fact that Demosthenes
had not, at the time of the delivery of his speech in 549 B.O
actually been to Macedonia himself, but, as he informs us,
had obtained his information from someone else. Although
P.Blass has conjectured that his source may have been 
1 )Theopompus /, it is more reasonable to assume that 
Demosthenes' informant was either a mere visitor to 
Macedonia, or was invented by him as a rhetorical device 
to serve his line of persuasion. But even if the source is 
trustworthy, as Demosthenes assures us it is, that is no 
reason to suppose that this reliability in itself is 
adequate. Por information of this kind is not always 
necessarily of great value, not because a visitor would be 
likely to be intentionally malicious, but because it is not 
unusual for him to give a false impression, or more likely 
still, for his personal feelings to influence his judgement. 
The "ipse dixit" of a visitor is therefore not the best 
evidence Por this reason Demosthenes' assurance of the
1) See p.162.
2) Por a modern example of this we can look to Matthew 
Arnold's judgement of the abilities of the German and 
Prench troops before the conflict of 1870. (See his 
letters),
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credibility of his source has no real value for uSo On the
contrary, it is reasonable to suppose that he preferred the
phrase ” à v ô p ô ç  ovôapwç ofou xc ( } ) c t ô c a 0 a i  ” because his source
was not especially trustworthy, or was even non-existent„
The problem which now arises is whether Demosthenes has
or has not intentionally misrepresented the relationship
between Philip and his men.
It has been said already that Demosthenes' main aim
throughout his Second Olynthiac speech was to persuade the
1 )Athenians that Philip was not a formidable opponent ^. If 
this was his true opinion about Philip, then it is 
understandable that he considered his power as having 
inherent weaknesses. Unfortunately Demosthenes seems to be 
inconsistent on this point, because two years previously 
(in 351 B.C.) he had stated quite explicitly that " cl 6c xic,
,.. ôuaTcoXcp'nTov oicxai tôv C^A-itcttov civaL..«6 p 8 w g pcv oicxa.i'^^\ 
But obviously Philip, being " ôuonoXcp^Tog", must have had 
a well organized force, without any severe internal 
weaknesses such as discord between the men and their leader 
or the refusal to recognize the abilities in his experienced 
military men.
For these reasons it seems that Demosthenes deliberately 
misrepresented the facts, thinking more of his own 
argumentation that of the complete historical accuracy of 
the situations he described.
1) See also p.140,
2) IV 4.
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Chapter nineteen
The attitude of the Macedonian people towards Philip's 
military policy.
Demosthenes states that the majority of the Macedonian 
people disliked Philip's military policy, firstly because it 
hindered the course of their everyday lives, also because 
the expeditions caused them much hardship, and finally 
because they were unable to sell their produce due to the 
closure of the harbours because of the war.
However, this account does not compare favourably with 
the historical sources : Diodorus of Sicily presents us with 
a different state of affairs when he says:
T c c p I p ô r jT Ô ç  T c  UT idp xwv ( 6  ^ C X i u T c o g )  T iapd  t o l ç  M a K c ô ô a t v  cirC T o i g  
ÔL '  dv ô pe Cc c v  M aT cop Gc opé vo iç  "  •
Here we learn that Philip had a good reputation among his 
subjects on account of all that he had achieved through his 
courage.
Justin gives us a clearer picture of this matter: He relates 
that Philip came to power "compulsas a populo" , which 
suggests that he had the sympathy of the people before he 
became King, and they pressed him to accept the kingship. 
Another statement of Justin also indicates that Philip 
became King under the most favourable omens:
1) XVI 8(1).
2) VII 5(10).
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" ut est ingressus imperium, magna de illo spes omnibus 
fuit et propter ipsius ingenium, quod magnum spondebat virum, 
et propter votera Macedoniae fata: quae cecinerant, uno ex 
Amyntae filiis rognante fdorentissimum fore Macedoniae
1statum: oui spei scelus matris hune residuum fecerat." ^
It would seem almost certain from this information that 
Philip, in the eyes of the Macedonians, must have appeared 
as the King under whose rule their race would reach the 
zenith of its achievements.
It is also worth noting that during Philip's reign the 
standard of living among the Macedonians must have risen 
considerably: Now, although they were still to some extent a 
rough and primitive people, their way of life began 
gradually to ressemble the life in other regions of southern 
Greece o
Alexander the Great, a few months before his death, 
addressed his men, who were discontented with his insolence 
and orientalism, in the following terras:
'* ^ I tXuTCTCog yap 7 r a p a A , a | 3 a ) V  u p a ç  T X À a v T i T a ç  nai d i x ô p o D Ç ,  c v  Ô K p O c p a L Ç  
T o i j ç  noXKovr v c p o v T a ç  d v d  T a  o p r )  - j t p ô p a T a  oXCya, naC vncp t o v t w v  
K a K c o ç  p a x o p c v o v g  .  . . . x À a p u ô a g  p c v  v p u v  a v T u  twv ô i c p ô c p ê v  c p o p c L V  
c ô ù J K c v ,  x a T ^ y a y c  ô c  c h twv o p c ô v  cç râ ncdCa à^iop,âxovç Ha xa or r jc fccç  
, ,  . T i ô X c d v  T C  O L K f j T o p a ç  d r u c c p r i v c  nat v ô p o i ç  nat cdcai 
XpT)OTOLç cHÔoyiriacv " ^ \
1) VII 6(1).
2) Arrian, Anabasis of Alexander VII 9(2). Cf. Quintus 
Curtius X 2(23).
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This information has particular value because these conditions 
were mentioned in a speech to the Macedonians themselves, 
whom they directly affected.
In the light of this information and, furthermore, 
because in the writings of other authors contemporary with 
Demosthenes or of a later age, there is not even the 
slightest indication of displeasure amongst the Macedonians 
because of Philip's activities, we must consider 
Demosthenes' view of the Macedonians' feelings towards 
Philip to be biased, especially as he considers these 
feelings to be representative of those of the majority.
Some of course, as happens in every State, would disagree 
with their leader , but the majority of the Macedonians must 
be considered as having been proud of their King.
Concerning the effect of the war on everyday life, it is
reasonable to suppose that this would inconvenience some
people; but, when we remember that, even when the whole
army set out on a march, Philip's soldiers numbered no more
1 ')than twenty to thirty thousand ^, many of whom would love 
the glory which went hand-in-hand with a military campaign, 
we may rest assured that the number of people who resented 
leaving their occupations to take part in the expedition 
would be comparatively small. At least, Demosthenes must be 
wrong in assuming that he was speaking for the majority of
1) Philip defeated Onomarchus at Crocus Field ($52 B.C.) 
having, including his allies, about twenty thousand soldiers 
(Diod. XVI $5(4) ), and at Haeroneia, having about thirty 
thousand, including his confederates,(Diod. XVI 85(5) )-
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the Macedonians.
As concerns the sufferings of the people during the
expeditions, it seems most unlikely that such men as were
in Philip's service - mountaineers of a bellicose nature ^
2)who were expertly trained in the matters of war  ^ - 
would pay any particular attention to the discomforts of 
hard labour. For their efforts would be compensated by the 
pride they felt because of their successes, - a pride which 
had undoubtedly been instilled into their minds by the 
masterful eloquence of Philip . Alexander the Great, in 
his speech mentioned previously concerning his father's 
deeds on behalf of the Macedonians, says:
" oux  cavxy iiâA.\ôv tl  xf\v ôôÇcxv tpvôc f)' t Ç xouvy tojv Mcckcôôvcov
1) Aristotle mentions that it was a custom among some 
Macedonian tribes to mark anyone who had not killed an
enemy in battle with a distinctive badge. See Politics 1324 b.
2) Diodorus says: " t o C q  avôpaç t o ï ç  t c o X c p l h o l ç  o u X o l ç  ô c ô v t c o ç  
Hoo'pfjaaç, auvcxcLç cÇoirXaaCaç naC yvpvaoCag cvayovCovg c t i o i c l t o ï ' X V I ^ C ' I ) .  
Likewise Polyaenus f]cfHci tovç  Maxcôôvaç Tipô t c o v
HLvôCvojv, avaXa(36vTaç Ta onXa xp laHOOia ûxâôia noXXâuiç oôcGeiv 
cpcpovTaç opoü KpavT), ncA-Taç, nvripCôaç, aapCaaç xaC pcTa otcXcüv 
CTCLaLTiapôv HaC oaa ancvr] xaGripcpuvfjç ôuaCTriç Stratagems IV 
2(10). Also " cv XaupwvcCç, ytyvéaxwv t o 6 ç  pév *A8^vauoug
oÇciç xaC dyupvdaTO'uç, t o C ç  ôé Maxcôôvaç ^ux^xoTop naC 
ycyupvaopcvoug...." IV 2(7).
3) Diodorus says: "6 gCXumnog ...toCç M ax cô ô va g  cv avvcxccJLv cx- 
HXr}aCaiç a v v c x e v  xaC Tf) t o i 3 Xoyov  Sclvottiti irpOTpcTcôpcvoç cnC xfjv 
à v ô p cC a v  c u6a p0cûç c7roCT]crc"XVl3('1) The Athenian orators them­
selves felt the power of Philip's eloquence. See Aeschines,
On the Embassy 42-43. Of. Plut. Alex.iv(3), and Justin IX 
8(10) "Inter haec eloquentia et insignis oratio."
4) See p.177n. 2.
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1 )
T T p o a é O r j K E V  ”  .
Concerning the closure of the harbours the following 
is worth noting:
Philip was the first Macedonian King to achieve real 
control over the coast of Macedon and furthermore to create 
a fleet of considerable size Of course, he did not ever 
surpass the Athenians in naval force, but in 351 B.C. he was
in a position to move against Athenian galleys in the
to 
5)
Aegaean eea^\ to plague the islands allied Athens ,
and even to land in the territory of Attica
Therefore it would surely be easier for the Macedonians, 
with this change in the status quo, to send their product's 
to their new allies, than it would have been in the past 
when they did not have the same access to the Aegaean sea.
1) Arrian, Anabasis of Alexander VII 9(5)• Cf. VII 9(5). 
Alexander also, speaking of his own conquests, holds them to 
be common gains of the Macedonians themselves: Kpaxf\aac, ô c
. . .  Tf]v TC ' i w v C a v  TiSaav t §  6 p  c  T 6 p qc d p x  () n p o a t -
0 T| H a " Arrian VII 9(7).
2) This opinion was expressed again by Demosthenes in his 
speech "On the Fraudulent Embassy" in 343 B.C.. See para.315»
3) Philip's fleet was established early in 355 B.C.. For 
information on this fleet, see A.Schâfer II p.28, n.2,
4) ” Tipôç Ty FcpauOTy t6c uXoia cnjXXa(3dv ccp60T)Ta xP^ PooTa cÇcXcÇc "
Dem. IV 34.
3 )  "  t 6 v  T i a p c X O ô v T a  x P & v o v  c Iq  A f j p v o v  nat  " i p P p o v  c p , p a \ w v  a i x P - o t A . W T O v ç  
T c o A - i T a g  v p c T c p o u g  y x ^ T *  e x w v  " Dem.IV 34, and" dir6 T w v  ù p c T c p w v  
ü p û v  T t o X c p c i  o v p p & x w v ,  a y w v  Hat  c pc p wv  t o O ç  n X c o v T a g  T r j v  d a X a r r a v  "
Dem. IV 34.
6 )  "  Ta T c X c u T a i *  c * ç  MapaOwv* ant^x] nat  t 'î^v  ic p & v  a u o  t t ) ç  X P P & Q  
yXGT* Gxwv TpL^pn " Dem. IV 34.
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Also, after Philip's conquests they would most certainly 
have found new markets which had formerly been closed to 
them, while they were still only a small inland community* 
Alexander the Great, in the same reference to his father's 
contributions, states:
" TÔV GTcC OaXcCTTp xwpuwv TO. CTC b K a  L p Ô TttTa KaTaA.aP0p.CVOQ TT)V
cp,TcopCav T^ x&PV dvcTCTacrc, xaC twv ^CTaXXwv Tfj v cpyaaCav 
 ^)
aôcf] Tcapcaxc ” •
It seems likely that neither the new and extensive scope 
for trade created by the acquisition of these new territories, 
nor the exploitation of the auriferous regions of Mount 
Pangaeus, would have passed unnoticed by the majority of the 
people*
Finally, the Macedonians must surely have felt considerable 
national pride at seeing their country becoming an important 
power for the first time in its history*
Therefore, for the reasons stated above, we must conclude 
that Demosthenes had intentionally exaggerated the facts for 
rhetorical purposes*
We have already mentioned that Demosthenes' policy at this 
time (349 BoG*) was to persuade the Athenians that Philip 
was not undefeatable His Second Olynthiac speech, from 
which the passage we have examined has been taken, gives 
clear indication of the tactics which Demosthenes used in 
order to fully achieve his final objective:
He first of all represents Philip as having obtained his
1) Arrian, Anabasis of Alexander, VII 9(3)
2) See p* 140 and 1?3.
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lpresent advantageous position by cheating bis allies ^,
and ho continues by refuting the faith of the allies in
2)
Philip \  He then attempts to deny that Philip possessed 
either the favour of the Macedonians or the support of 
his array He concludes by claiming that Philip had neither 
soundness of mind nor good fortune which, he claims, 
looked favourably upon the Athenians rather than the 
Macedonians *
It is apparent from these numerous accusations by 
Demosthenes that he became carried away in his effort to 
speak disparagingly of Philip. However, it is impossible 
for anyone endeavouring to rouse his fellow-citizens against 
an enemy to avoid mentioning the enemy's inherent weaknesses. 
Demosthenes has done exactly this, but in doing so has been 
excessive in his general exaggerations about Philip's less 
admirable qualities. This would suggest that either he had 
no concrete evidence on which to base his remarks, or he 
felt that by these generalizations he could more easily 
convince an indifferent and apathetic audience, such as were 
the Athenians of this period, of the possibility of 
overthrowing their opponent.
1) §§6-8.
2) §§9-14.
3) §§13-17.
4) §§17-18.
5) §§13-21.
6) §§22-23.
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Chapter twenty 
Philip's cruelty,
"MaCToi '6a* naC AaH^^ai]xovtoiq h  to^q tpkSchovt'
C McCvOLQ GTCObV H a C  TOLÇ ^ p C T C p O L Q  CV TObQ cPÔOp^HOVTa, cX&TTOV*
c u t C v ,  oj avôpcç *A0r)vaLOL, wv ^ C A l t c t c o q  c v  t o l ç  TpiaC uat àîn* 
ovx OÀOLÇ G T C O L V ,  O L Ç  c % L % o X & ( c L ,  i i ô C h î i o c  T o ü ç  " E X A r ] v a ç ,  p a Ù o v  
ô ovôc pcpoç To0Tü)v cKCLva, HaC TOUT* CH [Spax^oç Xôyou p^fbOV 
ô c i Ç a L .  " O À U V 0 O V  i-iêv Ôi^ naC M c 0 ( S v t ] v  naC * A t l o X A c o vCav naC  ô6o naC 
T p i a H O V T a  TuôXcLç tnt 6 p ( ^ H r ) ç  cœ, aç à % & O a ç  o u t o j ç  wpcoç av^ppncv 
w o T C  p p ô *  cl n/jjnoTc ( j H i ' ) a 0 r ] O a v  %poocX06vT* cuvai p ^ Ô L O v  c l t i c l v *
H a C  t 6  0 W H C W V  e ô v o ç  t o o o v t o v  â v p p p p é v o v  o u w f û .  ”
Third Philippic, 25-26.
In the above quotation Demosthenes argues that 
Philip was an especially savage and unjust ruler and that 
during his thirteen^^ years of supremacy, he inflicted 
injuries upon the Greeks far greater than any they had 
received at the hands of either the Athenians and the 
Spartans, or the Thebans, although the first two of these 
had been in control for a much longer period.
This assertion, with special reference to Philip's 
cruelty, was first made by Demosthenes in a passage 
referring to Philip's treatment of the Phocians in 346 B,G
1) Demosthenes would be more correct to say "just over 
twelve years," instead of saying "thirteen incomplete
years"
Go Griffith does not seem convinced that Demosthenes is 
accurate in these calculations. See GQ, XX (1970),p.SO.
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contained in his forensic speech "On the fraudulent 
Embassy", which was delivered two years previously: 
" T o O T W V ,  w a v ô p c ç  ' A O n v a i o i ,  ô c i v Ô t  c p ' ^ ^ o v  y c y o v c v  o v ô c
p c C Ç Ü) TcpdypaT' ccp* fjpuv cv t o l ç  '‘' e U ^ o l v , oipai 6 * 0 6 0 * èv 
tÇ 7ip6a6cv xpovy.**^^
Demosthenes expresses the reasons behind his opinion 
quite explicitly: He gives two examples of Philip's
cruelty, the first being his treatment of Olynthus and 
the other members of the Chalcidean Confederacy, and of 
Methone and Apollonia in the north, and the second being 
Philip's treatment of the Phocians in the south, after 
the end of the second sacred war^/.
In order to reach as firm a conclusion as the sources 
permit about Philip's behaviour in the above mentioned 
cases, it is necessary to examine the existing evidence 
and investigate the exact circumstances of Philip's 
conduct in these instances.
In the case of Olynthus, Philip plundered the city, 
according to Diodorus, enslaved the inhabitants, and then 
sold both men and property as booty:
1) See also XVIII 231, where Demosthenes speaks of 
Philip s (Jp,oTr)Toç
2)XIX 64, In the continuation of this passage,
Demosthenes gives such a vivid narration of the fate of 
the Phocians, that, because of its wonderful beauty, it is 
mentioned by many of the rhetoricians as a specimen of 
the best kind of narrative. See Reiske’s note in Appar, 
Critic,, cf, Justin VIII 3»
3) Demosthenes makes no mention of the three thousand 
captured soldiers of Onomarchus who were drowned in the 
sea as temple-robbers by Philip, since this incident, in 
spite of its brutality, was a military action, and not 
an act of vengeance towards innocent civilians. See 
Diod. XVI 35(6).
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Ô L a p T c 5 , c f a ç  ô avTT)v k q l i touç c v o L H o v v T a ç  c Ç a v ô p a T T O ô L cjdp-cvoç c A . a c p i ) p07ia)A,T]cri
Appian and Strabo add that Philip completely destroyed
o')
the cities of the confederacy \
At Methone, Philip occupied the city, stipulating that 
the citizens should all leave, taking with them only a 
single garment each. He then razed the city and divided 
the territory among tho Macedonians
Unfortunately, the circumstances under which Apollonia 
fell into Philip's hands, and his treatment of the city, 
are unknown.
In the case of the Phocians, the Amphictyonie council 
itself had stated as the main points of its resolution 
that the Phocian towns should be split up, and the 
inhabitants re-housed in villages of not more than 
fifty houses, repaying the value of the temple-treasuries 
at Delphi in annual instalments^^.
1) XVI 33(3)
2) Appian says. ''gCA-LTr-TOQ 6 *ApvvTou tovç tc a ÀÀovç nat XaXKibtac, 
a v e c  T] 0 e, OJÇ priôcv ctl irA.f]v O L K Ô u e ô a  p o v o v  tcpSv opaoOaL.*’
Roman History , Civil wars, IV 102.
And Strabo : "'EpcTpia pcv y d p  ovvwxioe Taç ncpC ïlaXXfivr\v nai 
Tov "aQo) tcôXclç, T] be XaÀHLç Tdç vu* * O X v v 0 w ,  aç C^Xlttuoç 
6icA.vp,f)vaT o," X 8,
b )  " x a C  p c x p i  p c v  T L v o ç  c l  M c 0 c û v a i o i ,  ô l c n a p T ê p o w ,  cncixa
x a T L O x v o p c v o i  a v v T ) v a y H d , 0 0 r ) O a v  m a p a ô o v v a i  T f )v  n ô À i v  T y  p a o i À c L
ü)0Tc  a  6 X 0 e u v t o v ç  T T o X i T a ç  c h  T f jç  Mc0ajvT]ç
C X O V T a ç  G V L p  d  T L o V C H a O T O V . O Ô G  #LÀLT %OÇ
T f) V p  G V 7 I Ô A , L V  H a T G O H a ( | ) G  T fj V b t
X o p a v  ô t ê v c L p c v  t o l ç  M a H c ô o O L V . "
Diod, XVI 34(5); cf. 31(6). See also Strabo
IX 5, 16 (c.436), Justin VII 6 (13-16) , Polyaenus
IV 2(15) , and I.G.ii^ 1 130.
4) See Diod. XVI 60 (1-3), Paus. X 3(1-2), Justin VIII 5 
and Dem. XIX 64-65 and 327.
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As we have defined Philip's cruelty towards his
enemies, we must also deal briefly with tho actions of
the Athenians, the Spartans, and the Thebans in similar
cases. This seems necessary, since Demosthenes has stated
that those powers had committed injustices which hardly
1amount to a fraction ' of those committed by Philip.
Thucydides speaks of the Athenians as having brutally
enslaved the people of Mytilene after their revolt against
the Athenian Empire in 428 B.C. , and , although the
first (F eadful decision of the Athenian assembly was
finally overruled ', more than one thousand men were
executed, and their territory was occupied by Athenian 
3)cleruchs etc
Again Thucydides, referring to the occupation of 
Scione by the Athenians in 421 B.C. states that they 
slaughtered all the adult male inhabitants of the city 
and sold the women and children into slavery^).
Similar treatment of the Melians is also referred
1) The readings of the codices for this part of the 
text are various : " nt]nzxov pépoç =' is the reading of
and tcoXA.o0tôv ncpntov pcpoç " of B and Y,
" TcoXXoaxôv pcpoQ " of A and Vulgata," pcpoç " of 0.
I have adopted this last reading which is also followed 
by Weil, Blass, Butcher, etc., although Dindorf prefers 
the "vulgar" reading, and E. Fiüller printed this. I 
prefer this reading, because from among all of them, only 
this one excludes the possibility of a wrong conclusion.
2) III 36 (2)
3) III 50
4) F 2 % i w v a C o v ç  \icv * A 0 T ) v a L O L  G X % o À i o p % ^ 0 a v T c ç  cl n c h t c i v a v  
t o C q  T ^ p S v T a ç ^  K a i ô a ç  ô c  nat y v v a u H a ç  - q Ô p a T t ô Ô L -  
0 a  V ,  HOit y f j v  n X a T a L c v o u v  côoaa\> v c p G 0 0 a i . "  V  3 2 ( 1 ) .
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1 ^to by Thucydides \
Other acts of atrocity committed by the Athenians at 
Thyrea and Torone arc referred to
In Demosthenes’ own time, the very same year that 
Methone was occupied by Philip (353 B.C.), the Athenian 
general Chares captured Sestus and treated the people 
with extreme brutality, by putting all the men of 
military age to death and by enslaving the remaining 
population^).
The Spartans also do not appear to have been any more 
lenient in the treatment of their opponents:
According to Thucydides, during the Peloponnesian war 
the Spartans were the first to begin the practice of 
slaying the traders they caught at sea, even those from 
neutral lands^).
We are told again by Thucydides that the Plataeans, v/ho 
surrendered their city to the Spartans in 427 B.C. were
5)murdered in cold blood and that the women were enslaved^/,
6 6  ( * A 0 T ] v a r o L )  à n Ô K T T C L v a v  Mt ]XCü )v  o a o v ç  i] p 5) v  t  a  ç  
c A . a p o v ,  T c a î ô a ç  ô c  n a C  y v v a u x a ç  T] v ô p a i i ô ô  i 0 a v *  t 6 ô c  % w -  
p L O v  avTot y x L O a v ,  a T i o C x o v ç  v a x c p o v  ncvxaHoatovc, n c ^ ^ a v T c ç .  "
V 116(4).cf. Diod. XII 80 and Strabo X 3, 1(c.484).
2)See Thucydides IV 37 (3-4) for Thyrea, and Thuc. V 3(4), 
Diod. XII 73(3) for Torone.
5) ' ' X d p r ) ç  ô c  6  TCDv * A 0 T ] v a b ü ) v  O T p a T ^ y o ç  cianXcbaoiQ c Iq  * E A . A. i q0 7 üo vt ov  
x a C  E t ) 0 t ô v  7 c0 A. lv  c X & v  t o v ç  p  c v  p w v T  a  ç  a  7C c o  ip a  -  
Ç c , T O V Ç  ô c  a À À o v ç  c Ç T ] v ô p a 7 r o ô C o a T o  . " D i o d . X V I  3 4 .
4) II 67(4).
3 )  " ôiccp0cipav 66 (Aaxcôa ipôvLO i)  IIXaTaiffiv p6v avTwv ovx cXdooovç 
ôiaxocfCcüv, *A0r)vaLü)v ô6 7c6vtc xaC CLXOOLV, ol ÇvvcTcoXtopxovvTO 
YvvctLxaç ô6 ‘^ v ô p o c T c ô ô L O o t . v  . " III 6 8 ( 2 ) .  cf. Isocr.
XII 93.
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In 424 BoCo when tho Spartans considered that the
Helots constituted a danger for them, they secretly and
treacherously massacred two thousand of their best men \
The Spartans also slaughtered all the free men whom
they took prisoner when they occupied the Argive city
of Hysiae in 417
In 412 BoCo when Lysander took lasus in Caria by
storm, he massacred the eight hundred male inhabitants
o')and sold the women and children into slavery /, while in 
405, during his occupation of Cedreae in Caria, he sold 
the whole population as slaves*").
More recently still, in 395 B.C., the Spartans had 
executed five hundred men at Heracleia in Trachis and had 
forced the inhabitants of Gete to evacuate their land .
According to Isocrates' argument, both Athens and 
Sparta had committed extreme atrocities against the 
weak states of Greece, but Sparta exceeded even the 
Athenians in acts of brutality ^).
As for the Thebans, it was Demosthenes who gave the
1) Thuc. IV 80(3-4), Diod. XII 67(3-4).
2) Thuc. V 83(2).
3  ^" HaC TOVÇ p,cv •p p c5 V T a Ç OHxaKoatovq ovraç à tï c - 
0 (p a Ç c (Av0avôpoç), Tratôaç ôc uaC yvvaiHaç XaipvponœXfjaaç 
HarcoHaipc xpv tîôXl v. " Diod. XIII 104 (7). cf. Thuc.VIII 28(2-3)
4) Xen. Hell. II 1(15).
5) Diod, XIV 38(4-5),
G ) "  TiSç O U  y,L0 CLv HaC (pcvycLV (xpv apxpv) tt)v n o X X â naC 
ô c L v a  T T O i e U v  apcpoTepaç Taç noÀciç C7rdpa0av. " V I I I  105*
For the comparison between the Athenians and the Spartans, 
see Panathenaicus 62 ff.
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most vivid portrayal of their cruelty and brutality : 
"0ppaLOL tppovovau cn* œ p ô x p x l nat n o v p p C % . ^
In fact, the Thebans had shown extreme brutality, and, 
as Xenophon informs us, they had even taken the children 
of the Plataeans they had killed, and had massacred 
them .
Plataea and Thespiae indeed suffered greatly from the 
violent enmity of the Thebans^), and Orchomenos in 354 B 
was razed to the ground, while its male inhabitants were
1) XX 109. Throughout his speeches, Demosthenes 
emphatically expresses his contempt for the insensitivity 
and the severity of the Thebans. Thus he calls them
" &va(a8pxoi " in V 13 and XVIII 43, and speaks of their 
" dvaXypoIa and "papCxpç" in XVIII 33, and of their 
•’ aKaiôxpç xpoTiwv ” in VI 19. In fact, from ancient times 
up until the present day, the Boeotians were considered 
on the whole to be insensitive and overbearing in their 
demeanour. It is interesting to note that the proverb 
" BoiwxCa UÇ ” (Boeotian swine), which clearly illustrates 
the Greeks' low opinion of them, is first found in the 
writings of a Boeotian, Pindar (Olymp. VI 90 ), For a 
full discussion of the Boeotian character, see W. Roberts, 
The Ancient Boeotian, 1893»
2 )  "  OL p , c v T O L  © p P a i o L  HCCL x o C ç  71 a  L 6  a  Ç T t ü v  a  7t o 8  a  -
V Ô V T 0) V , o a o L ç  p a a v ,  A a p ô v x c ç  c t T t c a c p a Ç a  v . "  Hellenica
V 4(12),
3) These small towns of Boeotia were captured in 373 B.C. 
by the Thebans, and their inhabitants were expelled
and forbidden to set foot on Boeotian soil ever again.
See Isocrates' Plataicus, Diod. XV 46 and Pausanias 
IX 1(5-8) for Plataea, and Xen, Hell. VI 3(1), Diod.
XV 46 and Paus. IX 14(2) for Thespiae.
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put to the sword and the women and children wore sold
into slavery ^)*
Sufficient evidence, I think, has how been produced
to prove that Demosthenes' portrayal of Philip as being
especially cruel and as having perpetrated deeds unknown
before among the Greeks, is historically indefensible,
The truth is that Philip, in comparison with the other
leading Greek powers, was no more cruel or brutal, and in
many cases he was even particularly lenient. No
executions of civilians had been ordered by Philip, and,
as for the case of the Olynthians who were sold into
slavery, this was not out of accordance with the normal
2 j
Greek procedure as regards the law of the war ', since 
it had been first established long ago by the Athenians 
and the Soartans.
1) See Dem. XX 109, Diod. XV 79 (5), Paus.IX 15(3) and
P l u t a r c h ,  C o m p a r i s o n  o f  P e l o p i d a s  a n d  M a r c e l l u s  I .  T h e  
c i t y  w a s  d e s t r o y e d  b y  t h e  T h e b a n s  f o r  a  s e c o n d  t i m e  a n d  
i t s  i n h a b i t a n t s  w e r e  s o l d  a s  s l a v e s  i n  3 4 6  B . C . .  S e e  D e m .
V  22, V I  13, XIX 112, 141, 3 2 5 ,  a n d  A e s c h j *  I I  141, I I I  8 0 .
2) T h e  f o l l o w i n g  p a s s a g e s  i l l u s t r a t e  t h e  v i o l e n c e  
i n h e r e n t  i n  t h e  l a w  o f  t h e  w a r  ; "  v o p o ç  y a p  cv n a a i v  a v 6p w %0 L ç
à L Ô L Ô Ç COTLV, OTaV TloA.CpOVVTCÜV TtoA-LÇ (xA.^ , TÔOV cA.ÔVTü)V c u v a i  
KaC Ta 0 w p a T a xœv cv x'g t c ô X c i  n a t  xà x P 1 P’ x a. ”
X e n .  C y r o p . V I I  5 ( 7 3 )  a n d  T l  ô ’ J c à v  x i ç  0x p a x ^ y 6ç  a i p c G c C ç
a ô i H Ô v  x c  K a C  c x 8p & v  tcôA.lv c Ç a v ô p a T u o Ô L0r ) x a L ,  (p”n0o p c v  x o ü x o v  a ô i K c i v J  
0 V 6 fj X a  , ccpT].  . . TC ô ’J è d v  è  Ç a  tc a x  ^ n o A c p w v  a v x o i ç j  A C - 
K  a  L o  V , c t p T ] , K a C  x o v x o .  * E d v  ô c  k  X  c  n: x  t) na t  a  p  % d  Ç g  x d  
x o v x c ü v ,  o v  ô C n a i a  % o i ^ 0 c i j  K a C  p  d  X  a  ,  c c p r ) . ”  X e n .  M e m o r .
I V  2 ( 1 5 ) *  1 °  pcv ydp TcapaipcL00ai xc5v noXcpCwv nat  h  a x  a  -
c p Ü c C p c i v  (ppovpia Xipcvaç tcôX c l ç  a v ô p a ç  vavç xapmovç, 
xaXXa xd xouxolç TcapaTcXfj0ia, ôi ' wv xovç pcv VTucvavxCouç a00cvc00c- 
povç av xiç TEOif)0ai, xd ôc 0cpcxcpa npdypaxa naC xdç CTuiPoXdç ôuva- 
piHCOxépaç, X a V X a pcv dvayKd^ov0iv ci x o v i t o X c p o u
V ô  p o i KaC xd xoCxov ô C k  a i a ôpdv. " "Polybius V 11(3)*
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Furthermore, the Olynthians can be held largely
responsible for their own fate : they occasioned this
themselves by breaking the terms of their previous
alliance with Philip, and also by giving refuge to
11Philip's brothers who were his enemies . They endeavoured 
to use Philip to their own advantage and, when they
failed, they broke their oaths and acted as enemies 
against him.
The Olynthians were not, therefore, the innocent victims 
that Demosthenes would have them appear to be.
Judging by Greek standards , the treatment of Methone 
was not especially cruel, and the fact that Philip lost 
his right eye there as a result of the resistance of the 
townspeople emphasizes his leniency towards the people 
as a whole .
The fate that was inflicted on the Phocians was not 
at all cruel, if we remember that for ten whole years 
they had struggled against the majority of the states in 
Central Greece, and, furthermore, were considered by most 
of the Greeks as having committed sacrilege. It is also 
important to remember that the Amphictyonie council had 
reassembled for the first time after these ton years of
1) Justin VIII 3(10).
2) Demosthenes^^%7-108.
3) See preceding page, n.2.
4) Diod. XVI 34(3) * Justin in VII 6(14) says :" Quo 
vulnere nec sognior in bellum nec iracundior adversus 
hostes factus est, adco ut interiectis dicbus pacem 
deprecantibus dederit, nec moderatus tantum, verum etiam 
mitis adversus victos fuerit. "
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most bitter struggling, and they understandably had
feelings of vindictive antipathy towards the conquered
people, while the Thebans and the Thessalians also craved
revenge on them. The sentence which was finally imposed
was carried out by the Thebans, while more violent
enmity was shown by the tribes of Mount Oote, who had
proposed that the ultimate punishment for sacrilege
should be inflicted on the whole adult male population,
that is, that they should be cast down from the
11Phaedriad rocks .
The fact that the payments to the temple began within
three years and continued uninterrupted for a further
2 ')twenty one years ^, shows that the Phocians must soon 
have partially recovered some degree of economic stability 
from the hardship which they must have suffered after 
the end of the war. In addition, the fact that they were 
dispersed to small villages does not seem a particularly 
harsh punishment, if we consider.that the Phocians wore 
a people of mostly peasant stock.
The absence of executions and of the selling of 
people into slavery is the most convincing proof of the 
leniency with which the Phocians were treated, along with 
the fact that they had not even been deprived of the 
possession of their territory
As for Philip, his commanding position among the
1) Aesch. II 142.
2) See Tod, GHI, II 1?2 and £. Bourguet, L'administation
financière du sanctuaire pythique, 37 ff * The last 
instalment was Paid in 322 B.C. See I.G. ix (1) 113»
3) " "'EÔoÇcV OUV TOLÇ O V V C Ô p O L Ç . . . .  G % G L V # ü) K G L Ç
TT)V xwpav. Diod. XVI 60(1-2).
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victors can bu bald to havo played a part in preventing 
the destruction of tho Phocians, since no one else among 
the Amphictyons seems to have felt any compassion for 
them.
Demosthenes elsewhere unwittingly shows Philip's
placatory role when he speaks of the confidence which the
Phocians had that Philip, in comparison with the other
11victors, was of a favourable disposition ^.
This being so, I fail to see how G. Grote, A. Gchdfer, 
and more recently P„ Cloché, did not acknowledge Philip’s 
leniency, and how they endorsed Demosthenes' verdict on
p)
the treatment of the Phocians \
1) In XIX 61-52, Demosthenes speaks of the Phocians as 
having signed the treaty with Philip and not with the 
other victors, and in IX 11 he speaks of Philip as having 
marched towards the Phocians as an ally. Cf. Justin VIII 4,
2)Go Grote says :"Well might Demosthenes say that events 
more terrific and momentous had never occurred in the 
Grecian world, either in his own time or in that of his 
predecessors " History of Greece XI p. 252.,
and Ao Schdfer ;"Mit seinon Peinden hat Philipp nie 
Erbarmen gehabt, seine Siegesbahn ist mit zerstbrten 
StMten und in Knechtschaft verkauften Volksgomeinden 
bezeichnet o o-> o o o so hat or auch seinen Arm dargeboten, 
das lotzte Amphiktyonenurteil zu vollstrecken : or hat 
das phokische Volk ins Elend gebracht." II p. 290,
See also P. Cloche , ua politique extérieure d'Athenes 
de 404 a 338 (1934), p. 237 . But such a judgement seems 
unjustifiable and is not based on the evidence of the 
sources. On the contrary, many other ancient and modern 
historians are of the opposite opinion and aknowledge 
Philip's leniency in his treatment of the Phocians, 
Polybius says : "pexpi toutov noXcpwv nat cptAovlhGvAltitioq), 
cü)ç TOTj A,aPciv acpop]j,dç Tipôç aTüôôcL^iv tt)ç auToO T c p c j t Ô T r i T O ç  
xaC % a X o % a y a 8 C a ç . " V 10(3)* Cf. IX 33, (cont'd)
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Philip was more adroit, possibly more cunning, but 
certainly not more cruel than the other powers who had 
previously held the leadership of Greece ,
Thus, Demosthenes' portrayal of Philip's deeds as being 
especially cruel, is historically unjustifiable.
Now we must decide whether Demosthenes' picture of 
Philip was drawn for reasons of rhetorical exploitation 
of the situation, or out of a genuine belief on his part 
in the truth of his account.
It seems that rhetorical reasons, and also psychological 
ones aru behind this misrepresentation. Firstly,
Demosthenes does not seem to have suppressed his desire 
to invoke strong anti-Macedonian feelings among the 
Athenians, by exaggerating, to some extent, the whole 
situation.
On the other hand, it seems to me that a psychological 
motive will be found to account for Demosthenes' attitude : 
It is not an uncommon phenomenon to find people 
believing that a present bad situation is the worst they 
have over experienced, and that in comparison with it the 
horror of preceding situations pales considerably.
During winter, for instance, people will complain that it 
is the coldest winter they have ever known, whereas in 
fact this is a delusion - it is merely very cold. It seems
(cent'd)
and Justin "mitis adversus victos fuerit (Philippus)",
VII 6(14). See also Holm, History of Greece , III p. 261; 
Pohlmann, Griechische Geschichte, p. 272; Beloch, III 1 
p.512; Pickard-Cambridge, CAH, VI p.241 ; Wüst, Philipp II 
von Macédonien und Griechenland in den Jahren von 346 
bis 338 (1938), p.16; Hammond, History of Greece, p. 554.
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therefore, that the explanation is a psychological one - 
we live with the feelings of the moment, and our judgement 
is influenced by these feelings . In more general terms 
this happens when we judge the events of our age in 
relationship to the events of the past.
The influence exerted by these temporary feelings is 
obviously stronger among a people who are passionate, 
fanatic, and , on occasion, sentimental by nature. 
Demosthenes, often passionate in his verbal battle against 
Philip, and personally involved in the incidents under 
consideration, was bound to have been greatly affected 
by the repercussions arising from the destruction of the 
places mentioned.
Thus, rhetorical exaggeration, along with his own 
fervent attitude, led Demosthenes to represent Philip 
as an extremely cruel person, and, furthermore, to make 
some inappropriate comparisons between Philip and the 
former leading powers of Greece, although the real facts 
did not support his attitude.
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CONCLUSION
It is the duty of the historian to record history 
truthfully and in its entirety; hut, for the orator, history 
is only a means, not an end. Like the historian, the orator 
must interpret events, but that is not to say that his 
interpretations will always be either consistent or 
objective. This observation, which applies in general to 
the attitude of orators towards historical events, is 
equally applicable to Demosthenes.
Demosthenes aimed to persuade, as does every orator, and, 
in his efforts to satisfy the requirements of his 
argumentation, he occasionally deviated from the accurate 
narration of the events.
These departures from the truth were either deliberate 
or unconscious. They appeared either for reasons of 
rhetorical exploitation, or as genuine mistakes owing to a 
lapse of memory; or they stemmed from a sincere belief of 
the orator in his own judgment or interpretation of 
the facts. Occasionally, indifference towards details which 
were inapporpriate to the rhetorical speech were the reason 
behind the deviations ,
These deviations in Demosthenes' narrative which were 
considered to be the most important ones and which can to 
some extent be checked against other existing evidence, 
can be classified as follows:
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I. Lapses of memory.
1) Cho One, p.31.
2) Oho One, p.34.
II. Errors due usually to an erroneous tradition, oral or 
written.
1) Ch. Four, p.64,
2) Ch. Six, p.75.
3) Cho Eight,po90.
III. Deliberate misrepresentations for reasons of rhetorical 
exploitation.
1) Cho One, pp.31-52.
2) Ch. Three, pp.57-58.
3) Ch. Six, p.78.
4) Cho Seven, pp.84-85.
3) Ch. Eight, p.90.
6) Ch. Thirteen, pp.140-141.
7) Ch. Fourteen, pp.130-131 *
8) Ch. Fifteen, pp.133-154.
9) Ch. Sixteen, p.159.
10) Ch. Seventeen, pp.168-169.
11) Ch. Eighteen, p.175»
12) Ch. Nineteen, p.181.
13) Ch. Twenty, pp.194-195»
IV. Personal attitudes or interpretations of the events.
1) Cho Two, p.45.
2) Ch. Nine, pp.103-104.
3) Ch. Eleven, pp.122-123»
4) Cho Twelve, pp.129-130.
3) Ch. Twelve, p.131 »
6) Ch. Fourteen, p.130.
7) Ch. Twenty, pp.194-195»
V. Indifference to details.
1) Ch. Ten, p.111.
2) Ch. Ten, p.111.
3) Ch. Ten, p.112
4) Ch. Eleven, p.118.
3) Ch. Thirteen, p.140,
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Expressed as percentages, the deviations appear thus:
I. Lapses of memory ~ 6.7^
II. Mistaken beliefs - 10)6
III. Deliberate misrepresentations - 43.3‘A
IV. Personal interpretations - 23.3^
Vo Indifference to detail - 16.7/^
It must be remembered that these percentages are taken
only from those cases which were examined in this work,
because the evidence of the extant historical sources is
1 ^not sufficient  ^ to permit a thorough examination of each 
and every application of historical events in Demosthenes’ 
speeches.
In addition, Demosthenes' general estimations of political 
situations are open to dispute, and it is therefore not 
certain whether they constitute misrepresentations.
An observation of the cases of misrepresentation as they 
appear in each category of this classification reveals the 
following:- The lapses of memory appear in the narration of 
events of early Macedonian history, and of events which 
brought honours to the Macedonians.
The errors owing to mistaken traditions appear in cases of 
early Athenian history.
The erroneous personal interpretations usually appear in 
cases where Demosthenes considers the relationships between 
Athens and other states in earlier or in contemporary times. 
The deliberate misrepresentations occur mostly in accusations 
against Philip, and occasionally in subjects which amount 
to testimonies in favour of the ancestors of the Athenians. 
Indifference to detail is found mostly in numerical matters.
It can be seen from the percentages of the groups under 
examination that the deliberate misrepresentations appear
1) 3ee Introduction, pp.13-23
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most froquontly, with the personal interpretations in
second place, and the cases of lapse of memory appearing
the most seldom.
Demosthenes usually refers to the Macedonian past as
part of an accusation against Philip.
The excursus of Demosthenes on earlier Athenian history
extends no further back than the Persian wars, which
initiated the Athenians' era of greatness. Many of the
mistakes concerning the Athenian past were a result of
Demosthenes' idealizing his past, which provided him with
an unchanging paragon with which to rouse the spirits of
his indifferent compatriots.
Of Demosthenes' early speeches, the one entitled "On
Organization" seems to contain the most historical inaccuracies
1 )in comparison with the other speeches of this period ^.
Of all the deliberative speeches, the Third Philippic
2)appears to contain the most historical mistakes In 341 B.C.,
Demosthenes seems to have been concerned not so much with 
the details of the preceding historical events, as with the 
results of his exhaustive attempt to alert his fellow- 
citizens to the impending danger. As in the Third Philippic, 
Demosthenes has stretched his rhetorical abilities to their 
limits, in a most praiseworthy fashion, in order to achieve 
his political aims. But at the same time he has somewhat 
neglected historical accuracy.
Generally, Demosthenes displays some liberality,
•V \
inconsistency, and, on occasion, even bad faith in his use 
of historical material, but it cannot be denied that a
1)§§ 23-24, 26, 29 (pp.29, 32 n.1, 79, 94 n.1 of this work.)
2) §§11, 13-16, 23, 23-26, 31-32, 43-44 (pp.87, 92, 142,
136, 183 of this work.)
3) See category III in the classification.
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certain respect for historical truth is revealed by his 
work as a whole.
This last statement demands elucidation - namely, that, 
since the object of this work was to discover 
misrepresentations in Demosthenes' narrative, and not to 
deal with all his references to historical events, it would 
be wrong to conclude that his speeches consist predominately 
of misrepresentations.
It is unfortunate that Demosthenes cannot be viewed 
satisfactorily in relation to the other orators, since there 
are no similar works on their speeches with which this work 
on Demosthenes' misrepresentations could be compared. But 
it is my general impression, acquired from the study of the 
works of the other orators, viewed from the angle of the 
way in which they used the historical material, that, in 
most cases, such a comparison would not disfavour 
Demosthenes,
It can be said as a final assessment of Demosthenes' 
merits in the fields of oratory and politics, that, as an 
orator, his sincerity is not on the whole irreproachable, 
but that in none of the cases of misrepresentation which 
have been examined, can any doubt be cast upon the consistency 
of his aims as a politician, who, even when he deviated 
from the truth, interpreted and formulated reality in such 
a way that it emerged in his wor!K as an undeviating line 
of political thought and action.
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APPEND I]
The sources of Demosthenes’ historical knowledge.
Throughout this research, Demosthenes' misrepresentation 
of events has always been judged as either deliberate or 
unconscious, according to the degree of historical knowledge 
that he was thought to have possessed on the events.
Although an attempt has been made in each case to clarify 
the exact procedure by which the conclusion was reached, our 
judgement has always been influenced by the general belief 
concerning Demosthenes' historical knowledge, as expressed 
in the following terms:
Firstly, it appeared that Demosthenes, like any of the other 
orators, employed historical sources in a different manner 
from the historians. Of course, Demosthenes is regarded as 
having had a good knowledge of historical as well as of 
contemporary events, but it is considered as most probable 
that his account of past history was drawn mainly from his 
own memory, without his having made use, in any given case, 
of the appropriate historical sources. This remark can be 
illustrated in the following example: Demosthenes v/as 
acquainted with the narrative of Thucydides, but it was his 
own recolloction^^xjÿ not the book itself, which he 
took into consideration in his writings,
Demosthenes' historical knowledge is considered as having 
been derived also from two other sources: the oral tradition 
of his own time, and the impressions he gained from his 
travels around Greece,
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Of these three sources, the knowledge acquired through 
the works of earlier historians is considered as the most 
sound, but references made to these narratives from memory 
alone are believed to contain serious drawbacks in the 
matter of details. Oral tradition has always been considered 
as representing the facts in an exaggerated way. Finally, 
while personal impressions are comparatively valuable in the 
judging of the situation of a country at any particular 
time, they are thought to be of little use for providing the 
orator with any specific knowledge of past history, especially 
when it is remembered that the orator's travels were not 
made for the purpose of historical research.
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